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66. On April 16, 1973 from 8:58 to 9:14 p.m. the President spoke
by telephone with Henry Petersen. Petersen gave the President a report.
The President said he would not pass the information on because he
knew the rules of the Grand Jury.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of that conversation, the President has produced an
edited transcript of the recording. A summary of that transcript has
been prepared.
66.1 Summary of White House edited transcript of a
telephone conversation between the President and
Henry Petersen from 8:58 to 9:14 p.m. on April 16,
1973, prepared by the House JudiCiary Committee
staff.
66.2 President Nixon daily diary, April 16, 1973,
Exhibit 21, In re Grand Jury.
[4082]
67. On April 17, 1973 from 9:47 to 9:59 a.m. the President met with
H. R. Haldeman. The President instructed Haldeman to tell Kalmbach that
LaRue was talking freely. There was discussion of the problem raised by
Dean's efforts to get immunity.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of that conversation, the President has produced an
edited transcript of that recording. A summary of that transcript has
been prepared.
67.1 Summary of White House edited transcript of a
conversation between the President and H. R.
Haldeman from 9:47 to 9:59 a.m., April 17, 1973,
prepared by House Judiciary Committee staff.
67.2 President Nixon daily diary, April 17, 1973,
Exhibit 48, In re Grand Ju~.
[4083]
68. On or about April 17, 1973 John Ehr1ichman had telephone conver-
sations with Charles Colson, White House aide Ken Clawson, and former
CRP campaign director Clark MacGregor. Ehr1ichman asked Colson and
Clawson about their recollections regarding Dean's allegations that
Ehrlichman had told Dean to destroy documents from Hunt's safe and to
order Hunt to leave the country. During the course of their conver-
aation, Colson and Ehrlichman discussed nailing Dean by seeing that
he not get immunity. Each of these conversations was tape recorded
by Ehr1ichman.
68.1 Transcript of a telephone conversation between
John Ehrlichman and Clark MacGregor, SSC Exhibit
No. 107, 7 SSC 3007-08.
68.2 Tape recording of a telephone conversation between
John Ehrlichman and Ken Clawson (received from SSC)
and House Judiciary Committee transcript thereof.
68.3 Tape recording of a telephone conversation between
John Ehrlichman and Charles Colson (received from
SSC) and House Judiciary Committee transcript thereof.
[4084]
69. On April 17, 1973 at 10:26 a.m. Gray met with Petersen in Gray's
office. Gray has testified that he admitted to Petersen that he had
received files from Dean in Ehr1ichman's office and told Petersen that
he had burned the files without reading them. Petersen told Gray that
the assistant U. S. attorneys would want him before the grand jury.
During the afternoon of April 17 Petersen told the President that Gray
had admitted destroying documents he received from Dean.
69.1 L. Patrick Gray log, April 17, 1973 (received
from SSC).
69.2 L. Patrick Gray testimony, 9 SSC 3471.
69.3 Henry Petersen testimony, 9 SSC·3624-26.
69.4 Henry Petersen testimony, Watergate Grand Jury,
February 5, 1974, 26-27 (received from \.[atergate
Grand Jury).
69.5 White House edited transcript of a conversation
between the President and Henry Petersen from
2:46 to 3:49 p.m., April 17, 1973, 38-40.
[4085]
70. On April 17, 1973 from 12:35 to 2:20 p.m. the President met with
H. R. Haldeman and John Ehrlichman. Ronald Ziegler joined the meeting
from 2:10 to 2:17 p.m. There was a discussion about what to do about
Dean and what Dean might say if he were fired; about the motive for
making payments to the defendants; about what Strachan would say con-
cerning intelligence material received from Magruder; and about whether
Dean had reported to the President in the summer of 1972. There was
also discussion of a press plan.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of that conversation, the President has produced an
edited transcript of the recording. A summary of that transcript has
been prepared.
70.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 17, 1973,
Exhibit 48, In re Grand Jury.
70.2 Summary of White House edited transcript of a con-
versation among the President, H. R. Haldeman, John
Ehrlichman and Ronald Ziegler from 12:35 to 2:20 p.m.
on April 17, 1973, prepared by House Judiciary Co~
mittee staff.
[4086]
71. On April 17, 1973 from 2:39 to 2:40 p.m. the President had a
telephone conversation with John Ehr1ichman. There was a discussion
of what the President would say to Petersen about immunity for top
White House staff members.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of that conversation, the President has produced an
edited transcript of the recording. A summary of that transcript has
been prepared.
71.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 17, 1973,
Exhibit 48, In re Grand Jury.
71.2 Summary of White House edited transcript of a tele-
phone conversation between the President and John
Ehrlichman from 2:39 to 2:40 p.m., April 17, 1973,
prepared by House Judiciary Committee staff.
[4087]
72. On April 17, 1973 from 2:46 to 3:49 p.m. the President met with
Henry Petersen. There was a discussion about whether Petersen had
passed grand jury information to Dean and about whether Dean would be
granted immunity. The President read to Petersen a proposed press
statement and Petersen stated the difficulties which would be posed
by a st.atement that the President opposed granting immunity to high
White House officials. Petersen told the President that Gray had
admitted receiving from Ehr1ichman and Dean documents unrelated to
Watergate taken from Hunt's safe. Petersen said that Gray said he had
burned these documents without reading them.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of that conversation, the President has produced an
edited transcript of the recording. A summary of that transcript has
been prepared.
72.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 17, 1973,
Exhibit 48, In re Grand Jury.
72.2 Summary of White House edited transcript of a con-
versation between the President and Henry Petersen
from 2:46 to 3:49 p.m., April 17, 1973, prepared by
House Judiciary Committee staff.
[4088]
73. On April 17, 1973 from 3:50 to 4:35 p.m. the President met with
H. R. Haldeman, Ronald Ziegler and John Ehrlichman. The President
described his conversation with Petersen. There was a discussion of
whether Haldeman and Ehr1ichroan should take leaves of absence. The
President went over the text of the statement be was about to give.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of that conversation, the President haa produced an
edited transcript of the recording. A summary of that transcript has
been prepared.
73.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 17, 1973,
Exhibit 48, In re Grand Jury. .
73.2 Summary of White House edited transcript of a con-
versation among the President, H. R. Haldeman,
Ronald Ziegler and John Ehrlichman from 3:50 to
4:35 p.m., April 17, 1973, prepared by House
Judiciary Committee staff.
[4089]
74. On April 17, 1973 from 4:42 to 4:45 p.m. the President issued a
public statement containing two announcements. The President first
announced that White House personnel would appear before the Senate
Select Committee, but would reserve the right to assert executive
privilege during the course of questioning. He then reported that on
March 21 he had begun intensive new inquiries into the whole Watergate
matter and that there had been major developments in the case. The
President stated he had expressed to the appropriate authorities his
view that there should be no immunity from prosecution for present
or former high Administration officials. The President said that,
those still in government would be suspended if indicted and discharged
if convicted.
74.1 President Nixon statement, Apri~ 17, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 387.
[4090]
75. On April 17, 1973 the President met in his EOB office with
William Rogers from 5:20 to 6:19 p.m. and with H. R. Haldeman and John
Ehrlichman from 5:50 to 7:14 p.m. The President briefed Rogers on his
investigation and his discussion with Petersen. There was a discussion
of whether Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Dean should resign and of Dean's
testimony against Haldeman and Ehrlichman. Haldeman and Ehrlichman
reported on their conversation with John Wilson, a criminal attorney
who had been recommended by Rogers. There was a discussion of what
Dean had told Kalmbach about the purpose of the money he was asked to
raise.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of the President's conversations of April 17, 1973
from 5:50 to 7:14 p.m., the President has produced an edited transcript
of the recording of his conversations from 5:20 to 7:14 p.m. A summary
of that transcript has been prepared.
75.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 17, 1973,
Exhibit 48, In re Grand Jury.
75.2 Summary of White House edited transcript of a con-
versation among the President, William Rogers, H. R.
Haldeman and John Ehrlichman from 5:20 to 7:14 p.m.,
April 17, 1973, prepared by House Judiciary Committee
staff.
[4091]
76. In April 1973 former and present White House aides and CRP
officials were interviewed by the prosecutors or called before the
Watergate Grand Jury. These included E. Howard Hunt, Gordon Liddy,
Jeb Magruder, Gordon Strachan, Richard Moore, Dwight Chapin, Herbert
Kalmbach, James McCord, Fred LaRue, Herbert Porter, John Mitchell,
Charles Colson and John Dean.
76.1 Transcript of a telephone conversation between
John Ehrlichman and Herbert Kalmbach, April 19,
1973, sse Exhibit No. 77, 5 SSC 2215-17.
76.2 Transcript of a telephone conversation between
John Ehrlichman and Charles Colson, April 17,
1973, SSC Exhibit No. 109, 7 SSC 3010-11.
76.3 United States v. Chapin Indictment, November 29,
1973.
76.4 United States v. Mitchell Indictment, March 1,
1974, Counts 5 and 13.
76.5 Jeb Magruder testimony, 2 SSC 808.
76.6 John Dean testimony, 3 SSC 1009.
76.7 Richard Moore testimony, 5 SSC 2059.
76.8 Fred LaRue testimony, 6 SSC 2298.
76.9 In re Grand Jury, Proceedings Docket.
76.10 Herbert Porter testimony, 2 SSC 637.
[4092]
77. On April 18, 1973 the President had telephone conversations
with Henry Petersen from 2:50 to 2:56 p.m. and from 6:28 to 6:37 p.m.
IPetersen has testified that the President told him that Dean said he
had been granted immunity and the President had it on tape, and that
Petersen denied that Dean had been granted immunity. Petersen told
the President that the prosecutors had received evidence that Gordon
Liddy and E. Howard Hunt had burglarized the office of Dr. Fielding,
Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist. The President told Petersen that he
knew of that event; it was a national security matter; Petersen's
mandate was Watergate; and Petersen should stay out of the Fielding
break-in. The President told Petersen that the prosecutors should
not question Hunt about national security matters. After this tele-
phone call, Petersen relayed this directive to Silbert.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of the telephone conversations between the Pres i-
dent and Petersen from 2:50 to 2:56 p.m. and from 6:28 to 6:37 p.m.,
the President has produced an edited transcript of the conversation
from 2:50 to 2:56 p.m., during which the President and Petersen dis-
cussed immunity for Dean and Magruder. A summary of that transcript
has been prepared. The President has informed the Committee that the
telephone call from 6:28 to 6:37 p.m. was placed from Camp David and
was not recorded.
77.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 18, 1973,
Exhibit 49, In re Grand Jury.
[4093]
77.2 Summary of White House edited transcript of a tele-
phone conversation between the President and Henry
Petersen from 2:50 to 2:56 p.m., April 18, 1973,
prepared by House Judiciary Committee staff.
77.3 Henry Petersen testimony, Watergate Grand Jury,
August 23, 1973, 73-75 (received from Watergate
Grand Jury).
77.4 Henry Petersen testimony, Watergate Grand Jury,
February 5, 1974, 12-14, 19-20 (received from
Watergate Grand Jury).
77.5 Henry Petersen testimony, 9 sse 3630-31, 3654-56.
77.6 President Nixon statement, August 15, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 993.
77.7 President Nixon news conference, August 22, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 1020.
77.8 John Dean testimony, 3 SSC 1019~20.
[4094]
78. On April 19, 1973 John Dean issued a public statement declaring
in part that he would not become a scapegoat in the Watergate case. He
added that anyone who believed that did not know the true facts nor
understand our system of justice. Following Dean's statement, Stephen
Bull of the President's Hhite House staff checked with the Secret Service
agent in charge of the White House taping system to determine if Dean
knew about the existence of the taping system. The agent replied that
as far as the Secret Service knew Dean had no such knowledge.
78.1 John Dean testimony, 3 sse 1020.
78.2 New York Times, April 20, 1973,.1, 11.
78.3 Stephen Bull testimony, In re Grand Jury,
January 18, 1974, 2544-46.
78.4 Louis Sims testimony, In reGrand JurX,
January 17, 1974, 2447-48.
[4095]
79. On April 19, 1973 the President met with Richard Moore. They
discussed the President's public statement of April 17 and the fact that
on March 20, 1973 Dean and Moore discussed Dean's telling the President
about the Watergate matter. Moore has testified that the President
said that he had told Dean that to raise money for the Watergate
defendants was not only wrong but stupid. Moore told the President
that Dean had shown him a list of individuals who might be indicted,
and that Dean had said that Ehr1ichman's problem might be involved with
the E11sberg case. The President responded that the White House inves-
tigation of E1lsberg had to be done because J. Edgar Hoover could not
be counted on as he was a close friend of E1lsberg's father-in-law.
79.1 Richard Moore testimony, 5 sse 1961-62, 1982-83.
79.2 President Nixon daily diary, April 19, 1973,
Exhibit 50, In re Grand Jury.
[4096]
80. On April 19, 1973 from 8:26 to 9:32 p.m. the President met with
John Wilson and Frank Strickler, attorneys for H. R. Haldeman and John
Ehrlichman. There was a discussion of the case against Haldeman and
Ehrlichman.
The Committee has requested the tape recording and other
evidence of this conversation. The President has provided an edited
transcript of that recording. A summary of that transcript has been
prepared.
80.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 19, 1973,
Exhibit 50, In re Grand Jury.
80.2 Summary of White Rouse edited transcript of a con-
versation among the President, John Wilson and
Frank Strickler from 8:26 to 9:32 p.m., April 19,
1973, prepared by House Judiciary Committee staff.
[4097]
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66. On April 16, 1973 from 8:58 to 9:14 p.m. the President spoke
by telephone with Henry Petersen. Petersen gave the President a report.
The President said he would not pass the information on because he
knew the rules of the Grand Jury.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of that conversation, the President has produced an
edited transcript of the recording. A summary of that transcript has
been prepared.
66.1 Summary of White House edited transcript of a
telephone conversation be~een the President and
Henry Petersen from 8:58 to 9:14 p.m. on April 16,
1973, prepared by the House Judiciary Committee
staff.
66.2 President Nixon daily diary, April 16, 1973,
Exhibit 21, In re Grand Jury.
[4099]
[4100]
66.1 Summary of White House
edited transcript,
April 17, 1973
SUMMARY OF WHITE HOUSE EDITED TRANSCRIPT
April 16, 1973, 8:58 P.M. to 9:14 P.M.
The President had a telephone conversation with Assistant
Attorney General Henry Petersen from 8:58 to 9:14 p.m. on April 16,
1973. The President asked if there had been any developments that he
ought to knmv about and told Petersen "of course, as you know, anything
you tell me, as I think I told you earlier, will not be passed on."
Petersen replied that he understood, and the President said, "Because I
know the rules of the Grand Jury." (p. 1)
Petersen told the President that LaRue had been in and that he
was "rather pitiful." Petersen told the President that LaRue had told
John Mitchell that it was "allover." Petersen said that LaRue admitted
"to participating in the (unintelligible) and obstruction of justice"
and admitted being present, as Dean said he was, at the third meeting,
the budget meeting. The President asked Petersen "Who was present at
that meeting Henry? I don't know." Petersen replied that LaRue and
Mitchell were present. The President responded that he seemed to have
missed that meeting and asked Petersen if Dean was at that meeting.
Petersen replied that Dean told them about that meeting in Florida, but
that Petersen was not quite certain whether or not Dean was present. The
President said, "[O]h, I heard about a meeting, but I think you told me
about that." (pp. 1-2)
[4101]
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Petersen said that LaRue was reluctant to say that Mitchell
specifically authorized the budget for the electronic eavesdropping
at that point, but that Petersen thought he was going to come around.
Petersen said that LaRue had admitted that it could not have been acti-
vated without Mitchell's approval. (p. 2)
Petersen told the President that the prosecutors did not get to
O'Brien or Strachan that day. He said that Strachan had retained Colson's
partner as his lawyer, but the U. S. Attorney's office objected, so
Strachan got another one and would be back the next day. (p. 3)
The President questioned Petersen about LaRue's telling Mitchell
that it was allover, asking when he had done that. Petersen told the
President that it had been just recently, within the past two days. (p. 3)
Petersen then raised "an additional detail" on Ehrlichman beyond
what he had discussed with the President earlier in the day. Petersen
told the President that Liddy confessed to Dean on June 19 that he was
present in the Hatergate and that Dean then told·Ehrlichman. (p. 3)
Petersen told the President that Colson was present with Dean and
Ehrlichman when Ehrlichman advised about telling Hunt to get out of town.
Therefore, Colson would be called before the Grand Jury. '~ithrespect to
Haldeman, Petersen told the President that Mitchell had requested Dean
to activate Kalmbach for payments of money after June 17. Dean had said
he did not have authority and went to Haldeman,who gave him the authority,
and Dean then got in touch with Kalmbach to arrange for money. Petersen
said that Kalmbach would also be called as a grand jury witness. (p. 4)
[4102]
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Petersen said that these were the only additional developments.
The President asked him what the situation was with regard to negotia-
tions with Dean and Magruder. The President said that he was "It]rying
to get the t Lmi.ng, you see, with regard to whatever I say." Petersen told
the President that Magruder's lawyers were very much concerned about Judge
Sirica and wanted it ironed out first that Magruder would not go to jail
before the rest of them if he confessed. Petersen said Titus would prob-
ably handle a meeting with Judge Sirica, but that it had to be very delicately
handlaibecause Sirica "is apt to blast us all publicly." Petersen told the
President that Magruder's lawyers were not so much concerned about Ervin,
and the President agreed because "the Ervin thing will become moot in my
opinion." (pp. 4-6)
Petersen said that the other concern of the prosecutors was how to
charge Magruder. He told the President that they did not feel they ought
to put Haldeman and Ehrlichman in the indictment as unindicted co-conspirators,
but they were afraid not to because if they didn't and it got out, "it is
going to look like a big cover-up again." Petersen told the President that
anyone named in the indictment as an unindicted co-conspirator would in all
probability be indicted later on. He said that a secondary issue was whether
they would have enough corroboration to make those statements. Petersen told
the President, in response to questions, that Mitchell would be named and
that it would be done in open court. Petersen said Judge Sirica would inter-
rogate the defendant, as was his habit. If he interrogated Magruder, that
would bring out the facts concerning Haldeman and Ehrlichman, Petersen told
[4103]
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the President, "and ,if we haven't mentioned them or included them in the
conspiracy charge, then we are all going to have a black eye." Petersen
said that these were the things they were trying to work out, and in re-
sponse to a question by the President said that he doubted it would be
done the next day. (pp. 6-8)
The President then inquired about the negotiations with Dean.
Petersen said they were still tying down facts with Dean and wanted to
get as much as they could. Petersen told the President that they were
trying to get enough facts to make the decision on immunity and that it
depended on how much of what Dean told them they could corroborate. The
President asked, "If you can't corroborate enough then he doesn't get off,
is that it?" Petersen replied that was right, they couldn't very well
immunize him and put him head to head against a witness who was going to
beat him. The President asked if Dean's people were playing it pretty
tougb with the prosecutors, Petersen replied in the affirmative, and the
President said, "I guess we'd do that too, I suppose .•.• I prefer them
to do that." (pp. 8-9)
The President then returned to the subject of June 19, and Petersen
again said Dean reported that Liddy confessed to Dean and Dean told Ehrlichman.
The President responded, "Hump -- that's new fact isn't it?" Petersen agreed
that it was and said that it was a terribly important fact because no disclo-
sure was made by either Dean or Ehrlichman. The President asked 'when Dean
had said this, and Petersen said he was not quite sure. The President said
[4104]
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that Dean didn't tell him that, and that was the thing that discouraged,
him; it was a key fact that Dean should have told him. Petersen agreed.
(pp. 9-10)
The President asked again about Haldeman, and Petersen repeated
that the principal thing he wanted to point out to the President was that
Dean went to Haldeman to get authority to go to Kalmbach, who thereafter
took care of the money. The President said that he knew about the $350,000
fund, but didn't know "how it all went." Petersen said that it developed
as money over which Haldeman exercised control, that the money was de-
livered to LaRue to be used for payments, at least a portion of it. The
President said that he thought Haldeman would say that was true, but that
Kalmbach should be asked. Petersen said that the money went to LaRue in-
stead of to the Committee directly; LaRue apparently did not give a receipt
and Haldeman had requested it. The President said that LaRue was loosely
a member of the Finance Committee, and that Haldeman had told him it went
to LaRue who was a member of the Committee or of Stans' committee. The
President said that he didn't know, but that Petersen ought to check it
out. (pp. 10-12)
The President then asked Petersen if there would be anything before
the Court the following day. Petersen said that he did not think so and
affirmed that the following day they would just continue to develop the evi-
dence. The President said that therefore no statement would be in order at
the present time. The President said that they had decided against a state-
ment that day because he thought it would possibly jeopardize the prosecution.
Petersen suggested that it would probably raise more questions than it answered,
[4105]
and the President agreed, saying that they didn't want to say anything
"until -- like if there has been a big break in the case and everybody
starts--" (pp. 12-13)
Petersen then told the President that he had a call from a reporter
for the Los Angeles Times who said they had a report out of the White House
that two or three people at the White House were going to be thrown to the
wolves. Petersen said he had told the reporter he couldn't tell him any-
thing about it and would neither confirm nor deny it. Petersen said he
mentioned it "only because its --" and the President interrupted to say,
lilt'sbeginning to get out. Yeah." The President asked Petersen if the
information came from the U. S. Attorney's Office, but Petersen said he
doubted it because he had not told them. (p. 13)
The President again asked how Colson was involved and whether he
would be called. As the conversation ended the President told Petersen
to call him, even if it was the middle of the night, if anything came up,
and Petersen agreed to do so. (p. 14)
[4106]
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66.2 President Nixon daily diary
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AC.TI\'ITY
I.D
\..y' ke President tal:-:edw i, th his Assistant, H. R. Ha Ld eman •
~eLA President talked w i th his Assistant, John D. Eh rLi chzian •
Av-The President talked w L th his Special Assis tant , Stephen B.
Bull.
The President tele~honed Staff Assistant Thomas Hart. The
call was not co~ple~e~.
The President Hent to the first floor private dining room.
The President held a breakfast me e t i ng tvith Speaker of the
House Carl B. ~lbert (D-Okl~10m3).
TIle President \-lentto the Oval OffiCe.
L..--A, .......The Pres ident me t w i th:
-, ~Ir. Ehr Li chman
Hr. Haldeman
k'~he President me t w i th his Counsel, John v. Dean III.
/'~ The President net ·.rith:
Hr. Haldl
Nr. Eh r Li.curnan
The President, acconpanied by Secretary of Labor Peter J.
Brennan, we n t to the South Grounds of the \~'hiteHouse.
The President and Secret3ry Brennan motored from the South
Grounds of the Hhite House to the \~ashington Hilton Hotel.
The President 'vas greeted by Robert A. Georgine, Se cre tary-
Treasurer of the?Building and Construction Trades De?partnent
of the AFL-CIO.
The President 'vent to the Cabinet Room in the '''ashington
Hilton. He was accompanied by:
Secretary Brcnnan
Hr. Georgine
The President grcet0d general presid~nts of union ~ffiliates
cornprLs ing t iie !;uilding and Cous t ruc t iou Tr ades D"'i-,.:;rtnent
of the AFL-CIO. For.:1.list o f a t t end ecs , see ~~'rr~';~I:\ ",\.'_
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11:57
12:31
11:48 11:55
12:00
12:31 12:39
12:40 12:57
1. -12:58 1:37
1:38
1:J9 3:25
2:25 2:52
The PresLde n t addresscd delegates attend ing the ::;nional
Legislative nn~ Safctv Conference of the Building and
Const ruct ion Tr ades Depart rren t of the AFL-CIO. For a
list of head t aole guests, see APPC:DIX "B."
~·lembersof the press, in/out
\~lite House photographer, in/out
The President returned to his 1irr:ousine. He was accorapanLed by
Secretary Brennan
:'!r.Georgine
\~lite House photographer, in/out
The President motored f rorn the \\'2shingtonHilton Hotel to the
South Cr cund s of the ~'!hite House.
The President returned to the Oval Office.
__.-.----The President met with Mr. Haldeman.
The President met with:
Dr. John ~·:orris,retired Associate !-fedicalDirector of
Eas tmarr-Kodak and Chairman of the Board of Trustees
of Alcoholics Anonyrcous (AA)
Robert Hitchins, General }lanager of A..A,. General Service
Office
Tom P'i.ke , mernber of the Na t Lonal, Ad vtscry Council on
Alcoholism
Caspar V Weinberger, Secretary of HEW
James H. C2vanaugh, Staff Assistant
lfuite Hous~ photographer, in/out
The President received the one millionth copy of the
"Al.colio Ii.csAnonymous" book.
The President met with:
Rov D. Hic;';_man,President of Rotary International
W. Richard Howard, Special Assistant
h'hite llo use nno t ograpn er , in/out
Hr. Hick~an Pycs~~ted the President with the Paul Harris
Fellow Award in rcco~nition of the President's efforts to
promote world understanding.
The President met \,'1 th his Press Secretary. Roria Ld L. Ziegler.
TIle President we n t to his office in the EOB.
"..__ ..
o TIle President met with:\
Henry I:. ·l~ti.~rs~n.
~Ir. Ziegler
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\ - 2 :19 The President requested that l'!r. Zf.e gLcr join him.
3:25
-, --···3: 27
3:35
r'- 4 :0.4
+1- 4 :05
4:07
4:42
4:55
5:45
6:01
6:01
6:15
7:20
8:28
8:32
8:42
8:45
1s:58
\~:24
3:26
4:02
4:04
4:05
4:06
4:35
4:43
6:01
6:01
6:10
8:28
8:41
9:14
9:49 L--\ 111l: Pres iden t t a Lkcd w i th ~Ir. Ehr 1Lehman.
P
P
P
P
P
P
'. \
'- \
The. Pres id en t talked Hi th ~rr. Ziegler.
TIle President met with:
:-Ir. Ehrlichman
~'lr. Ziegler
The President talked with his Counsel, John W. Dean III.
The President met w i.t h Hr. Bull.
The President met with Mr. Dean.
The Pr es i.den t talked vi th his daugh ter, Julie.
The President met with:
William P. Rogers, Secretary of State
Hr. Ziegler
TI1e President: and Secretary Rogers went; to Hest Executive
Avenue.
The President and Secretary Rogers motored fron t.[est Execu tLvo
Avenue to Pier One of the \~ashing ton Navy Yard.
The President wen t boating on the Sequ~i_~ I....ith Secretary
Rogers.
The President and Secretary Rogers had dinner on board.
The Sequoia docked at Pier One of the Washington Navy Yard.
The President motored from the Hashington Navy Yard to the
South Grounds of the White House.
The President returned to his office in the EOB.
The President telephoned ~Ir. Ehr Li.chrnan , The call was not
completed.
The Presi.dent talked w i th ~Ir. Petersen.
The Pr es Ldcn t r c r urn ed to the second floor Residence.
'----. __ L---. __ -_._-'--_.-l. ..
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67. On April 17, 1973 from 9:47 to 9:59 a.m. the President met with
B. R. Haldeman. The President instructed Haldeman to tell Kalmbach that
LaRue was talking freely. There was discussion of the problem raised by
Dean's efforts to get immunity.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of that conversation, the President has produced an
edited transcript of that recording. A summary of that transcript has
been prepared.
67.1 Summary of White House edited transcript of a
conversation between the President and H. R.
Haldeman from 9:47 to 9:59 a.m., April 17, 1973,
prepared by House Judiciary Committee staff.
67.2 President Nixon daily diary, April 17, 1973,
Exhibit 48, In re Grand Jury.
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67.1 Summary of White House
edited transcript,
Ap~::i.17, 1973
SUMMARY OF \-illITEHOUSE EDITED TRANSCRIPT
April 17, 1973, 9:47 a.m. to 9:59 a.m.
On April 17, 1973, the President met with H. R. Haldeman in
the Oval Off;i_cein the Hhite House from 9:47 a.m. to 9:59 a.m. The
President began the conversation by saying that he was thinking that
they probably should use John Connally more to try to hammer out what
their policy should be on Watergate. (p. 1)
Haldeman said that Colson had told Ehrlichman that morning
that Colson's sources in departments and around tovm said that "we've
got one more day to act on our initiative. 'I (p, 1) Haldeman told the
President that" It]he 1\1hiteHouse has got to move" and, if they were
going to move that day, they probably ought to meet earlier so they
would be ready to move by three or three-thirty. (p. 2)
After a deletion of "lmJaterial unrelated to Presidential
action," (p, 1) Haldeman mentioned "all these breaks, this IlliiteHouse
is allover town ,!' and that the President had seen or knew the Los
Angeles Times had the story, to vhich the President replied, "About
(undnt eLl.LgIb Le) ;!' (p , 2)
The President said he thought "we have to move today," and
"you might have to give them the full report today the way it is break-
ing so fast." The President said that he had had quite a long talk with
Rogers, who Has "much more rational than Len.1I "On the other hand," the
[4114]
President said, "you've got the problem of you and John sort of being nibbled
to death over a period of time." "By not moving," the President said, "having
a situation where, frankly, the changes of your being •.• publicly attacked
and also even the steam of the prosecution is greater." Every day, the
President said, "there is some damn little thing that somebody touts around
with," so that "everything can be explained and try to defend and all that sort
of thing." The President said that he was not prepared to make that suggestion,
but Haldeman should talk to John about it. Haldeman agreed. (pp. 2-3)
The President then said, "Dean met with Liddy on June 19th, must have
been when he did it." "He was in California in January," the President said,
"but that is irrelevant." But "they keep banging around and banging around.
The prosecution gets out the damn stuff." The President asked Haldeman if John
had talked to him about it. Haldeman replied that Dean had told that story to
him and Ehrlichman in Ehrlichman' s office the preceding week or two weeks before
and that Haldeman thought he had described the story to the President in some
detail. The President said that this was after they had started their 01.u
investigation, and Haldeman agreed. The President said, "I mean it wasn't back
then. It wouldn't indicate that we knew about all this, etc." The President
continued, "Another thing, if you could get John and yourself to sit down and
do some hard thinking about what kind of strate~' you are going to have with
the money. You know what I mean." Haldeman replied, "Yeah." There is then a
deletion in the transcript of "[m]aterial unrelated to President's actions."
(pp. 3-4)
The President told Haldeman that he had to call Kalmbach "so I van t
to be sure. I wan t to try to find out what the hell he [apparently Dean) is
-2-
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going to say he told Kalmbach." The President asked what Kalmbach said he told
him and whe the r he said they wanted the money for support. Haldeman replied
that he didn't know and said that John [apparently Ehrlichman] had been talking
to Kalmbach. The President said to be sure that Kalmbach was "at least awa re
of this, that LaRue has talked very freely. He is a broken man." (p. 4)
The President continued by saying that "this destruction of the
(unintelligible) things is troublesome, of course." The President said that
John told him too, and "basically the culprit is Pat Gray." He asked Haldeman
if Colson knew about that and if they were calling Colson because he was in
the room when it was handed to Gray. Haldeman replied that apprently Colson
was not, but that there was a meeting before in which they supposedly talked
about the deep-sixing and all that, which Colson "as supposed to have been in.
Haldeman said that Colson did not remember being in it and that Colson flatly
said he was never in anything whe~~'there was a discussion of getting Hunt out
of the country. Haldeman said that Kerhli, who was supposed to be at the same
meeting, said the same thing and that Ehrlichman had checked everyone who was
at the meeting and nobody recalled that being said except Dean. And, said
Haldeman, Dean was the one who "called Liddy and told him to telephone Hunt to
get out of the country and then called him later and said not to." (pp. 4-5)
The President then said that he would like a policy, that he thought
"we l ve got to think about a positive move" and "it ought to be today." Haldeman
agreed. The President said that "it should be at 3:00 today" and that he hoped
the story didn't break today in " Haldeman said that even if it did break,
the President could "get into a cycle with it," and the President replied that
he did not want to be answering it. (p, 5)
-3-
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The President said that he wanted "a thing done today. II Haldeman
and Ehrlichman had to think, the President said, "not just in terms as a
national group for the President and all that," but also had to think "in
terms of having this damn thing continue to be dragged up bit by bit and
answers dragged out bit by bit." The point was that "Dean's incentive with
the U. S. Attorney, incentive with everybody else will be this and that," the
President said. The President said that "the prosecutor has been pretty clever.
They got Magruder. Magruder just caved, it had to come. It had to come, Bob.
It was going to come." (p. 6) Haldeman agreed. The President replied, "That's
right."
The President said that Dean "is the one who surpries me and dis-
appoints you to an extent because he is trying to save his neck and doing so
easily. He is not, to hear him tell it, when I have talked to him, he is not
telling things that will, you know --" Haldeman said, "That is not really true
though. He is." The President replied that he knew , that Dean "tells me one
thing and the other guy something else," and "[t)hat is when I get mad." The
President said that Deru1 was trying to tell enough to get immunity. Haldeman
said, "That is the real problem we I ve got. It had to break and it should break
but what you've got is people within it, as you said right at the heginning, who
said things and said them, too, exactly as Dean told them. The more you give them
the better it will wo rk out." (pp, 6-7)
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67.2 President Nixon daily diary
9:18 TIle President Hent to the Oval Office.
9:19 9:25 P v The President talked Vlith his Counsel, John H. Dean III.
9:30 9:46 .... Tile President met with his Special Consultant, Leonard
Carmen t.
[;47 9:59 ~:..-- The President m~t vith his Assistant, H..R. Haldeman.
9:59 10:00 The President met with the First Lady.
10:05 The President and the First Lady wen t til the South Grounds of
the Hhite House.
10:05 10:28 The President and the First Lady participated in an arrival
ceremony honoring Giulio Andreotti, President of the
Council of Ministers of the Italian Republic. For 2 list
of members of the welcoming committee and of the official
Italian party participating in the c ereraony , see APPENDIX
"A."( ,
'-
10:29 10:34 The Presidential party received members of the official
Italian and U.S. parties. Assisting in the receiving
line we re :
Hi11iam P. Rogers, Secretary of State
Mrs. WilliamP. Rogers
Adm. Elmo R. ZU~-lalt, Jr., Chief of Naval Operations
Mrs. Elmo R. ZU~-lalt, Jr.
10:29 The President and the First Lady escorted Pri~e Hinister and
M~s. Andreotti to the Blue Room.
10:34 The President returned to the Oval Office. He was
accompanied by:
Prime· ~linister Andreotti
Neil A. Seidenman, State Department interpreter
Hrs. Anna Saxon, State Department interpreter
10:34 12:19 The President met '-lith:
Prime Minister Andreotti
Andrea Cagiati, Diplomatic Advisor to Prime rlinister
Andreotti
Henry A. Kissinger, Assistant
Nr. Seidenman
l-1rs.Saxon
Hembers of the press, in/out
\.[11 i t e Ho use photog rapher , in I ou t
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12:19
12:23
12:23 12:24
12:35 ~ 2:20
12:35 2:20
2:10 2:17
2:30 2:40
2:39 2:40 P . The President talked '-lithMr. Ehrlichman.
2:46 3:49 ~ The President met with Assis tant Attorney General Henry •.E.., __
Petersen.
"< ~---. :r3:50 4:35 '-"v Th~ Pre s Lden t met with:
, Hr. Ha l.d eman
,- ; Hr.. Elirlichrnan _-
4:41 The President went to the Press Room.
4:41 4:46 - The President addressed members of the press on the
developments in the Watergate case.
White House photographer, in/out
~.~ ~ __ ~ __ ~ T_r_lc p_r_C_S_i_d_e_n_t_t_.._~_u_r_n_e_d_ t o_t_l_les_e_c_o_n_cl_ f l,_0_l_~rR_~_S_i_d_"-n_C_~' --J
4:46
4 :48
5:09
5:15
5:20
5:50
5:50
6:17
6:55
TI:-IE
P
The President met with Mr. Kissinger.
O~r
PH( ):-IE
P-;-;Pl.t!",:d
R'-:HC'\l'IV~,!
The Presidential part y wcn t to the South Grounds of the
{{hite House.
TIle Pr8sident and ~r. Kissinger returned to the 07al Office.
\. The President met with:
Hr. Halder.1an
John D. Ehrlichman, Assistant -
Ronald L. Ziegler, Press Secretary
v The President met with Mr. Ziegler.
The President returned to the Oval Office.
5:03
5:16
·6:19
7:14
7:14
6:21
The President met \-lithHr. Ziegler.
The President we n t to his office in the EOB.
The President met w i th his Special Assistant, Steph en B. Bull.
The President met \-lith:
Secretary Rogers
Hr. Halder.1an
Hr. Ehrlichman
'v The President talked \Jith Hr. Zd.egler .
R The President was telephoned by Hr. Kissinger. Tile call v as
not com~leted.
I"I..;r 2 ..t _ '
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TIle President went to the North Portico.
President greeted Prime Hinister and
.Iemb ers 0 f the press, in/ ou t
,-/hiteHouse pho tographe r, in/out
Mr~. Andreotti.The
The Presidential party went to the Ye Llow OVal Rcorn ,
The President met w Lt.h:
The Firs t Lady
Vice President and Hrs. Spiro T. AgneH'
Prime Minister and Mrs. Andreotti
Secretary and Hrs. Rogers
John A. Volpe, Ambassador from the U.S. to Italy
Mrs. John A. Volpe -
Giuseppe ~ledici, Italian llinister of Foreign Affti:r;s-
Egidio O'r tona , Ambassador from Italy to the U.S.-
Mrs. Egidio Ortono
The President and the First Lady, accompanied by Prime
Minister and Nrs. Andreotti, vent to the Blue Room.
Enroute, they participated in a photo opportunity at the.
foot of the Grand Staircase.
White House photographer, in/out
The Presidential party received dinner guests.
The President and the First Lady hosted a State
honor of Prime Minister and Nrs. Andreotti.
of dinner gues ts, see APPENDIX "s. "
Dinner in
For a list
The President and the First Lady ,"'entto the Grand Hall.
The President and the First Lady received guests attendin~
the entertainment portion of the evening. For a li~c ~:
attendees, see APPENDIX "C."
Th e President and the First Lady, accompani ed by Pr imc
Hinister and Nrs_ Andreotti, went; to the East 1',','::1.
The Pres ident and the First Lady attended a perf\':-:.·.::;~,·~'
singer Fr:1nk S'i na t ra. For a list of ~u~st~. :-:,:,'
I\PI'ENDIX "G" and APPENDI:\ "C."
-----;:-j:·mhers- of the press, i;1!lllIC
t-lll i t o HOUSe pho t o gr aph c r , in/l'ut
L.____..._.____.____- __ ._----
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Th e Pr2::; id c n t ;JuG til(! first Lad y ~scortcd P'r i rna ~,tini3ter arid
:-lr::>. And r e o t t i. to t h e i r mot o r cadc at the Nor t h Portico.
The I'r e s i.den t arid the First Lady returned to the s eco nd floor
Residence.
Thc President talked with Mr. Kissing~r.
I, J[4122]
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68. On or about April 17, 1973 John Ehrlichman had telephone conver-
aationa with Charles Colson, White House aide Ken Clawson, and former
CRP campaign director Clark MacGregor. Ehrlichman asked Colson and
Clawson about their recollections regarding Dean's allegations that
Ehrlichman had told Dean to destroy documents from Hunt's safe and to
order Hunt to leave the country. During the course of their conver-
aation, Colson and Ehrlichman discussed nailing Dean by seeing that
he not get inmunity. Each of these conversations was tape recorded
by Ehrlichman.
68.1 Transcript of a telephone conversation between
John Ehr1ichman and Clark MacGregor, SSC Exhibit
No. 107, 7 SSC 3007-08.
68.2 Tape recording of a telephone conversation between
John Ehrlichman and Ken Clawson (received from SSC)
and House Judiciary Committee transcript thereof.
68.3 Tape recording of a telephone conversation between
John Ehr1ichman and Charles Colson (received from
SSC) and House Judiciary Committee transcript thereof.
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68.1 sse Exhibit No. 107
PRESJDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIV1TIES OF 1972
SENATE RESOLUTION 60
HEARINGS
BEFOHE THE
SELECT CO~rlJrITTEE ON
PRESIDENTIAL OAMPA.IGN A.CTIVITIES
OF THE
UNITED STATES 8ENA~TE
}'''INETY-THIRD CONGRESS
FIRST SESSION
WATERGATE AND RELATED ACTIVITIES
Phase I: Watergate Investigation
WASHINGTON, D.C., JULY 26, 27, AND 30, 19i3
Book 7
e
Printed for the use or the
Select Committee ou Presidential Campaign Activtttes
V.S. GOVERN~ENT PRINTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON: 1973
For ,,~l~ b)' the Supertutendent of Documents. V.S. G,)\'~rm:ltnt Printing Olll""
W"shin~ton, D.C. ~\''40~. Price $J
•
I
I
!
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96--(2684) IIi.S cover sheet dated April 1973 entitled "Stati:;tics-
Requests for Inspection of. IIlC{)fIlC Tax Returns or Data
From Hdt:rns by Federal Agencies for the ()-.Ylonth Period
.Iulv I-December 3l, JCJ72". with at t achrn ent.. _
97-(2713i Mcmo randum for the record of Gen. Vernon A. Walter»
(CIA) dated .Iuly 6. 1972, re : .'.leeti.ng wit h Acting FBI
Director L. Patrick Gray at 100.5 hours on July 6, concerning
Via t erga te rnat te r , _
98-(27:30) Ehrlichman's handwritten notes re : His investigation
into Watergate affair _
1'0. 99--(274'» Ehr licbman/Kleindienst taped telephone conversation ,
No. 100-(2773) Notes of meeting with Herb Ka lrubach, April 6, 1973,
in San Clemente. CaliL _
No. 101-(~7S6) Memorandum for the record of Gen. Vernon A. Walters
. (CL\) dared June 28, 1972. re : Walters and Helms meetings
with Ehrlichrnan and Haldeman on June 23, 1972, at 1300,
in Ehr lichman 's office at tbe White House. _
No. 102-(2786) Ehr lichrnan taped telephone conversation with P3t
Gray, March 7 or 8, 1973; also taped telephone convcrsat ion
with John Dean immediately following Gray couversat.ion ,
No. 103-(27,'36) EhrJichman taped telephone conversation with Pat
Gray. (0:0 date shown.) , _
No. 104--(2796) Letter from Robert W. Barker to Senator Ervin con-
cerning "Million Dollar Secret Fund" allegation, with. attachment~ _
No.104A-(2796) Letter to Vice Chairman Howard H. Baker, Jr., from
Robert W. Barker, dated August 3, 1973. with a ttachments ,
No. 105- (2S00) Congressional Record insert (pages S5911·-8.')92-1) r e :
"Practice by Executive Branch of Examining Individual TuxReturns" .. _
No. 106-(2813) White House "Eye~ Onlv" memorandum dated October 2.
1972, from John Ebrlichman to John Dean re: Herbert
Kalmbach written retainer arrangement enclosing hand-
written draft letter _
107-(281.,» EhrLichman taped telephone conversation wi th Clark~IacGregor _
108-(2827) Ehr lichrnan taped telephone conversation with KenClawson _
No. 109--(21)28) Ebrlichman taped telephone conversation with Charles
Co150n Oil April 17,1973. _
No. 109A-(2906) Sworn statement of Bernard Fensterwald, Jr , _
J:\OTI~.-Fl;;ur~ In parentheses indlcute page t ha t exhibit Was officl"lIy made p ar t
ot the record.
No.
No.
No.
t-
No.
Pag"
2911
2913
291.')
294--1
29-17
I.
2948
2950
2952
•
29.)4
2974
2~,S
3005
30D7
3009
3010
3012
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EXHIBIT -:\"0. 10',
Conversa tion with Clark :UacGregor.
E. Ehrlichman .
•\1. :'Il3.cGregor.
Hi, Clark. Gee, you're nice to call back.
'.Yell, you bet, sir, I'm sorry I was a way. 1 went to one of those very exciting
<l~cation ceremonies of the new building and housing with Federal Power
Commission.
Say I missed that. But '1 just want you to know it wasn't because I wasn't
invited.
I "ant to give you a detailed report .
That's wby 1called, really.
,Ye may get around to that someday. Actually, I tbink that's a great idea-
they have a new building iu the north capitol street area near Union Plaza
area in that old, it's been torn up so much and t hey ha ve a federal agency
in there. I think it's 11 darn good idea.
It helps the town. I am asking you to plumb your recollecti.on, :'Ilr. :llac·
Gregor. Back in the days following the Convention we were all at tbe con-
vention and Lhen if YOIl "'ill remember, the President went to San Cle..oente
for five or six days and then he went on to Honolulu.
Yes, I remember.
Do you remember a sequence of events where we hatched a plot to have
Clark :\IacGregor go out and make disclosures on the ,Tatergate case ? And
said--
Yes.
And said, wouldn't it he an ideal time when the President is in Hawaii so
that he's detached and so on and so forth?
I do recall it.
And we had extensivE' discnssions and I'm, what L'rn trying to track down is
a memo that was writtenabout that and 1 can't find any record of it and
it may be that 1 am just imag iulng that there is such a thing.
John, I don't honestly recall a memo. Now, as I think back on t ha t it may
be that my rocoltect ion wi ll change but I recall the circumstances that
brought me to San Clemente and (think I came with some reluctance but
not because of Watergate, because---
Other thi ngs you bad to do.
Yt'S, that's rig;,t, and because Bob Haldeman said to me that be fell that
it was imperative that T come out and visit with Bob and with ~-ou about
the question of if yon will \Vllite House oversight or Committee activities
in certain key sta tes.
Oh, res, that was the problem we discussed at rha convention and 8) on.
Ye:lb.
And directly to our discussion which you n ad Boh and I think F'r ed Ma lek
and I had a meeting- in vou r office and that cousnrn ....l much of rh<:>morning.
\\1' were--I think von and Bob and I were on some ot he r matters fot" part
of the morning in n,)j)'", office : tll,'n it SPt>lIl" to I::'> \\." ('on\'p!~\'<1 p>:llly in
your office with Fred )Inlek and theft we met briefly with th' President;
thE'll we tro(\r~ up to ht>!1 r thE' PrE';;ictE'nt re;<pOnd (0 the questions Plrt to
him and th"t \y.,,, ..\tl!;'11st :?fI in rhe Olltdoor. sort of Ol;t door gi~'e and t[lke
~ession be bad with the press.
E. Ye:lh, ~-eah. go,,,, I'or you.
"-I'll, the thing that I :1111 trying to ~:lll is t11t' dc't:lils ,)[ this ~)nCl't't that
we ;;honlct Dl:1ke :1 clp:ln breast I1f rhe "-:ltf'rgate ri.::l)t at tl.!:lt timp. It
Ut'C')Illt'S l11:1t<'r;:11 in this \\'hnlt' ilH'eMi"ati<ln tl~[lt'''' gning on n,ln- "U'Y for
the Question of thE' pont th:lt John D.,:ln m:IY 11:1\-l' ril:1!-~.i in gi'-in;: :ldvice
that we ollf:ht not to (It) it at th:l t time.
•
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3008
:\1. A:;aio, I'm ;:;oin;; to rely on recollection and I'll look at home tontzct, J'obn,
because I didn't retain a ;;n~a.t many papers. I thoucht it was no purpose
behind, sornebodv else was going to be the historian, but I do r=ca ll r aa t
sometime in ad vance of t na t San Clemente discussions which we [us r covered,
wh ich took place o n Auzust :';!), sometime prior to that the idea was -;-I)i~l by
:'Ianric€' Sta ns or ot he rs that maybe I ouzrrt to ;;0 before tbe press and say
here's the written accouanng of what trn nspi red and I'm pr epa re-I to answer
your ,)Desti()ns about this a::d that a lthouzh I neve r saw a memo r did see
a draft, a rougb draft, which I think was -the one filed throuzh John D...an,
which constsred of five to seven double spaced pages on regular 9 xl:'; pa pe r,
non-legal size paper wi th a sort of a historical summary. That I know, that
particular paper. I think probably came to my attention in my campaign
office at 1701 sometime a week to tW0 weeks in advance of the Repuhlica n
Convenrton and it resided for S<:>LDetime in my right band drawer of the d~k
where I kept papers tbat I wanted to pick out and look at from time to t irne
but ha ven't decided to act 'Oil. I don't recall that there was any accom panyirig
memo at any time or anything in letter form that referred to the quest.lon
of wbet aer Clark :lIacGr~gor should make this statement.
'We bad some pretty heated telephone conversations, as I recall, about your
doing this.
Well, I think that may be right.
Yeah. You decided in your own mind that it was Dot a wise thing to do and
we went back a nd forth, back and forth on it. Is that about rigilt?
Yes. :lIaybe, I think-s-I felt one of, well, r think YOll may be right, but I'm
trying to probe my own recollection, my own motives.
Yeah.
It seems to me I felt at that time tbat certn ln t hinzs that were set forJl
there were things tbat were strn nge to me and that Iwould not be able to
handle very well in ttertns of questions. dud I think that rather than t.::tE'
question of the issuance of something it was a question of wnetber I was
the appropriate person to .. _ :.Iaury Stans at tbat time was sayir:g to ce
be wanted to do it.
Ob, yeah. Yeah, I r{'member that, and you felt, in fact you said what would
I say if they asked me to ,onch for these things and at that· time you ood
conducted no independent investigation.
Except you should know that wbat I did was during the first week of July.
that would haye been on ~Ionday, .July 3, for the few people "'ho were around
and then more extensiYely on \Yednesday, July 5. I di,d ask to ('orne into my
1701 office Fred Ix'lRne, Jeb :\Iagruder, Berb Porter and two or three others
and simply close the door and put it to them face to face.
E. One by olle?
:\1. Yep, did you in any .. , were you in any way Involved or did YOU
have anypMor knowledge before June 17 of the events that are known as
the ·Watergate?
E. ,And they said no?
:\1. Yeah.
E. OK, if you find it convenient and could nlmmage around and S~ if Y0Uhave
anything on tbat particular transaction. I'd be very g"r3t(>flll to you,
:\1, OK, I will. Jobn, I"ll be looking ror that, as I say, that donblE' spaC"{l. I c:'!!l
remember it \Vas on ,>bite paper and 11:was on first sheets. not onion s~in
nnd I don't know that it hRd any particular title. but it did nm 5-7 pages.
E. .\nd it "onld been a sort of a script of \Vhat Y011 mi,~ht ha\"e :::aid? Is that ie:
:\L 0, issued, or handed out to the press. Kind of a wbite paper,
E. I g"et it.
;\L 'I think it was reft>rred to by one or ::nore persons at that time as a white
'paper.
E. ·WE'll. the memo 'I hnct in mind W:1Sone tbllt I wrote that wns :1 conc"ptnal
thing thnt said this ('oinciden('e of eY(>nt were ('{1min:: "if thE' C'O!~'er.tion_
~lcGovern i~ ollr OPl")~iti0n. Clnrk :I[ncGre~or is a bri~bt new im:l:!'E'. the
Presidf.'nt ".iIl hI' in H:1wnii-wby not tnkf.'- nd\-ant:1~f.' 'of thnt coincid~n('{'
of fact ....rs and IE't's m:lkE' R clE'1l!1hrE'!lst of thing'S.
;\f. T r('en]] that whnt )'0\1 have .inst solid "-ilS pre;;f.'ntNl to DlP T t.hink f';ntl,' by
13....b Hnldernan :In(l p:ntly by YOll but I don't r(>{.':111('yer seeing it in ';\'";itin)!,
E. YI~nh, yenh, OK.
Thnnk YOIl. Clark, Sl)rry to haye bothert'{i You.
:lr. Oh, no bother. .
E_
:\I.
E.
)1.
E.
:\1.
E,
:\1.
(,., ..
" .
•
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EHRLICl-I.l'1AN:
CLAHSON:
EHRLICHNAN:
CL..I\\-lSON:
EHRLICH.NAN:
CLAHSON:
EHRL I CH}1AN :
CLl"HSON:
EHRLI CH}lJ\N :
CL..J\I.JS ON:
EHRLI CHI'IAN:
CLAlvSON:
E1mLIC}I}lAN:
68.2 Transcript of conversation
Ehrlichman and Clawson
TRANSCP,IPT PREPA?-CD BY THE H1PEACHl'lCNT IUQUIRY
STAFF FOR TIlE HOUSE JUDICIARY CmEHTTEE OF A
RECOImn;G OF A TELE2HONE COc\fI,,'CRSATION BEHlE£:\'
JOH::~ D. EHRLICl{~'L<'0; AND KENtmTH CLA~!SON ox OR
ABOUT APRIL 17, 1973
Hello?
Hi, John.
Hi, Ken. You called me.
No, I didn't call you.
I'm sorry. I got a message at home to call you.
Huh.
I'll be jiggered.
No, no tat a ll,
Thi s is Ken CLaw son?
Yep.
Huh.
Unless it was Jim Clawson.
Couldn't h~vc been. Isn't that strange?
..•
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EHRLIClll!.Ai\':
CLAI~SON:
,"'IRLI CffilAN,
CLAhTSON:
CLAI'JSON:
EHRLICI])~\N:
Nope~ I didn't call you 2: all, John.
Gee, I hope I didn't wake ~JU up.
I'm, I'm out of it w i th tr.::'~ damn cold.
A",--That's too bad. HhilE - have you, could I ask you
something?
Sure.
I'm, I'm awfu Ll y sorry to :Jther you. Uh, you may recall
a meeting in my office wh::':~ I think you sort of convened
to talk about a press repo== -- the, uh, this during the,
the 1'.Jatergate aftermath h';-::::1 it, when it broke -- a
press report about Hunt's ::=.fe being in the Hhite House.
And you and Chuck and Bruc:: ~ehrli came up here and met
wi th Dean and me to ta lk a r r u t wha t to, you knoo , wha tour
response should be, and sc :orth. Do you r emernber that?
Uh, vaguely. I remember '::.-:::ter the, the, uh , an earlier
meeting in whi.ch , uh , the :-_:estion was , uh , should h'e give
out Hunt's dates of empl ovr.ent , and did Char Ley , uh , -- wha t
Charlie's role was in hir::'~~ him.
Yeah. Well, this focuses ~:rticularly on, uh, what we
ought to do about the C('!--.:'::-.::S of the safe, whar we ought
to say to the press, ",h.3:.;2 ought to do ab ou t Hunt, and so forth.
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CLA\~SO;:;! :
CLA\')SON;
EHRLICID1AN:
CLAHSON:
EHRLICffi1AN:
CLAHSON:
EHRLICHNAN:
CL/\h'SON;
Do you have any present recollection of that?
A vague memory. Yeah. But I don't recall any of the
details of it.
Well, it's, it's interesting because Dean, uh, who as you know
has talked to the U. S. Attorney at great length,
Yeah.
uh, uh , cites some comme n t s of mine in that meeting as evidence
of corrupt attitude on my part. And, uh, I am looking
for anybody who can, uh, help me to recall what took place there.
That's a hell of a note, John.
LLaugh~/ I agree. Hell, let me, let me --
If you wan t me to be fortlmith and straight f orwa rd \;ith
you, I'll recollect anything that you want.
Well, no, uh -- Let me, let me tell you what my problem is,
and then you can, you can, uh, uh -- As I rec--, uh--Don't--
I won l t -- I'm Got to tell you wh at; I recall and wh a t I
don't recall. He alleges that I said two things at that
meeting. One, that \...e ought to "deep six" the contents of the
safe, quote unquote, and two, that we ought to get Hunt to
leave the country.
Oh , I could -- listen, .Joh n , If any th i.ng like -- If ei.t ho r
-J- [4133]
EHRLI CHM.4.N:
CLMlSON:
EHRLICHl-'lAN:
CLA\~SON:
EHRLICIDlAN:
CLA\~SON:
EHRLICH.NAN:
CLAHSON:
EHRLICIIMA.:.'l :
CUHSON:
EHRLI CHlLI\i-i :
one of those two things were said that would be vivid in
my recollection.
I would think so. I would think so.
And that's, you know, that's objectively.
LUnintelligibl~7 true.
in point of fact, Dean phoned Liddy and asked Liddy to
have Hunt leave the country.
Tha t ' 5 new news to me.
Yeah, but see this is -- and he's -- and what he is doing is
saying, "Hell, I was just being a good Ge rrnan and carrying
~ out orders."
No, I, uh, I would have absolutely no trouble, in, in, in,
in, in remembering ei ther one of thcs :.~_two things had
tha t been said.
Hell, okay, Dh--
One would just remember that.
Yeah, that's a, that's a f a irly , uh , that's a fairly drama t i.c even t ,
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LCLI\I.JSON:
EHRLICHHA.i'J :
CLAWSON:
EHRLICrli'LA.N:
CLAI.JSON:
EHRLICHHAN:
CLAhlSON:
£1-1RLI CHMfui :
CL'\WSON:
EHRLICHMAN:
CLAHSON:
Yeah.
Okay. Thank you very much.
Sure John.
S--, awfully sorry to have bothered you.
Not at all.
I, I'm -- just don't understand --
LUnintelligibl~/ If there's anything I can do in this
thing, please let me know.
I will. I will. Thank you, Ken.
Sure.
Bye.
Bye.
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_ 68.3 Transcript o'f conversation
Eh rLf.chman and Colson
TRfu"l'SCRIPT PREPARED BY THE lllPEACHl·l.£?-,IT INQUIRY STAFF
FOR THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COHHITTEE OF A RECORDING
OF A TELEPHONE Cm~VERSXnON BET\\rr~EN JOHN D. EHRLIC;{lL\;.'/
AND CHARLES COLSON ON APRIL 17 1973
EHRLIGHl-1k'l' : Hello.
FENALE VOICE: Hello.
EHRLICl'I}'1AN: Hello.
FEHALE VOICE: Mr. Colson's office.
EHRLICm,:L-'\;.\T: Yes. This is John Ehrlichman.
FEHALE VOICE: Hi, Mr. Ehrlichman.
EHRL I CilllAN : Is Mr. Colson in?
FEHALE VOICE: Yes, just a mi.nute, please.
COLSON: Hello.
EHRLICIDlA.'l' : Hi.
COLSON: Hi, JOru1. I'll be over about eleven if that's
convenient.
EHRLICHHA..~ : Fine. That's very good.
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COLSON:
EHRLICmL.l\..1\l :
COLSON:
EHRLICH.H.l\l~ :
COLSON:
EHRLICHN.fu'il:
COLSON:
EHRLICHHAi'-l" :
COLSON:
Tv,0 quLck, que.s t Lon s , thoug h -- uh, weLl , one thing
I should tell you is that our grapevine, uh, last
night really started accelerating. Dh, so:::ething
coming out this morning -- "Dean involved" -- uh, nOH
I notice the L. A. Times has it this !:lorning-- but the
people that Shapiro has been getting information from.
You know the town is buzzing w.l th -- is alive i.7iththe
story.
H.uh.
So I don't think He have 2. hell of a lot of time
All right.
to beat anybody to
All right.
the [unintelligible]. I just thought I'd let
you knoH that. [Unintelligible] Did he, when he
we nt over there -- uh, was he given any Lrnmuni.t y?
Not yet. Hhat they have cone apparently --
They shouldn't give it to him.
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EHR!.ICID1A ..N :
COLSON:
EHRLICHMAN:
COLSON:
EHRLICilllAN :
COLSON:
EHRL I ClfrL-\.N:
COLSON:
EHRLICHMA ..J.\1 :
I know it. \-Jhatthey said to him is tha t unless he
turns up corroborated evidence against Haldeman
and me --
Is that who he's trying to nail?
Sure.
Illia? Dean is?
Yup.
That's John Mitchell again. Son-of-a-bitcn.
Unless, unless he does that, he doesn't get Lmounf.t y-,
NOI\' my grapevine tells me that you are going to be
summoned over there today.
Oh , really?
Yup. And that uh, they are going to ask you about a
meeting in my office wh i ch Dean has highlighted as
the central uh, uh, gem stone in the case against De.
And, uh, so just in case you get hauled over there be-
fore eleven o'clock, maybe r'd better tell you about it.
Uh, it was a meeting that Kehrli, C'laws on , you, Dean
and I had here.
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cor.sos.
EHRLICm1AN:
COLSON:
EHRLICHM.c'l.N:
COLSO:~ :
COLSON:
EHRL I CH}1fu"J :
COLSON:
EHRLICH}1k\l :
COLSON:
I wasn ' t there.
In my office?
I was not there.
Em.
Dean tried this -- Dean tried this one out on ~e
Friday night, and I said "I -- the only thing I
can ever really recall, John, is I once told you that
I thought it was a stupid God damn t.lu.ng for Hunt to be
a --, unavailable."
Well, that's the, that's the meeting where supposedly
I ordered him to tell Hunt to leave the country.
Never heard that, and, and I will so state under oath.
.:
Uh , or that I, uh , admonished everyone that we ought
to figure out some way to "deep six" the contents of
Hunt's safe.
No. No way . I was the one who said, "Go get Hunt's
safe and be sure it's preserved for the FBI.1f
Right.
A. And B, it's stupid to get him out of the country
but that was in my office, not in yours, and you
weren l t present.
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EHRLICHI.'1AN:
COLSON:
EHRLICHMAN :
COLSON:
EHRLICH}1AN :
COLSON:
EHRLICH11.<lli :
COLSON:
EHRLICilll1\N :
COLSON:
EHRLICl-U1.'\N :
COLSON:
EHRLICl-U!A.N:
COLSON:
EHRL ICHNAi'IJ:
COLSON:
No.
I can handle that one eas~ly.
But you Here not in a meeting here?
Hell, I may have been, but I sure don't re:uember
that.
That's the way. Okay.
All right?
Yeah.
I can handle that.
Thank you.
We'll see you --
I'll see you at eleven.
There are a couple of thi~gs that you and I need
to do to protect each oth2.r's flanks here.
[Laughs]
But -- Listen, we'll talk about that.
All right.
But, uh -- no, I'm serious.
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EHRLICl-n·Lt>u."l' :
COLSON:
EHRLICHHA:."l' :
COLSON:
EHRLICHMAl"l' :
COLSON:
LEHRLICH}CIN :
COLSON:
EHRLICHHAN:
COLSON:
EHRLICT:J}Uu"l' :
COLSON:
Hell, uh --
Let's get,
fair enough.
let's get it, uh, clearly understood that that
son-·of-a-bi tch doesn't get im::nunity. I want to
nail him.
Hell, I'm doing my best.
No. I want; to nail him. I'll take immunity first.
Okay.
All right?
All right.
Good.
All right.
Thanks.
-6-
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69. On April 17, 1973 at 10:26 a.m. Gray met with Petersen in Gray's
office. Gray has testified that he admitted to Petersen that he had
received files from Dean in Ehrlichman's office and told Petersen that
be had burned the files without reading them. Petersen told Gray that
the assistant U. S. attorneys would want him before the grand jury.
During the afternoon of April 17 Petersen told the President that Gray
had admitted destroying documents he received from Dean.
69.1 L. Patrick Gray log, April 17, 1973 (received
from SSe).
69.2 L. Patrick Gray testimony, 9 sse 3471.
69.3 Henry Petersen testimony, 9 sse 3624-26.
69.4 Henry Petersen testimony, Watergate Grand Jury,
February 5, 1974, 26-27 (received from Watergate
Grand Jury).
69 •.5 White House edited transcript of a conversation
between the President and Henry Petersen from
2:46 to 3:49 p.m., April 17, 1973, 38-40.
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69.2 L. Patrick Gray testimony
PRESIDEfjTIAl CAmPAIGN ACTPIITIES OF 1972
SENATE RESOLUTION 60
HEARlf~GS
BEFORE .. HE
SELECT COj)l~IITTEE ON
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES
OF TEE
'. UNITED STATES SEl'TA.TE
NnrETY-THIRD CONGRESS
FIRST SESSIO~
WATERGATE AND IlELATED ACTIVITIES
Phase I: Watergate Investigation
WASHINGTOX, D.C., AUGUST 3, 6, 7; SEPTE:'1BER 2-1 A~T1) 25, 1973
Book 9
Printed for the use of the
Select Committee on Presl deut ia l Campatcn Acttvittes
U.S. COVER:-1~!ENT PRINTIi\G OFF'ICS
WASHI:\GTON : 1,;3
}-'O:' sulo by thl' ~ul'.,:-;;\tt.'r.·J'~!ll or D\'\:uo~cr.!,. U.S. \fov\'rr.G:t':1t l'r1nttn~ (J:~~'~
\\'a...":~lnt::~0:\. D.C. '_'(l.(l!'.; ~ Pri.:\.\~'
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'.
'\fr. Dean told r lie [JI'()";PClltOI"s that .\rl". E1II·liclJJ11an had said to him.
'·nl~an. \"(111 drin' a(;ro~,.; tll(~ urid~p each d:t\·. throw t iiom intho iivc r."
I \\'as' cxt rt-mclv t roubler] at 11l'\" denial to .\11'. PctC[:Ol'!1. I slcpr little.
if any. t hut 11 ight~ .rOn Tuesday, April 17, 10,:). at approximately 0 a.rn., I placed a. callto Mr. Petersen on my pri vat« line. He was not in and I left wo rd. H(:called me back and, at my request, \Y(' met in my office later in the
. morninv, I started our meet inz })Y admittinz that Dean had g-m~n me
two white manila files in Elll·iicllman's office. He asked if I }i'ad them
Land I told }Iil:l 1 had burned them. He a;:ked if I~llCW \,·.hat ~a~ ~~1.them. 1 told him I had not read the files .. de said ... The assistant 1J.~.attornevs will want YOIl before the Federal grand jury."
< On '\\-eJ.:1E'schy, Apiil :25, Hl,:'L I telephoned Senator I\'eicker askinz
to meet with him. For ;1 week I had thouzht about this matter :1l1c1 of
Senator Ifeicker:s staunch and valiant support of me and his warm
friendship. I had a duty to tell him of these two files. yet my shame
was so deep tha t it was 11aI'd to pick up the phone and call.
Senator 'IYeickel' and I met twice that day in m v office and again
the next (LH. I told him the manner in w hicl~ 1 ha(l rccei ved the files.
that I had 110t read them, and that I had torn them ill half and throw n
them in rn v burn wast ebaskets under mv desk in m v office on .Iulv :3.
'1.07:1,afterreturning from [1 visit to theSan Diego and Phoenix field
divisions. lYe discussed this subject at great length and he questioned
me intensively on the entire matter. I persisted in my assertions to him
that I had not read them. and that I had thrown them in mv bum
wastebaskets in IllY office on Jul\- 3.19,2. .
"1 really cannot·e.xph.ill why ~I failed to tell Senator IVeicker all the
facts at this tiTlle anel made the misstatements to him con<2erning the
datc I de;3troyed the files and my kno\dedge of ,\'hat Ol1e of them' con-
tained . .A. sense of sh,1111e is aII I can remember. I suppose I felt, in
some irrational \\'ay, that 1 \yotdcl look better in his eyes if I had
destroyed them promptl.\- and never looked. at them. I han subse-
C]lIenth' re\'E'alec1 all tbe facts of the matt01' to Senator IVeicker, the
staft' of this committee, the prosecutors, and the grand jury.
At the time I acceptecl the two Ales from Dean and Ehdichman, at
the time 1 destroyed them. and on the 5('\'e1'::1.1 oCC,tSiOIlS, prior to my
denial to Henry PL'tol'sen on April lEi. ill \Yhicl1 I resisted disclosure of
the fact. that I had rccein.'d and cLeSfl'OH:d the c!octilnents. I belicHd_
~hat I "ys aci'!n{! faith fully, loyally, properly. anc11egally pur's,tant to
lIlstructlOllS gl\on me by top assistants to the Pn~sic1Pl1t of the l-nitC'(:'
Statl's. I han) ('orne to belie\'e, ho\,e\'e1', what I should ha\'e realizcd
then: th;lt my acceptance of the c1ocl1mc~nts in the fil'St plaLe. and Illy
kep[llllg- them out of the l1orrn:1l FBI [lh-;;. \\';lS a !!rit'\'ollS misj1lCI:::ment.
~[y c1cstro.'·in!! them and resistancc of clisclns\ll'~' only cl)mpoull(led tilt'
.r' error. That the clocnmrllts \ycrl' not in fact \\~;ltrn::;ltL' e\·id,'l1Ce. \\'l1i1",
legally Sif.'llific:mt. c1ol's not kssen my pre3l'nt l1L'lid that I ]1l'rmittl'll
mysl'l f tel, 1)(' \l~l'(l to prrfol'm a Illel'r politiLal chore . .r slullt';nry the
ou1'drn of tllat ad With lnl':l hY;1 \'S.
~h. C! l:l iI'l11 :Ul. T It a t COlle In IIcs III \. 5t a tl'I1H'Il t. si 1'.
Sl'llator 1-:1:\1:->. )[1'. (;'1':lY. tlh' ;'oll1ll1ittl'P p'ot copie" of .'·Oll!' statl'-
l11ent late :\Ill! hoth COlll13Cls for the ('ommittee h;l\'(' not h.1d a1\ oppor-
tUllity to stllcly it; :1l1d it is almost -~o·clodz. dter;; (1:1.,"s of h":trin~,,
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69.3 Henry Petersen testimony
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Mr. D,\SH. Around December 2'2, 1972, in connection with lieu rinjrs
on Mr. Bittman's motion, r understuud, concerning certain items that
were tn kcn out of :\[1'. Hunt's safe. did ,\1r. DE-an tcll vou that he had
gi\'ell CC1-ta in items from ~rr. 1 [1111t'S f I('.~to .\f r. (~ntY ~ .
. Mr. PETERSF.X. Yes, we had an all afternoon session which started
around 2 or 2 ::)0 p.m. in wliich we were intclTie\\'ing ::'1r. 1)1'<111. )[1'.
Fic·ldin{!-Jiled Fipldill.::: of t hu ,\"hite Houso st a tl, u nr] 1\1'\1('\' Kl'lllli
with respect to their search of ~.Il'. Hunt's office immud iutcly after it
was nscertaincd that hc had sorno part in t lie break-in.
Mr. Bittman in his motion on behalf of :'111'.Hunt bad alleged that
there were two notebooks present among )11'. Hunt's possessions that
were not accounted for in the FBI inve ntorv and IYC were trying to
determine where thc:" were, if they existed, did the FBI agents have
them, did Dean, F'icldiurr. Keluli come across thorn. did thr-v retain
them or "hat have you, allcl "'C spent all afternoon intcrrogat inr; those
three people anticipating they would be called as defense witnesses
on the motion to suppress .• .\t. approximately G :30 thnt evcriinjr my
recollection is we were interrupted with news Oll the De Ca rlo com-
mutation.
Mr. Donn pulled me a~irlr nnd "ai(l thp. stntomont in t ho ro \wr€' t1'111:',
he had ginn c\'(~rythil1:; to the FBI. bu! some dOCUI1H'llts he hadaiven
to Mr. Gray personally and T said. ;'''\,11. John. I just wn nt to know
one thing, arc thcv rclnt cd to '\Yatenrntp:: and he said. "They are abso-
lutely unrelated." I said. ",'i-ell. if you arc asked that question. you
nrc going to klYe to tell t hr tr:l1th," I rrnwm her his allS\\'Pl' \"Cry "j\'idl~'.
"Henry, I will tell the truth. r alil !lot !!oin!! to lie' fOT' tklt cbllln
Ehrlichmnn. I may lie for tllP Prrsidcnt l~t1t y' aTn not going to lie for
him." I said, "::\[01'(' th:l!1 that. .Tohn. ram \\'i1lill[!' to takp YOlll' word
that they arc not rehterl to 'YatC'l'[!';1tC'.but c1efC'llsP connsC'lis not [!'oin!!
to he. l\o\\, if \'011 are n~k('d th;lt '<iI1PStio!\. tho;::.e dorllllwllts ;lrC' i!nin; ...
to have to be proc1l1cPc1 :111,1 H111 had hetter tulk to Pat Gl'!ly ahollt it))
illld he said he \\onld. 'Yr hrokr liP on th;lt notC' nnd \\'C' \\(;re [!'oinO' to
get bnck to it. snpposedly.· , 0-
r was off 011 a C'lll'istnl:ls holicla\', ,Yhrll \I'C'('anl(' h:1(,].;:, n~'!Yc)ti;1tion"
were 1ll1c1ertal;:C'n'."itlt rr~pC'ct to the. T)len of !!ni1ty by Hnnt and at
the Sl1ggC'stiOll of thi:' pros(,(,lItors I apnroHcl the arcrptnnr(' of a ]11('[\
to three ('ollnts. the conS~)ir;lc\' ('onut. bllr,!!lan' ('onnt. anel ean'sdrop-
pin,!! count, \\'l1i('h :15I l'l'('nll \\'ol1ld ha\'C' snhit'dl'd t1wm to .1hollt 26
Years. and thC' ('ollrt \\'cnt lIS ow l)",ttrr and insist('(l tl1l'\' 1l1C'!1dto
o\'crvthing, whi('h they did. 'ii-itll thr :1('('C'ptanrr of the· l~lr;l 'tl1~ motion
to "UPPI'l'SS was not prrs;;('c1 find. of (,Olll-;:l'. I Q:1H'!'ST just no lon1!pr
had in tllP fordl'Ont of my mind thosC' clOrlltnrnts OJ' that· f]l1E'stion
'th l'rspC'rt to thos(' Ilotehook;,
:\fr. D.\SII. Dill tht'J'(' (,OI1Wa timE' \\,11C'l1YOIl follO\\'{'flllp and ;F,l;:C'd
1'. Grn\' \\,hdlwr or not 11(' did rp('C'in' ('C'rt:1i11(lOl'll11H'nts Oil! of
1'.TTlIl1t's sa fl' from ~fr, Dral\!
~fr. PETF1:";I':'\' Dllril1~ tllC' (,()l1rsC'nf ,\fr. nr:1\-';; t'ontll'll1:1t;0I1 h(':lril1!!
IlP h:1(l occ:lsi()n to (';111 ll'(' nhollt SOIlH'pnint :111(1 ill tht' ,'nil!';:';;' of that
('O!l\'I'!'satioll T ha(l :l<;];pd hilll \'i'IT (':l:;\1:11h' if 11(> h:H1 ('\'('1' !'C'l,\,in,(l
c10r1l1llC'llt,.;from .T,)hn D":11l frllill TTllnt'" f';J J\' Ill' o!ll,'\' \yhi,·h \\'l'n' not
gil'l'll to the· a,!.:P!lt;; :lnd lit' s:lit1. no. Till' l1l'xt Ol',':I,;inll C:IIl1l' Oil or
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about .vp ri l l:i w hr n .l olm De.m wus llC'illg (lr..llrirCr,r1 hy t'he prosecutors
:11)(1 he l'vLiI!,ri r liis II) Lim .urd Si llx-rt askpr[ n n- ahout ir n utl J said
yes, nucl told him "1 had asker! Pat C; ril} and Pitt r ; ray said no, and 1
went back to Pat (xray either Oil Apri] Hi or IT anr] asked h iiu again,
told h im wlui! .Iohn Dou n ktd said. und he sn id Henrv. that is lint so.
About this time I wns II:lI"illg some discussion with t he 'Pn'sid('llt about
it. I had imparted t h is in Iormat ion to him a nd he su id wvl l. I t h ink
Dean is hdling the truth OJ! this. you o\\g11t to ask Eilriir'hll1nn. ,\,hel\
I left tl1(']'(' I went over to Elulichmans office and lie was not there
and I fl'ilnkly did not hot her going back to him. \\'e double-checked
with Dean's counsel and they we re sun; of it and I went back to :'Ill'.
Gray the folJo\ring week, aroulld t he 25th, :26th, and asked him np:ain
and this time he said yes, that he had received such documents. that
they hat] implied that he ought to destrov them, that he had taken
them home over the weekend and brought them back and tore them up
.and threw them in the burn basket, I snicl--
)'1r. D"\SII. Did he tell you why JI(' had clestroyed them, \Yhether he
was actir:.~ uncleI' instructions?
Mr. l'r:;:EI:::-E:". ,,\,11. I uskec1 him if br rend them alld hC' said no. a1Hl
hesaic1. \wll. thc\" ju:;tsaicl the\" \\,('1'(' jJoliticnllyst>llsiti,"e.
?Ir. D,\sH. Did you sal" he did not know the contents of the p;tJll'rs?
Mr. PETERSF::-'--. I f1skecl him if he read them and he s;lid he did not.
),11'. D,\SIf. 'VhC'l'(' did YOU sa\' thnt )'fr, Gra\' \\'('nt before he bUl'Ilec1
them? .. . _
~1I'" PE'fEr.SE:\. He \\'cnt to Connecticut. lIe \yas ill iran'l stntus. a:; I
recall his statement to me, and nItcr he recei\"eel the documellts he was
going up OH1' the weekelld or to make a speech and took the c1oCllnH'llts
\yith him nlld told me he brouQ"ht them back to the office and tore them
lip and pointed down to the 'bnsket beneath his desk nllc1 said I put
them j n there.
M!'. D"\Slr. ,Yithout reading- them?
::\II'. PETERSF.:\, That is right,
" ;"\fr. D"\SIL On the 26th. which was fjuite some time beyond t1lC'
period ,,"e ha\"e been talking- nbont. :'\fr. Gray has testified that on that
day. apparently thnt is the clay he, did admit to YO\l that he destroyed
the doclllllents. YOIl said to him that YOll \\"ere sc:11'('c1 :lllcl that \"0\1 lind
b(', :'\1r. (~r;ly. \~"e1'e cXIll'ndable anc1':;.\1r. Ha1dem:lll al1(l :.'III'. Ehl'lich-
mall \\"('1"(' !lot expendable.
Did yon sa v <111\"t hint! likE' t lln t to him nnc1. if so. wJ1\-?
:'\11', PEn:I:~F.:-.--.'I am'not sun' ynll !ti\\"e the tim;' ri'~ht. :.\[1'. D;lsh. As
I recall it, that was tIll' lIi,!.!:htlwfot'E' "\[r. (~1':l\' resi~lil'll. 1r was thl' cLl,'
011 which this itt'lll that \yp :In' c1iscllssin'!! \\";I'S ])lIbliciz('c1 ;llid I
recein'd a c;lll from tht' Prr:=:ir1ellt. as did' :.\[r. E:kinclil'l1st ill the
Hcnill,!!. :lllcl the Pr('sidrnt a:::l;pcl l1l(, \\"h('t111'1' OJ' !lot I tllollghr :'11'.
q1'ny ollght to 1'l':3i!!ll and I told ll:1ll th;lt T tlwlIgltr )[1'. Gt';l\"'" posi-
tlOll was IIntl'll:lbh,. --\1111 lip said \\"[' will di::'C'I1:=::;it wirh rill' _\ttOrJll'l"
Ol'nrral. Ifl'. t"oo. h;l([ talkt'c1 to tlll' _\.ttOl'lll'\" (;pnt'r:11 ;Uhl. of ('otlr::,\~.
I did <liscl1;;:; it ,\"itlt th,' .\ttOln('\" nl'\h'l';ll a'l1<1pllr~lI:\lH to rlH' Pn'si-
cll'nt';; ill:3tnldinll;; \1"(' a,;kl,d 1';:['(;r<l\' to 111L'd lh <ll1ll ""l' did IIll,,'t ill
tIll' hark olliel' of :'[1'. Kll'!lldil'll'it'", Ol1i"l' :11\(1 \\"t' di:::<'l1::':3l'\l tIll' sitll;\ti(lll
al1(1 ill Ill,\" ,'C>l1\"l'I'S;tt!O!lS \\"itll tllt, 1'n'sid('lIt T \'xJln's..~l'd SOI11<' ::'\"111"
p:lthy for ~fr, (~I':t\'. who I thill];: 11I1l.3t !ii!.Clth nf.T !t;\\'" 1111]\l':,it:lli,'\":
I lih'd the Jl)all \'l'I'Y Illlll'lt, .\.lId T toll.l t!'ll' l'rc::,idl'lI(. ":.\11'. l'n',;id,'l'\t.
•
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I think he is a n innocent vict im." :1!Hl t he President s;1id, "n's, 1 Icn rv.
muyl.c, but there are going to I)'(~a lot of innocent vict imsLc fo rc tlli"
is over." So it was in that context. the contr-x t of COlllllli:;('!.ttI(1ll, I
did not want to be there, we were ill e flr-ct. Stlggc;;ting that the rnu n
rcsirrn and when }fr. Kleindienst went out of t h« 1"00111 to htlk to t h«
Prc~idcnt again, you know, I said l-'at, we are all goil\i! to ~)(' ~nil);lr-
rasscd before this is over. I am scared, we have a const itutional COI1-
front ation here. 'we hav« the Prcsirlencv of t h« strourrest nn t ion ill the
world tceteiinrr in the brink I d» not -n'ml'mhcl' suvirnr that II'\' \\'('1'1.'
expendable, Elulichman and Hn ltlvman were not, but' I may han'. 1
was unset.
111': D.-\sH. Are yon aware that }Ir. Gray's testimony is that he
informed you on A i;ri 1 1T that hp had reel' iverl t ho clOCtllTle;lts? c\ 1"0 yO\1
aware that at that E'Ur] ier time he gu ve you t ha t in format ion! .
Mr. PETEP,~E).". Xo, sir. :'h recollection is that I went to Sl'e linn on
the 1Gt.h or lith and he denied it, I went back to see him the following
Lweek ..after double-checking wit,ll Silber:t and Dean's counsol al\\l,thePresident, what ha\'e you, arid j t \\"<1STuesday of that week, I think,maybe the 25th. 26th, .
~Ir. DASH, Do YO\\ recall that. sometime n ftcr the conviction of the
seven \Vaterg-ate defendants and the seure nce, ha\-illg 111llch '''itl! ::-Ir.
Kleindienst, ~1r. Deall anel :'[1', Ehrlichlllan and a.clue5tioll of lenrenc,Y
for the defendants comill!,! up.
Mr. PETERSEX. Ko, no, I ne\'('[' had--
Mr. D,\srf. Let me rephrase the f1lIPstion. _\n~ you :1\Yare of a IUllch
t.hat Mr. Kleindienst h~tcl with :'Ir. Dean and :'11', Ehrlichman in
w-hich a question of 10niency camp up cOllcerning the dd(:nchnt5 in the
,Vatergate case? .
~Ir. PETEJlSEX. \ITel1. I am aware of a time \\"hpl1 I recein'd a tele-
phone c:tll from Mr. Kleindienst who s(iicl I am just no\'- lea\'in!! the
'Vhitc. House and I am on 1l1.v ''':1\' to tlll' airport and on the \\",lY by 1
,\"ill stop by alld YOU go clownstairs nlld T \\-ill pick yon up. Yon can
ri(le out. to the nirport \yith me and I '''[lnt to get 50111(' informatioll
from you, and I callnot fix thr elate eX('rpt that it wns n time "'hen
~fr. Klci nclipnst was goi ng to Boston n ncJ lIP was l11('(>tillg: hi3 wife at
the airport. - .
"Te rode ont to the airport and he said, I just lind lunch with Dran
nlld Eh1'lichman nnc! they rni;;f'(l a 'lll('stion or ",hethrr or not leniellcy
could be necorcled thl,sc dcfend;lnts, And I said absolute1\- not. I s:licl
indeed, \'\'e arC' going to do jll"t the contrary: It is not the practice in
the District of ('olurnbia to l'P('omnlE'ncl sp'.>citie t"1'ms, jnil terms. b;lt
it certninly is the practicl' to rC'cornmend for jail 0,' llO iail and wtJ
intend to r('coInmend jail time for thrs;:' people :1lld beyond th:H. after
the" nrc sentencccl \H'. inteucl to (';111 thl'll1 back [mel immunize rlH'lll :lllcl
in (;nle1' to compel their t('stimon,' [IS to "'lwthe]' or llot othl'l" 11(,\,.30i1S
nr(' im-oh'ec1. and if the\' are C'ontll:1la!'iolls and rdu;::l'cl to tp;::tif\" t Ill' \.
will be he1l1 in contl'l11pt. II-I' disC'u:3:;Nllllorr ,,,hat the proCl'dm:(' 'O~.
the s('ntrncinQ' pmcprl'll'PS ;111(1 \\"ht'11 thl'.\" \\"o\\ld hl' sE'lltellcf.'cl :lnd what
hnvr yOll. and 11(' finally saiel do llh' a fa"ol" lIO on h:l('k ;tnd go OIl
.o\'('r to thp. ,\'il1itt' HOI\:;l' :lnd t!'ll tho:,E' C'I':);:\' ~ll'\':; O\'t'r t11el\' \\·h:lr ';0\1
illst-. told mr hdol'l' tIll'\' do :;()mdhilw tll'l'~' \"ill lll' SOtT\' t\)1'. c\lIclr snirl. ,,·el1. OK. a!ld (\\"E'l1t hnC'k to ~l\' oni,'(' ,mel 011 th;, W:1Y luck
I thollght I hnn'llot hl'I'1I 0\'('1' tIlrrr yl't nncl (hi,:; i" !lot the timc to go.
•
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__ 69. L. Henry Petersen testimony
D_V
UNITED STAT:'::S DISTRICT COURT Fen
- - - - - - - - - - - - -x
p::; •.,~ . POSSI13LE VIOLl\. 'lIONS
OF 18 USC 2511 and 2512 c)! /
-' - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x
Grand Jury Room No. 3
United States District Co~rt~ouse
3rd & Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
February 5, 1974
The testimony of P.:.ENRYE. PETERSEN was prescn t ed
2 full quorum of the Grand Jury.
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conversation. It may haV2 be2n~
fir3i: t irne (TO" Le a.r n ed_':"1- .I - _~:.o.. '-'Q Mr. Peters~n, wh2n was the
t haz Grny had dest roye d th a rcateri.aL that he had rece i.ved?
A Not until very, very late in the investigation,
and that was
Q It was well after April 15th, was it?
A Hell, ~ell after. It \VC.s a week after. lTnen I
went to Gray -- the second time, I went to Gray in person,
and I think that was on, maybe, the 17th of April, and he
denied it. We had a general discussion about it.
Q He denied he'd even got the material?
A That's right. He just said that Dean ~·.]asnot telliri
the truth. And then I told Silbert to go back) and then I
reported to the Fresident that Gray had said this wasn't true
and the,Pres ident sa i.d , "~,7e11, talk: to :::::rlicb::1an. JJ
In the rneanti~e, Silbert had gone back to Dean and
1
I,recollection is that a week had expired and it Has the succeed;..
I
I
I
I
true. They mak i.ng a pats y out of me. I I v e been tak cn , I've I
Ibeen had." Or l.wrds to tha t; effect. "I destroyed t:le c'.)c'..!.- i
I,
I
1
jSo you first le2rn~d about th2 de~truction, its21~, I
he came back and said) "Dean t s firm on it. II And then my
in; week -- maybe Tuesday or Wednesday -- and I went to Gray
again and, at that time, Gray said, you know, "Ye'" t.ha ...."sJ, _l~ I.-
r.:ents ~",., ~ 1._.,:,).a... 1 r
L,..o .. _., oJ '''_ l,...in
Q
..-.......-.~"1 ,:.,r
~ I, i
_.:.. ... >I'" o.:'.i'
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2Q Not from the President or £ro~ Ehrlichman?
27
froD Gray?
A That IS right ,
3
A No. No. The di.scussLon , though, :-L:think was
v.,hether or not Gray had been instructed to destroy them. Anc
Qy recollection of the presidentls position was that Er~lich-
man said that he had not. That's my recollection of the
8 discussion.
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69.5 i.Jhit c House edited transcript ,_
April 17, 1973
SUBMISSlON OF
RECORDED PRESIDENTJj\L CONVERSATIONS
TO THE
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENT.A TIVES
BY
PRESIDENT RICHARD NIXON
APRIL 30, 1974
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~endi}: 41. Meeting: The Pres ide n t and
t_:::il 17, 1973. (2.:46 - 3:49 p. m.)
Pet~rsen, Oval Office.
Steward - Mr. Peterson
p Right.
p All right _ he can come in.
Steward - Have him come in now, Sir?
p Yeah.
p Hi.
HP Mr. President, how are you?
P Sit down, sit down.
HP Thank you, Sir.
P (Inaudible) meeting-- in the middle of the night
for a change. The, ah, anything new I need to
know?
HP No, Sir, ah.
p Donlt. As a matter of fact, I don't want you
really to tell me anything out of the Grand
Jury unless you think I need to know it. If it
corroborates something or anybody here I need to
know it - o t.herwi.se I don't want to know about it.
HP No, Sir.
P. That's good, because I find _ Incidentally, if
I might _ I don't think I like - for example,
I haven't been in touch with John Mitchell but
he might call me sometime and I don't want to
~e a position of ever saying any~hing, see?
[4162]
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HP
P
HP
Damn, I admire your strength. I tell you.
Well, that's what we are here for.
Well I know but I've been around government long
enough ...
Frankly, the Dean thing troubles the hell out of
me - I would lik2 in on~ sense I would like to
see the poor bastard you know, out of it and in
another sense I think the immunity thing scares
me to death.
p
HP
P
Well it does me too. I agree.
HP
How shall we leave that.? You will go back and -
you haven't made a decision then?
Well we're still negotiating.
You are going to try"to see if you can get it
another way -
That's right - that solves the problem for me -
and if
But you may not be able to and then we will have
to get Dean. He is the only one, so - otherwise
you go the other way~
Yeah. Incidentally, I talked with Pat Gray
again -
.Yeah
I went back again today
Do you think you can put that piece together?
HP
P
p
P
HP
P
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HP Yes sir - I'll tell you what happened. He said
he met ",ith Ehrlichman - in Ehrlichman's office -
Dean was there and they told him they had some
stuff in Hunt's office that was utterly unrelated
to the Watergate Case. They gave him two manilla
envelopes that were sealed. He took them. He says,
they said get rid of them. Dean doesn't say that.
Dean· says I didn't want to get rid of them so I
gave then to Gray. But in any event, Gray took
them back, and I said Pat where are they, and he
said I burned them. And I said -
P He burned them?
HP I said that's terrible.
P Unrelated - only thing he can say was - he did it
because it was political' stuff I suppose?
c
HP Well, you know, the cynics are not going to believe
it was unrelated.
P Oh yes of course.
HP I said, did you read it?
P Who handed it to him, Dean? Who knows the contents?
HP Dean and Ehrlichman. Dean -- Gray says he never
looked at it - never read it.
p Did Dean? - did we ask Dean what the contents
were?
) HP I di dn 't ask Dean because he said it w as -
[4164]
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Did anybody?
Not at this point. We'll have get to that
obviously.
Sure. Dumb damn thing to do.
r think it lS incredible and I just -
Why didn't he just put it (inaudible)
I said Pat why did you do it.
Pat's naive.
He said - well, I suppose because I took theQ at
their word.
(Apparently someone ~rought in a statement)
(Inaudible) Oh this is a (inaudible) Senate Select
Committee. Let me read it to you if you can
(inaudible) it for me-a little. "For several we eks
Senator Ervin and Senator Baker and their counsel
have been in contact with White House representatives,
Mr. Ehrlichman and Mr. Garment. They have been
talkitig about ground rules to preserve the
separation of powers without stressing facts. r
beli~ve that the Committee ground rules that have
been adopted totally preserve the doctrine. They
provided the ...appearance by a witness n2Qed -
in the first instance to be in executive session
if appropriate. Second, the executive privilege
would be expressly preserved (inaudible) proceeding
wou l.d be televised (inaudible) ...that h~1S ncver [4165]
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10. On April 17, 1973 from 12:35 to 2:20 p.m. the President met with
H. R. Haldeman and John Ehr1ichman. Ronald Ziegler joined the meeting
from 2:10 to 2:17 p.m. There was a discussion about what to do about
Dean and what Dean might say if he were fired; about the motive for
making payments to the defendants; about what Strachan would say con-
cerning intelligence material received from Magruder; and about whether
Dean had reported to the President in the summer of 1972. There was
also discussion of a press plan.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of that conversation, the President has produced an
edited transcript of the recording. A summary of that transcript has
been prepared.
70.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 17, 1973,
Exhibit 48, In re Grand Jury.
70.2 Summary of White House edited transcript of a con-
versation among the President, H. R. Haldeman, John
Ehrlichman and Ronald Ziegler from .12:35 to 2:20 p.m.
on April 17, 1973, prepared by House Judiciary Co~
mittee staff.
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70.1 President ~ixon daily diary-
9:18 '£11e Pre s Lde n t ;lC<1t to t he Ov a L O[r:ice.
9:19
9:30
9:47
9;59
10:05
10:05
10:29
10:29
10:34
10:34
9:25
9:46
9:59
10:00
10:28
10 :3l~
12:19
The President t aLkcd ',lith his COI1Clsel,.Jo nn ~-!. D22.n III.
'nle Pr e s i d cn t met with his Speci21 Consult2.::1L,Le~n2.r.d
Garment.
~v Tne President m~t Hith his Assist2..nt,R. R. H.:llder.:J2.n..
The President met \Jith the First Lady.
The President 2nd the First Lady Hent t,-, the South Grounds 0:
the \·Thite Rouse.
The President and the Firs t Lady participated in an arrived
ceremony honoring Ciulio And reo t t L, President of t he
Council af Ministers of the Italian Republic. For a lis~
of members of the welco8ing co"Dittee and of the officiel
I talian pat"ty participating in the cereraoriy, see AP?E~m IX
"«,"
The President and the First Lady escorted PriP.2 Hinister 2::lci
M~s. Andreotti to the Blue Room.
The Presidential party received rncmb ers of the official
Italian and U.S. parties. Assisting in the receiving
line were:
\-1illiamP. Rogers, Secretary of State
HI's. \-"illiam'P. Rogers
Adm. Elmo R. Ze~Jalt, jr., Chief of Naval Operations
Mrs. Elmo R. ZU~Jalt, Jr.
The President returned to the Oval Office. He W2S
accompanied by:
Prime ~linister Andreotti
Neil A. Seidenman, State Depart8ent interprete~
Nrs. Anna Saxon, StatQ Dep3t"tr.ent int2t"?reter
The President net w i th :
Pr i me Nini_st~r And reo t t i,
Andre~ C~giilti. Dlplc~2tic Advisor to ?rir.e }~~is:2r
Andreotti
Henry :\. Ki.s s Ln g c r , ~~.sSi.!:"~t:1~t
l-Ir. Sc ~de,lm~:l~
Hr s . S:l :-:c) ,1
~!01l1l)er:; of tll'-' r~-i>::':. i.::_;',,~,c.
"'-..,
-,:,~'(,,: -, ', :/~"..,';' 'to. .r: r ; '., . , . ,. - .. ". '-
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"".1 IVir,
liePresidential oart y '.·rcntto the South Crounds of th~
{I'll i, te ilouse .
TIlePr~sident and ~r. Kissinger returned to the O'la1 Office.
he President met ~iith t-[r. Kissinger.
he President met with:
Nr. Ha1de~2n
John D. Ehrlich2an, Assistant
Ronald L. Ziegler, Press Secretary
The President met w i th Hr. Ziegler.
he President talked with ~~. Ehr1ichman ..
he President met with Assistant Attorney Cerie raL Henry 1::. •. __ •
( '_:__=-rPetersen.
he Pres i.den t met "lith:
Nr. Hal deman
Hr. Ehrlichman
The President Hent to the Press Room.
The President addressed mer.~ers of the press on the
developments in the Watergate case.
lfuite House photographer, in/out
he Pr.esident returned to the Oval Office.
The President met w i th Hr. Ziegler.
The President wen t to his 0 ffice in the EOB.
he President met ~...ith his Special Assistant, St ephen B. Bull.
he President met with:
Secretary Rogers
Hr • Ha Ld ernan
Hr. Eh r Li.c htna n
111e Pres i.den t talked \.;i th N::-. Ziegler.
The Pr esi cicn t was t2le~~lOncJ by Hr. ~is~i.tlf,el".Tile caLl,vas
no t c orviLc t e d .
.
'he Pres id e n r r c t u r n cd t o t~1L: ~-:"....\C:l)r:.J fll.'~I.."r RL~~,,;i.\'~I..·nC'-::.
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8:21
8:39
10:11
·10:32
11:17
Thc Pr es Ld en t talked w it h :·lc. Kis s i nge r .
TIlc President went to the North Portico.
The Presid~nt greeted PriDa Minister and Mrs. Andreotti.
>!embers of the press, in/out
W1i te House pho t ogr aph e r , in/out
The Pres id en t i.a I par ty wen t to the Ye I Low Oval Room.
The Pr es Lden t met w i.t h :
Tne Firs t Lady
Vice President and >irs. Spi TO T. Agriev
Prime Hinister and ~·!rs. Andreotti
Secretary and ~rs. Rogers
John A. Volpe, Ambassador from the U.S. to Italy
Mrs. John A. Volpe
Cf.us epp e HedLc i , Lt a l Lan !linister of Foreign Afrci-ir:-s
Egidio Or tona , Arnba s s ado r from I taly to the U. s. ..~
Mrs. Egidio Orcono
The President and the First Lady, acconpanied by PriDe
Minis ter and Hr s , Andrea t t i , pent to the Blue Roora ,
Enroute, they participated in a photo opportunity at the
foot of the Grand Staircase.
\fuite House photogL'apher~ in/out
The Presidential party reCeived dinner guests.
The President and the First Lady hosted a State Dinner in
honor of Prime Ninister and Hrs. Andreotti. Fo r+a list
of dinner guests, see AP?ENDIX "B."
The President arid the First Lady w en t; to the Crand Hall.
The President and the First Lady received guests a t t erid i nc
the entertainnellt portion of the evening. For a list ~~
at t eud ces , see APPF~1)IX lIe. It
Toe Pres iden t arid the First Lady, a ccompan i ed b;' rrin ..'
HinLs t c r and I·lrs. Andreotti, we n t to the Ea s t 1\."",'.\.
The Prvsidcnt and the First Lady a t t ended Q pe;~:=I':;,::;t:,-,
s i n c o r Fr.1.!1k SinCJtr3. Fo r a l i s t of y:tlc~~t~. ~I..~l."
--~-----_._------ -~-~-----------------.--- ----------_._
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11:45
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12:04 p
'[~\e Pr·:_-:-=; idc n t and tile fj r s t Lad y r~;>t,:Oi.t(~d Pril:"'.e. ~·L~71.ister arid
:I(:j. :\n-ir-2ot::i to t h c Lr rno t o r c a do at the l.o r t h Portico.
Th e Pr e s id cn t arid the FLr s t Lady returnee! to the s e co nd f Loo
Residence.
Th02 President t al ked \-lith ~·!r. Ki.s s i.nge r .
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_ 70.2 Summary of edited 'i~'hiteHous ___
transcript, April 17, 1973
SUMMARY OF WHITE HOUSE EDITED T~NSCRIPT
April 17, 1973. 12:35 to 2:20 p~m.
On April 17, 1973, the President met with H. R. Haldeman
and John Ehrlichman in the Oval Office from 12:35 to 2:20 p.m.
Ronald Ziegler was present from 2:10 to 2:17 p.m. The transcript be-
gins with the notation, "Material not related to Presidential actions
deleted. " (p, 1)
Ehrlichman told the President they had,a press plan, but
it rested upon some decisions that the President had to make on
"sort of an action plan." Ehrlichman said he had just met ·for an
hour with Colson, who was very concerned and said he had to see the
President. Colson wanted to explain in length to the President why
Dean had to be dealt with summarily, Ehrlichman said. Ehrlichman said
that Colson's argument would be that "the City of Washington, generally
knows that Dean had little or no access to you." The President responded,
"True, ,that's quite right. Dean was just a messenger." Ehrlichman con-
tinued, "That knowledge imputed to us is knowledge imputed to you"
and that if Dean'testified that "he imputed great quantities of know"";
ledge to us, and is allowed to get away with that, that, that will
seriously impair the Presidency ultimately" because it would be "very
easy to argue - that all you have to do is read Dean's testimony -
look at the previous relati.onships and there she goes!" So, said
Ehrlichman, Colson argued that the key was that'Dean should not get
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immunity. The President said, "Well,-he-told me that, and I couldn't
agree more." (pp. 1-2)
Ehrlichman told the President that Colson said the
President had total and complete control over whether Dean got
immunity through Petersen and that Colson would be glad to come in
and tell the President how to do it, why, and all that stuff. The
President said that he did not want Colson to come in, that he felt
unp.asy about that, his ties and everything. The President said, "I
realize that Dean is the (unintelligible). Dean, of course, let's
look at what he has, his (unintel1igible) and so forth about (unintelligible)
go popping off about everything else that is done in the government
you know, the bugging of the --" Ehrlichman said that the question
was "which way he is liable to do it most." The President said that
if he got immunity, he would want to pay just as little price as he
could. Ehrlichman responded that the price, the quid pro quo for
immunity was "to reach one through us to all of us." Ehrlichman
said Colson argued that if he were not given immunity, then he
would have "even more incentive to go light on his own malfactions [sic]
and he will have to climb up and he will have to defend himself." (p. 2)
The-President said that when he talked to Dean he told him
he understood the tactic of all three resigrring'and that Ehrlichman
and Haldeman had offered to resign. Haldeman asked whether they had
told him that the price of his immunity was that they resign, did they
[4175]
,.
feel that made their case or did he have to give them evidence? The'
Presiden t replied, "I don't know , He's goIng to have a tough time
with that." (p, 3)
Ehrlichman told the President that his action plan involved
the President's suspension or firing of Dean in the course of an
historical explanation of the President's reliance on the Dean report
and his apparent unreliability. The President replied that Garnent
had been in that day and said that it was going to come out any'.,ray,
and that was Petersen's view, as well. The President said Petersen
told him on Sunday that it was all going to,come out and Haldeman
and Ehrlichman were going to resign. The President said he had asked
Petersen again the preceding day, saying that it was "pretty damned
flimsy," and Petersen said that he was not talking about legal
exposure but about the fact that "as this stuff comes out they're
going to be eaten, but eaten alive" and that the clamor will be
something the President could not stand. The President said he
asked Petersen if it wou Ld be better "to get leave or something,"
and he said, "No, this is the government," that they couldn't later
have Haldeman against Dean, and llaldeman against Ehrlichman, Ehrlichman
against Dean, because they'd definitely say, "1-fr.President, can't
you let these fellas - ,;_-" (pp. 3-4)
The Pre~ident said, "That's an argument to be made," that
it was Garment's ~rgument and he guessed Rose agreed with it. The
... 3 -
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President said that his problem y..-as"§1L.th,epresentime, I just don't
want to have to talk to each of these sideline people individually,
'cause I don't know." After some discussion of whether a Times leak
was from Garment or the Justice Department, the President said that
Dean supported the Garment plan and had talked to Garment. (p. 4)
Ehrlichman said that Dean had talked "to everybody in this place, II
and the President said, "I told him not to talk to him any more."
The President then said, "But you see Dean -- let's see, what the
hell -- what's he got with regard to the President? He came and
talked to me, as you will recall, about the need for $120,000 for
clemenci.es ~-" Ehrlichman said, "You told me that the other day,
I. didn't know that before," and Haldeman said, "so what?" The
President continued, "I said, what in the world John, I mean, I
said John you can't (unintelligible) on this short notice. What's
it cost (unintelligible) I sort of laughed and said, 'Well, I
guess you could get that.'" Ehrlichman asked, "Now is he holding
that over your head?" The P+esident repli~d, "No, No, No, I don't
think Dean would go so far as to get into any conversation he had
with the President -- even Dean I don't think." Haldeman said
Dean could not,mentioning executive privilege. The President said,
"IYjou've goLt_2 figure that Dean could put out something with
somebody else." The President said to EhrlicbIl$n that that was
the only thing Dean had told him but that he had not yet asked him
about the Liddy thing with Ehrlichman. Ehrlichman said, "Oh well,
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they'll be one of those a day." The President asked, "Well, the
point is can we survive it? . Can Haldeman and Ehrlichman
survive it." The President said he knew that "you'll go out and
throw yourselves on a damned sword," that'they were "the two most
valuable members on the staff ... [,] the two most loyal and the
two most honest." The problem, the President said, was that "I do
not want to be in a position where the damned public clarno
as it did with Eisenhower, with Adams, makes it necessary or calls
to have Bob come in one day and say, 'Well Mr. President, the public -
blah blah blah ~ I'm going to leave. '" That was the real problem,
the President said, and he didn't think kicking Dean out would do it,
though he was not ruling out kicking him out. "But I think you got
to figure what to hell does Dean know. What kind of blackmail
does he have? I don't know what all he does --" (pp..5-6)
Ehrlichman then suggested that the President had Dean
telling him that he 'had talked to the U. S. Attorney and told him
a lot of things he had done wrong, so the Presidertt should put him
on leave. The President said that he had asked Dean that, and Dean
said he would go on leave along with Haldeman and Ehrlichman. Ehrlichman
said that Dean was not in any position to bargain with the President
on that. The President said that EhrLf.chmanhad been charged by a
U.S. Attorney and Petersen, but .Petersen was not charging Ehrlichman
with legal wrongs. Ehrlichman said that was what he meant, that he
understood the difference, and that Dean had broken the law. The
President said Petersen had told him that, because of the evidence,
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"Haldeman and Ehrlichman should (unintelligible) now I'm faced with
that damned hardship." (pp. 6-7) At this point in the transcript,
there is a deletion of "material not related to presidential actions."
(p . 7)
The President then returned to Colson's thought that it
would be in order not to give immunity and asked what;he should tell
Petersen about immunity for Haldeman and Ehrlichman. Haldeman
replied, "Well, tell him not to give us inimunity either." The
President said, "{unLnteLl.LgLbLesthat's a_p_r::_~_b!._em.__~Now, come on!"
Haldeman said that it was none of his (presumably Petersen's)
business whether the President suspended them or not, it was the
President's decision. The President said he knew it was, but that
if he didn't suspend them, he (presumably Petersen) would give him
(presumably Dean) immunity. "That's the problem (unintelligible)
unbearable." Dean, said the President, "is the guy that he's got
to use for the purpose of ma~ing the case." (pp. 7-8)
The President said Petersen said he legally had a case
on Ehrlichman and that on Haldeman it would have a lot to do with
what Strachan and Kalmbach said, "the .350 thing and that sort of
thing." Haldeman said, "Kalmbach has no relation to me on that."
The President asked, "Have you given any thought to what the line
ought to be -- I don't mean a lie -- but a line, on raising the
money for these defendants? Because both of you were aware of what
was going on you see--- the raising of the money -- you were aware of
it, right?" Ehrlichman said, "Yes, sir." The President continued,
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"You see, you can't go in and say I didn't know what in hell he
wanted the $250 for." Haldeman 'said, "no ." The :President said,
"You say that our purpose was to keep them from talking to the
press," and Ehrlichman said that was his purpose and that before he
got too far out on that he wanted to talk to an attorney and find
out what the law was. The President replied, "Right!". Haldeman
said, "That's just what I want to do too." The President said,
-"Right. Good." He continued that he thought that it involved
"all our people," including Kalmbach and what Kalmbach was told.
Ehr Ldchman told the President, "[W]hen the truth and fact of this
is known, that building next door [EOB] is full ,of people who knew
that money was being raised for these people." The President s~id,
'~any who know, but there were not so many actors, In other words,
there's a difference between actors and noticees." Ehrlichman said
that he was not an actor and that he wanted the President to think
very critically about the difference between knowledge of the general
transactions going on and being an affirmative actor because that was
the.difference between him and Dean. (pp. 8-10)
Ehrlichman questioned whether in the orderly administration
.of justice it looked right for anybody in the White House to get
immunity, no matter how many other people he implicated. (p. 10)
The President and Haldeman then discussed Garment's view
on whether there should be a public statement that day, (pp. 10-11)
The President then said that LaRue and Strachan had been called, Dean
"might put up a story of the times," and "{yj ou never krow. We don't
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need a Haldeman/Ehr1ichman." Ehrlichman replied that it was
"typical Dean position"; if Dean was treated different from them,
he would say he was a scapegoat for higher~ups. Haldeman said that
figured because he knew Ostrow and Ostrow covered Justice. The
President speculated about whether the press had any more; and
Haldeman said that he thought they probably had more in the Committee,
not in the White House, that he didn't know what it could be unless
they got Colson stuff, and that Colson was the only area where there
was any jeopardy in the White House. (pp. 11-12)
Colson's position with regard to Dean was further discussed.
The President said that if he told Dean to leave that day Dean would
go out and say that the President was covering up for Ehrlichman
an:dHaldeman because the President knew what he knew. The President
said, "I'm trying to look and see - John - what to hell we are really
up against. First it was Liddy (unintelligible) scapegoat, now John
Dean is." Haldeman said the answer , if Dean said it publicly, was that
'the President is not covering up for anybody and will not tolerate --
The President said that the way Dean put it to him was very cute, that
he said that .Lf Haldeman and Ehrlichman were willing to resign he.
would too, leading the President to the.conclusion that Dean was doing
what his atiDrney told him to do.- Ehrlichman agreed, saying that it
would be argued to the U.S. Attorney· that the President thought enough
of Dean's charges to let these guys go. Dean, said Ehrlichman, had in
effect confessed the commission of crimes to the President. The
President said, "And charges you .... And I said, 'Now wait - these
charges are not --' and you see he also has an alibi in the U.S,
Attorney __" (pp. 12-14)
- 8 -
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Ehrlichman returned to his plan, which he said would
involve a recounting of how the President got into his personal
investigation by reason of Dean's being unable to reduce his full
report to writing for the President, that this rang a bell, and that
the President personally turned to and had spent a great deal of time
in the last several weeks on this and ha~ seen dramatic progress
in the grand jury in the last several days. That, said Ehrlichman,
would be Step 1, and in addition the President would say that the
Ervin committee had come up with a good s~t--~f-gr·~~lld-rules. The
President asked about executive privilege before the Ervin Committee.
Ehrlichman said it was reserved, and the President said fine. Haldeman
said, "At this point, the way we're in the soup now, we can lose
nothing by going ••.. 1 think we may gain," and the President
agreed. (pp. 14-15)
Ehrlichman said that was all he had for today, but he
said, "IIJt gets you into the case -- Hs you leading it. It notices
the progress and the Grand Jury as related to your efforts and it doesn't
say what they are." The President sa:I.dthat the point was that the
story today was.."that Dean was suspended and then Dean was going to
be out saying the President had indicated that.Haldeman and
Ehrlichman might go, too. (p. 15)
Haldeman suggested that Dean not be ruspended, but that he
be instructed not to come to work any more, and that the same be
done for him and Ehrlichman. Haldeman said he had concluded that
.his course was that he had to put out his story, in total and in
- 9 -
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his words, before he went to the Senate Comm1.ttee. The President
said he thought Haldeman would never get to the Senate Committee
because the hearings would never go forward. Haldeman said he
thought there was no chance of their not going forward; it would
be great if they did not and maybe then he would never tell his
story; but his view was that at some point in time he was going
to have to tell it. The President suggested that Haldeman reserve
the right to tell his story until he felt he had to go to the
Committee hearings or he got to a point where he was nibbled to death.
Haldeman added until a partial charge came up, for instance if the
grand jury leaked or the Justice people leaked the Strachan stuff,
forcing his hand. (p. 16)
Subject to attorney's advice, Haldeman and Ehrlichman
asked to be relieved of their normal duties in order to prepare for
their appearance. Both asked to be able to corneinto the office,
Ehrlichman saying that he needed to get to records, date books,
and-correspondence to prepare a defense.' Ehrlichman told the
President that he had "pretty much unplugged myself of my day-to-
_day stuff, because with this kind of stuff going on you just can't
think about anyt1:1ingelse." The President replied, "Of course, it's
been a little hard for me to also." (pp. 16-18)
The President asked about Dean coming in and said he
"t hough t he had told Dean to have noth+ng more to do with this case.
Ehrlichman said if that was so Dean was "sure not following out
your orders." Ehr1ichman said that he imagined Dean had "carted
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stuff out of here by the bale," and Haldeman said that if the
President suspended him or told him to leave in any way "you also
move in to take care of his files." (pp',18-19)
The President asked whether he could tell Dean that
Haldeman and Ehrlichman had requested to be relieved of their main
duties to prepare for their grand jury appearance. Haldeman said
that the trap the President would be falling into there was that he
would be admitting to Deanfuat he regarded the allegations Dean
raised against Haldeman and Ehrlichman as of the same validity as
Dean's own criminal admission to the President. The President said
there were two different levels, and Ehrlichman said then that was
the way it ought to be put. Ehrlichman said Dean had "brought in a
lot of silly garbage about me which doesn't add up to 'anickel's worth
of a law suit," but had told the President that he had been involved
"in all kinds of stuff," and it was "a very different qualitative
problem." (p. 19)
The President wondered whether or not he trapped himself
by telling Dean that both Haldeman and Ehrlichman offered to resign.
Ehrlichman said he had offered to resign at the President's total
and sole discretion and the President didn't have to have a reason.
(pp , 19-20)
The President said that Petersen realized that before he
could try to give Dean immunity he had to have corroborative testimony
on the value of Dean's evidence and that was what Petersen '''3.S trying
- 11 -
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to get by calling Strachan, Colson, Kalmbach, et al. The purpose,
the President said, was to get corroborat.ive evidence that Dean's
evidence was so valuable as far as other people were concerned that
he should therefore be given immunity. The President asked
Ehr1ichman if that made any sense. Ehr1ichman said he didn't know,
and the President said, "But y:ousee what his tactic is?" (pp. 20-21)
Ehrlichman said he didn't know what the previous commitment
to him (presumably Dean) was, but that he was not being fired or
suspended, he was being directed to stay away fiorrithe-· office. The
President said that he might put it that since he was taThingto a
U.S. Attorney, if he could put it that way "I might be able to make
some hay. Bring the U.S. Attorney in. And I'll say don't give
him immunity." Ehrlichman added, "From a public policy standpoint."
The President again described what Petersen had told him. (p. 21)
Ehrlichman toH the.President , "If this is awkward for you,
the best thing you should do is getrid of me, ... once and for all."
Any"thing short of that, Ehrlichman said, it seemed to him the Presi-
dent had to take into account qualitative differences. (p. 22)
Eh~ii~hman said that if the President did not want to make
a formal suspens Lon of Dean , the thing to say was "I want you to
stay away from the office. Just don't come around, because I know
everything that happens in this building is being funneled directly
to the U.S. Attorney through you, or I have reason to think that,
and I cannot have that situation." (p. 22)
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The President asked Ehrlichman if his fear was Dean
getting immunity, and Ehrlichman said it was that Dean or anybody in
the White House getti.ng immunity "is in itself treatable as a
cover-up." Ehrlichman told the President that the things Ehrlichman
would have to say about Dean would be "that Dean was the sole proprietor
of this project, that he reported to the President, he reported to me
only incidentally." The President asked about Dean's reporting to the
'president, and said to Ehrlichman that the problem Ehrlichman had there
was that Dean had a point that Ehrlichman had to realize. Dean,
the President said, did not see him until the day Ehrlichman told
the President he ought to talk to Dean. The Prasidentsaid he
thought that was in Harch. Ehrlichman replied, "All right," and
repeated that the basic point was that Dean was in charge of this
project. The President said, "He'll say he reports to the President
through other people" Ehr.lichman said, "Well, O.K. Then you see what
you've got there is an imputation. He says ••. 'I told Ehrlichman
that Liddy did it.' What he is saying is that, 'I told the President
through Ehrlichman that Liddy did it.' n ; Haldeman said that meant
that "it was perfectly acknowledged as far as Ehrlichman was con-
cerned and there was nothing that you were required to do about it
anyway." "That1s right," Ehrlichman said, "But you see I get into
a very funny defensive position then vis-a-vis you and vis-a-vis
him, and it's very damned awkward." Ehrlichman said he hadn't thought
it clear through and didn't k!loWwhere they came out. (pp. 23-24)
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The President referred to "Dean's little game here," and
said of course Dean didn't report to the President. "I was a little
busy," the President said, "and all of you said, 'let's let Dean
handle that and keep him out of the President's office.' And maybe
you didn't want him in there for other reasons too. But he did."
(p , 24)
The President said that Dean would then say who the hell
did he report'to. Ehrlichman said, in many cases, to no one "[h]e
just wen t ahead and did things." (p. 24)
Ehrlichman said that he had checked his records for
last year and that he saw Dean less than five times a, month. Matched
against the substantive things he was doing, Ehrlichman said, "Dean
becomes practically the least of my worries." The President asked
Haldeman about his meetings with Dean, and Haldeman said he had no
idea, he didn't have a log. The President said, "The only thing
he doesn't have is the fact that should have come in to see me."
The 'President guessed that Ziegler talked to him, and Ehrlichman
said Moore had, frequently. The President said, "[B]ut I haven't
talked to Moore either, have 17" Ehrlichman repeated that he had
to think this through, he just didn't know where it led. (p. 25)
The President said that John Dean's highly sensitive
information was on only one count. He said, "Strachan has got to
be worked out. I don't know how that's going to work out." He
asked Haldeman whether Strachan had the plan and said it remained
to be seen what Strachan would say about 'whether he had a plan and
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showed it to Haldeman. Haldeman told the President that he apparently
said he did not. The President said the other point was whether
Strachan got information that is clearly identifiable as being
telephone taps. Strachan, salithe President, would probably say
it is not. "And so, that's that." (pp. 25-26)
Haldeman said that the discrepancy between Strachan
and Magruder was because what Strachan got, it turned out, was not
from that but something else. Strachan would say, Haldeman continued,
that it was Operation GEMSTONEJ not Operation SEDAN CHAIR -- and
GEMSTONE wasn't \.J'atergate,so that would uncover that there was
something else they did. Haldeman said he didn't know what it was.
The President told Haldeman that "they tell me that GEMSTONE was the
code word for everything." Haldeman said he thought SEDAN CHAIR was
the Watergate thing, that GEMSTONE is th~ total thing, then that was
what Strachan got his reports from. And, Haldeman said, it was a
"confidential sources indicate that .•. , "according to Strachan,
and did not clearly identify. Haldemanffiid he couldn't tell the
President anything else, and the President said, "I want you to
know what he's told me." (pp. 26-27)
The President returned to the question of the options on
Dean, "what we turn loose here." Ehrlichman suggested that the press
plan might give them some guidance. Ehrlichman said that if they
said in the press plan that the President got concerned, the question
wouid be asked why the President did not get concerned sooner, since
this had been in the paper for months and fucnths. Ehrlichman suggested
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the response could be that the President was resting secure in the
belief that he had the whole story. Ehrlichman then asked, "Well, what
made him insecure?" The Pres.identmid, "Do I ever ask Dean in and ask
him answers? The answer is no." Ehrlichman replied, "No, but the
point is that you were resting secure on his assurances." (p. 27)
Haldeman asked the President whether he had not at some
point got a report from Dean that nobody in the White House was
involved, and Ehrlichman asked whether they hadn't put that out way
back in August. The President said that it was never in writing, that
Dean never came in and told him orally, that"he had never seen John
Dean about this matter until Ehrlichman suggested that he had better
see John Dean. Ehrlichman told Haldeman that.he had better check
back in July, when they were in San Clemente, that his recollection
was that Dean did come and see the President at that time. The
President said, "Oh - by himself? No"; and Ehrlichman sai.d by him-
self or with one of them, he didn't knmv. The President said,
"He may have come in .1 hope he did, I hope he did. But he might
have come in sort of the end, and someone said, 'Look here's John
Dean from Washington,' and I may have said, 'Thanks for all your
hard work. '" (p. 28)
Ehrlichman suggested they "follow this line and see where
it leads us." The President, said Ehrlichman, rested secure in the
belief that his Counsel had investigated this and assured him that
nobody in the White House was involved. Ehrlichman then asked, "[W]hat
moved him off that belief and assursRce? Well, what mov~d him off
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was the sequence of events leading to John Dean being sent to Camp
David to write it all down," The President said, "What moved him
off first were reports that occurred in the court testimony." The
President continued by saying that charges were made by McCord,
and the President ordered a full investigation. Ehr1ichman said,
"Well, the first thing you did -- and maybe you can avoLd saying
this -- but you're saying you ordered a Lull press investigation
when Dean came back and said to Bob, 'I can't write that down,'"
The President said that Dean also told the President that. Ehr1ichman
said that then that rang a bell, because {CDean cotiId--notwrite that
down "we must have problems bigger than I ever thought," and that
was when the President put on "the full court press .! The President
asked if Ehrlichman had dates on this, and Ehrlichman said he did, (pp, 28--30)
Ehr1ichman then spoke about what Dean said on that. Dean
said, according to Ehr1ichman, that the reason he could not write it
down was that Dick Moore and others said, how could he write it down
and draw the wagons up around the ~1ite House? Ehrlichman asked
whether that phrase was not a Dean phrase. Haldeman said, "Sure,"
and that Dean's line was that "you could do thi3-tbecause there was
no problem at_~h._~White House, the problems were at the Committee."
The President asked .what Dean's line was befQ.r_~_,hedeserted, and
said, "My point is -- you've got to wat ch out. He may say. 'Well,
they were trying to get me -- conspired to get me to write a report
that was untrue, ,II Ehrlichman said he understood, except that Dean
was sent to write it without anybody being near him, and the President
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said, "Except Moore (unintelligible)". Ehrlichman said that he
was sure that when Dean went through this exercise it was impossible
for htm to write it down without it being a confession and that
Dean said, "My God, I don't know how this case is going to break,
but I'm crazy to have a piece of paper like that around." (p. 30)
The President asked who had conducted the investigation.
E~rlichman said the way they had it, it didn't say. Haldeman said
other staff members, Ehrlichman, Moore, Garment, Haldeman. The
President said, "That's right." (p. 31)
Ehrlichman continued that the President· had then
contacted some people and told them not to hold~ack on his
account. The President said, "Yes, like Hunt -- Liddy" and,Ehrlichman
added, Mitchell and Magruder. The President Slid, "I passed the word
to all sources that everybody was to talk, to tell the truth, which
I had done previously .... I reaffirmed specific terms to specific
people." Haldeman suggested that the President had reason to believe
that'they might have a misapprehension on 'it. The President asked who
were those people, and said that he should not say. Haldeman agreed,
and the President continued that you could not list the people because
it would prejudice them. The President said he talked to all parties
concerned and told them that if there was a shred of information they
might have on the case, he reaffirmed what he had said publicly that
they must cooperate fully and tell the whole truth. Then, the
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President said, they came to the preceding weekend, and on
Saturday a major development occurred. The President said that he could
not say "that as a result "-"1""'" , that would be an overstatement.
(pp. 31-32)
On Sunday, the President continued, he could not say he
talked with Kleindienst. Ehr1ichman reminded the President he had
informed Kleindienst on Saturday. The President said he had informed
Kleindienst, and that in response to the question whe ther the President
had informed Kleindienst in person, he could say he had passed the
information. At his direction, the President continued, Ehrlichman
filled in the Attorney General completely on the information they
had found. Ehrlichman said that Ziegler or the President could
then turn it over to Petersen and let Petersen say something innocuous.
The President continued that he had directed Petersen to "direct me
personally on any developments" and that any member of the \fuiteHouse
staff or the Federal Government was to be available to the grand jury
and would be directed by the President to testify. Then, the President
said, "you come to the next thing," and he described "Garment's
scenario," that the President had asked any government people who.
were directly or indirectly subjects of the investigation to be
relieved of their duties. AnyOI~ who refused to cooperate would
be dismissed, and anyone would be given leave until his trial was
finished and he had an opportunity to have his day in court. (pp. 32-33)
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Ehrlichman raised the question of-anyone granted immunity.
The President said, "IWJe're not telling Dean not to talk. I direct every-
body to talk, hut nobody is to given immunity." Ehrlichman
said, "In other words, ••• there are plenty of ways of proving
a case around here -- besides granting some fellow immunity.
You don't need that, and it looks like what you are doing is letting
somebody off scott free." The President. said, "That's right. Also,
it looks like a cover-up." Haldeman added, "And particularly some-
body - personally associated - in this case." Ehrlichman suggested
that maybe the point Petersen was missing-,-mayoe InTentionally, was
that Dean was "a major act in this thing." "IIJf a major actor
gets immunity and just walks away from the White House having
connnitted 89 crimes," Ehrlichman said, and "it was the President's
Justice Department and the guy who ran it reported to the President
daily, that would say, 'Gee, I didn't want my Counsel to get hurt. '"
(pp. 34-35)
The President asked whether he should have any more
conversations with Dean. Ehrlichman said he should not, he should
send him a note or have Kehrli or somebody call him and tell him
not to come to work anymore, that he wasnt suspended or fired, but
that he was not to come into the office. The President said, "That's
a good tough way," and asked what Dean could do. Ehrlichman mid he thought
he could not do anything. Haldeman said Dean hadn't been to
work for a month anyway, and Ehrlichman said he had been talking to the
U.S. Attorney the whole time. The President said he had called Dean
thar morning and told him he wan ted to talk to him about that
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appointment June 19, but he didn't think he had better get into
than any more. And, the President said, "he's going to give me
some song and dance." (pp. 35~36)
Ehrlichman told the President "for your private.information"
that he had gone back to the partidpants in the meeting where he was
~upposed to have ordered that ~unt should be sent out of the country
and to a man they said it didn't happen, that if it had happened
they said it would have been burned into their recollection. (p. 36)
The President then said "You better damn well remember
being ~- The main thing is this, John, and when you meet with the
lawyers -- and you Bob, and I hope Strachan has been told -- believe
me -- don't try to hedge anything before the damned Grand Jury. I'm
not talking about morality, but I'm talking about the vulnerabilities."
Ehrlichman said, "Sure , good advice." The President continued, "You
guys darnnk-- I know you haven't done a damned thing. I do know
this they've tried to track on prejury Isic] -- you're going have
that " Ehr1ichman said, "Fortunately I have good records," that
he knew who was in the meeting and so was able to call. (pp. 36-37)
The President said that the point was "now they talked to
people." He said that he supposed Fielding had put those things in
the bag, and Ehrlichman replied that it was Fielding or Dean, he
didn't know. The President asked whether he inventoried and who was
to testify what was in the bag. Ehrlichman said he didn't know. (p. 37)
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Ehll:lichmansaid that Dean was the guy who made the call
sending Hunt out of the country and on Friday Dean had called
Colson and asked him whether he remembered the meeting in Ehrlichman's
office where Ehrlichman had sa.iddeep-six and send Hunt out of the
country. According to Ehrlichman, Colson told Dean it never happened.
Ehrlichman said that Dean was "out around planting his seeds," and
Haldeman said that Dean was piaying "-he Magruder game ...flying
from flower to flower - planting his pollen." The President saLd ,
"I think those (unintelligible) you got very tlever liars. I told
you this before -- very clever liars." (pp,.37-38)
The President returned to the subject, of what to do with
Dean, Ehrlichman suggested that the President_tell Dean that he
could not have Dean "sit there as an agent of the U, S',Attorney," and
the President said he had indicated that already. Dean's files were
then discussed, Haldeman said that Dean "will say the same thing you
Ipresumably EhrlichmanJ just said," that he needed his files to
prepare for the grand jury. If the President was telling Dean not
to come in, Haldeman said, Dean would say he would 'send a truck
over and have his files brought to his home. Haldeman suggested
that the President tell Dean that all the files were the President's,
and Ehrlichman suggested they wait until the question came up. The
President said, "I don't think you can wr Lte him a note, It's going
to anger him anyway. No sense in doing that, See what I mean?
We've got to remember whatever he is doing'''''''I don't mean that you
can't -_ he's going to do anything to save his ass, That's what is
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involved •..• You got to remember (uninteiiigible) he put this
a lot higher. He could say, 'Well, I told the President about
$127,000, that we needed $127,000 and the President said, well
I don't know where we could get it, I don't know.'" Haldeman
said, "How could you do that though -- that I s true (unintelligible)."
(pp. 38-40)
EhrlichmanSlid, "I'll tell you how you might be able to
handle that." The FBI had just served a subpoena on the White House
police, Ehrlichman said, asking that they produce the names of people
cleared into the WH/EOB complex on June 18, 1972. The President asked
where they were then, and Haldeman said they were in Florida. The
President said, "Well, maybe that's an unsafe thing." Haldeman said
that that was "your other problem," there was a WH legal case and
no WH lawyer. (pp. 40-41)
The President asked where Fielding stood on all this,
and Haldeman said that Dean sponsored Fielding, but that did not
necessarily mean 'Fielding went Dean's way. Haldeman said Fielding
was "an honorable guy -- provincially so who may not like what
Dean is doing any more than we do." (p. 41)
The President asked if what they w_Cl,.r.t~,~~to do was get Dean
out of the WH, but Colson's recommendation was to fire him. Ehrlichman
said Colson would like to discredit him, and the President said he
knew, "Ib]ut the question is what he could do to discredit us,
That's a problem." Haldeman said, "Yeah. But I think at some point,
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like you do on anything else, you gotta face up to the fact that the
guy is either afriend or a foe -- or a neutral. If he's a neutral
you don't have to worry about him; if he's a friend you rely on
him, if he's a foe you fight him and this guy ~~ it seems at this
point ""_is a foe," (pp, 41-42)
The President said that when he talked to Dean he had
talihim, "Now John, any conversations are (unintelligible),
'Anything (unintelligible) National Security are (unintelligible)
you understand?" and Dean had said, "Yes," Haldeman said Dean
said it and it was no problem for him to say it, but it was no
problem for Dean to say a lot of things to them.over the last
couple of weeks. The President said, "The poip.t is, if you break
if off with him, then he could go out and say, 'Screw the
(unintelligible). '" Haldeman replied, "No he can't. It's not
his privilege. It'5 yours." The Pre.sLdent;said, "I know It 's mine,
but "
The President then said, "Well, I 'think you have to
charge Henry Petersen or whoever is in charge here with protecting
your privilege and then that's got to go down to Silberman [presumably
Silbert] and Silberman has to be cautioned that he is not to go into
matters of executive privilege - he is not to go into matters of
national security importance, Any matters involving a conversation
with the President -- or national security, anything like that, they
.can ask me," (pp. 42-43)
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Ehrlichman then talked about "this caper in California,"
the Hunt "national security connected E'lLsberg! thing. Ehrlichman said
he thought Petersen knew about it, that it was laying around some-
place over there. Ehrlichman said Colson had asked him how to handle
the question if it came up, and Ehrlichmanffiid he told Colson that
he would say it was a national security project and he would have to
refer a question on it to the ~resident for a waiver of executive
privilege if the President desired to do that. Ehrlichman said
Colson asked whether he could say the same thing and that he had
told Colson he did not know whether Colson could or not. He said
Colson asked what the President would say if lt were referred to
him and that he had told Colson he did not know and woul.d ask the
President. The President told Ehrlichman that was what they
would say and he could tell Colson that. The President said,
"Anything on the (unintelligible) thing, the plumbing thing was
national security, the ITT thirig. No, I can't believe it was that
you know the Hunt thing there. That will just have to handle the
way it is." (pp. 43-44)
Ehrlichman said that whoever operated this at the Justice
Department had to be told that the inquiry must not jeopardize the
President's privilege. "Some day they're going to try and put you in
a crunch spot." The President said, "Sure." Ehrlichman said that they
would put a question to him and he would say he could not take that
question and would be back to the President and!1it's going to be
hard." The President said, "No turning it off. It's national
security." Ehrlichman said, "Or if it is something that you and
I have discussed directly," and the President said, "(expletive
removed) it." (pp. 44-45)
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The rresident then raised the subject of the talk to the
President about "$127,000 we had to get or were able to get it or
something." The President said he did not know why it was at that
point that they were still working on money for Hunt. Haldeman said
that was the one Bittman got to Dean on, that "Ih]e really cranked
on it" and was very concerned or professed to be concerned because
Bittman's threat was that Hunt said that·if they did not get it for
him he was going to tell them about all the seamy things he did for
Ehrlichman. Haldeman said that, when Dean hit Ehrlichman on that,
_.-._. -_ .. -
EhrLdchman+s immediate reaction was to let him go -~heaa, there ....zas
nothing he could hargEhrlichman on. Haldeman said that Dean did not
like that answer and went on worrying about the money. The President
said, "Told me about it." Haldeman said that he had told the
President and told Haldeman, that Haldeman was there when Dean
told the President. The President said, "Good. What did we say?"
He reminded Haldeman that Dean had said "How much is it going to
cost to keep these, these guys (unintelligible)" and the President
had.just shook his head. Haldeman said, "If there's blackmail here,
then we're into a thing that's just ridiculoue ... but you can't
say ~t's a million dollars. It may be $10 million dollars. And that
we ought not to be in this --" The President said, "That's right.
_.o__.•. _. ~•. c..
That's right." Haldeman continued, "We left it - that - we can't do
anything about it anyway. vIe don'thave any money, and it isn't a
question to be directed here. This is something relates to Mitchell's
problem, Ehrlichman has no problem w i th this thing with Hunt. And
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Ehrlichman said '(expletive removed), if you're going to get into
," "blackmail, to hell with it. The President said, Good (unintelligible)
Thank God you were in there when it happened. I' He asked Haldeman
if he remembered the conversation, and Haldeman said yes. The
President asked, "I didn't tell him to go get the money did I?"
and Haldeman said no. "You didn't either did you? lIthe President
asked, and Haldeman replied, "Absolutely not! I said you got to
talk to Mitchell. This is something you've got to work out with
Mitchell -- not here -_ there's nothing we can do about it here."
The President said to Ehrlichman, "We've got a pretty good record
on that one, John, at least." (pp. 1.5-·47)
Haldeman said that there were "a couple of complications
he can throw in there" which would be of concern, but that Haldeman
could not "see him si.nk.LngLow enough to use that." Haldeman admitted
that "the guy has really turned into an unbelievable disaster for U'" "'" ,
but he was not "unAmerican and anti-Nixon." Haldeman said that during
that period Dean had "busted his ass trying to work this out," and it
"wore him to a frazel [sic]," and that Haldeman thought "it probably
wore him past the point of rationality." Haldeman said he thought
Dean might now be in a mental state that was causing him to do things
that "when he sobers up, he's going to be very disturbed about with
himself." The President said that part of the problem also was
probably that he had a very, very clever new lawyer. Haldeman said
that could very well be, but· that he could not believe that Dean was
a basically dishonorable guy. (pp. 47-48)
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The Presi.dent said "But in that conversation I was -- we
were -~ I was ~~ I said, 'Well for (expletive removed), let's '"
Haldeman told the President, "'lou explored in that conversation the
possibility of whether such kinds of money could be raised. You
said, 'Well, we ought to be able to raise _~I" The President said
"That's right." Haldeman continued "'How much 'money is involved?'
and he said, 'Well it could be a million dollar~' You said, 'That's
ridiculous. You can't say a million. Maybe you say a million, it
may be 2 or 10, and 11. '" The President said "But then we got into
the blackmail," and Haldeman told the President, "You said, 'Once
you start down the path with blackmail it's constant escalationl"
The President said "Yep. That's my only conversation with regard
to that." Haldeman said "They could jump and .then say, 'Yes, well
that was morally wrong. What you should have said is that blackmail
is wrong not that it's too costly. ,II The President replied, "Oh,
well that point (inaudible) investigation -_ •.. You see my point?
We were then in the business of -- this was one of Dean's -_ when he
was .. " The President asked whether it was after they sent him
to Gamp David. (p. 48)
Aft~r some discussion of when that was, the President
said "I suppose then we should have cut - shut it off, 'cause later
on you Plet in your office and Hi~chell said, 'That was taken care of. '"
Haldeman said that was the next day, .and the President said that Dean
was there and said, "ifuatabout this money for Hunt?" Haldeman said
that what had happened was that he, EhrLf.chman, Dean and 11itchell were
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in Haldemanls off;Lce discussing other matterS1 and that 'Mitchell
had turned to Dean and said something like "Let me raise another
point. Ah, have you taken care of the other problem - the Hunt
problem?" Haldeman said he didn't know how Mitchell referred to
it, but they all knew instantly what he meant. Haldeman said
Dean looked a little flustered and said no, he didn't know where
that was, and Mitchell said "Hell I guesss [sic] it's taken care
of." Haldeman told the President, "And so we assumed from that
that Mitchell had taken care of it, and there was no further squeak
out of it so I now do assume that Mitchell took care of it."
Haldeman said LaRue was Mitchell's agent, and the President said,
"I understand that. . I'm just seeing what Dean's lines of
attack are." Haldeman said there ~"as no questLon he, Haldeman,
knew about it. The President said "Say, 'Yes, there was talk about
it and so forth - and Hitchell took care of it. "' (pp. 49-50)
Haldeman said that "Dean is the agent on it. Dean is
coming in and saying what should I do. Dean's the agent on all this -
that's where my money goes. All the input to me about the 350 came
from Dean, and all the output came from Dean." Haldeman said that
Dean said they needed the money for the defense, for their fees, that
it was always put that way, that was the way it was always discussed.
The President said "Right - that's why I wan t that line. I think
that's most important. You can wo rk on -- Get a lawyer." (p. 50)
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Haldeman said that he told Dean that they had the 350
(actually, Haldeman $aid, it was 328) ;incash that they had to get
turned back to the Committee, apparently they had a need for money,
so they had a coincidence and Dean ought to be able to work out
some way to get them to take the cash. Haldeman said he told Dean
that would "take care of our needs and we help meet their needs."
Haldeman told the President that Dean went back to 'Mitchell and
Mitchell wouldn't do it. Then, Haldeman said, they agreed to take
forty thousand of it, which they did, and shortly thereafter to take
the rest, which they did. Haldeman said it was not before the
election, and the President said that Dean said it was. Haldeman
said Strachan said it was in late November, the 30th or·something
like that. (p. 51)
Ehrlichman said that it was Howard, not Strachan, that went
over with Colson's partner as his lawyer. Haldeman said that Strachan
acquired his lawyer from somebody he knew in law school. Ehrlichman
said Colson had pitched him to retain his partner, which Ehrlichman
thought would be a mistake. The President said, "You can't retain
his partner. " Ehrlichman said it would be a big mistake because
it would create identity between him and Colson, and Haldeman said
Ehrlichman would be out of his mind to do it. The President said,
"Don't get in there with Colson. He'll defend himself." Haldeman
said that Colson saw that as a way of getting in and they should
~ 30 ,...
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not give Col sen reason to get squeamish. Ehrlichman said he was
cultivating him, keeping him on the team, and that Colson felt there
was a coincidence of interest between the President, Ehrlichrnan, and
Colson. The President said, "Right. Fine.tr (pp. 51-52)
The President went back to the question of whether they
.should make a statement that day, saying he thought they should.
Haldeman agreed, and said Ziegler should make it. Ehrlichman
said that it should be a carefully limited statement, and the
President said, "No questions. ,. Ehrlichman said he thought it
should be very tight, very conservative, thought through "so that
you can stay away from the soft places." He said that across the
country people ,vere waiting to see the President's face on the
evening news talking about the Watergate case and making more
assurances. Haldeman said that the Watergate story was on
page 19 in the Washington Post that day, and the President said,
"And it' 11 be page 19 five months f rornnow if we handle it right." (pp , 52-53)
The President returned to the subject of Dean, and Ehrlichman
said that if the President could get the result of having Dean out
of the office, he wouldn't worry about the files. Ehrlichman
suggested that the_President could put in on the basis that he
could get a file he needed on loan, so that the·President would
at least be able to monitor what he got. Ehrlich~an said the
President should tell him that in vie~ 0f his relationship ~ith
the.U. S. At torriev 's of f i.ee, the Pr esi d>n t eiid not think i t ~".'1S
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prudent for him to be on the ~rounds nnd that he ~ould have to
work someplace else. Haldeman suggested the President could say
that there Hould be no appearance oroblem because Dean had been away
for a mori t h anyway . Eh rLi.chrnanagreed, and continued that if thev
were asked in the press room about Dean's status, they could
finesse it, and say he had not been placed on leave or fired.
Ehrlichman told the President he could say·to Dean that if
Dean didn't bring it up, they wou Ldn 't, and that if it leaked
it would have to leak from Dean. Ehrlichman suggested that the
p,resident tell Dean that he Hould make an appropriate arrangement
.with Haldeman and Ehrlichman, but that he could not be in a position
to have Dean dictate to him what it should be. The President said,
"I can tell him, 'I've made an appropriate arran.gement, but it's
got to be in my own Hay, depending upon wh at; each is doing.'"
The President said that they we re not asking anybody to resign
e
because that would prejudice their rights. The President asked
Ehrlichrnan if he Has rejecting the Garnent proposal that everybody
leave until everybody is clear. Ehrlichman. said that he thought
a leave Has the same as being fired in this context. (pp. 54-55)
The President said that his v i.ew of what was going to
happen Has that when they had finally made their deal with
Magruder,they would take him in.to o~en_court. and then ch2rges
asked .i f they said ~[agr\lclern.id e charge s against n i.ru , T:10 Pr esi de n t
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said he didn't know whether or not he did, but he was certainly
going to say that Dean and Mitchell were involved. Ehrlichman
added that he would say Strachan was invoived. Ehrlichman said
that Strachan was Haldeman's employee, but that if the judge
asked if Haldeman told him to do anything or this or that, Strachan
would say no, Haldeman was never involved in this. Haldeman and
Ehrlichman said that was what he told them he would say, and
Haldeman said that he flatly said that 'vas the truth, and it was
the truth. (pp. 56-57)
The President asked Haldeman and Ehrlichman about "being
eaten away and then having to come in and say look, 'I'm so impaired,
I -~. '" Haldeman said he didn't expect to be eaten away. He said
he thought that when he got hit publicly, say by Magruder or by Dean,
as soon as he was known publicly, he should request the President
to give him a leave of absenCe so he could deal with the matter
until it was cleared up. The President asked Ehrlichman if he agreed.
Ehrlichman replied that it would depend a little bit on degree. (p. 57)
The President asked what if the Assistant Attorney General
came in and said Magruder and Dean had made charges and suggested
the President should act. Ehrlichman said that the President
should' tell the Assistant Attorney General that his policy was that
he would immediately suspend anyone-against whom formal charges
were filed and say, "This is a town that is so full of wild charges
that if I operated on any other basis, even'of those who were brought
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to me by 20 Bishops and an Attorney Ge~eral, I couldn't be
suspending people around here or the place would look like a
piece of Swiss cheese. But let me suggest you do this. You go
ahead and diligently pursue the Haldeman and Ehrlicllman case because
I need to kn 0';)." Ehrlichman continued that the President should
tell the Assistant Attorney General that i~ he came to the Presi-
dent and told him he had filed charges, the President would have
no discretion. The President said that if he told him he was
planning to indict, he would move Lnstan tLy," befo'r e irwa-s done
publicly. Ehrlichman said the President should say he couldn't
treat them different than anybody else, that "you have brought me
basically, uncorroborated charges. You've said so yourself that.
you aren't going to be able to deal w i.t h Dean." The President said,
"I feel comfortable w i th that." (pp. 57-59)·
Ehrlichman mentioned that the New York Times was writing
e
an editorial about a terrible cancer at the heart of the Presidency,
that there must be drastic surgery. Ehrlichman said that they wcu Ld
hear a lot of that and maybe the thing to do was for Ziegler to make
a statement on the President's policy. The President suggested he
should say that today, and there was discussion of getting Ziegler
-_ ..••. __ •• _1.,..
in to get the gatement ready. Ehrlichman and Haldeman discussed
with the President how their offices should be handled during the
next couple of weeks. Cpp. 59·-6i)
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Haldeman suggested that each charge was something they
would have to deal with at the time because the context could not
be anticipated, the newspape r stories could not be. Haldeman said
another argument against taking any action regarding him was that
he was not in the thing at all in the public mind and "it would
be startling as hell. " (p. 62)
The President, Ziegler, and Ehrlichman discussed the brief
statement for that day. (pp. 62-63)
The President asked Ehrlichman t'what--it·-isworth to us to get
him [D~an] out of that damned office." Ehrlichman said the
alternative was "somehow or other to pass the word to everybody
in the place that he's a piranha." Ehrlichman said he didn't know
how to do that. By everybody in the place, Ehrlichman told the
President, he meant people like the White House Police, the Secret
Service, a guy like Dick Howard, so that if they got a subpoena
they shouldn't ask Dean what to do. There was then a discussion
of _who should be Acting Counsel, with apparent agreemert that Fielding
should be Acting Counsel, reporting to Dick Moore. (pp. 63-64)
'Ihe-RresLdent;again returned to what to tell Petersen,
saying that he had better get Petersen in and...f Lat Ly tell him
that he could not let people go simply because charges were made
until they were corroborated, that was his decision. Second, that
he did not want anybody on the White House staff given immunity or
- 35 -
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shown any consideration whatever. Third, that he was directing
everybody to cooperate, but that he would not have a member of the
White House staff testifying in the Senate against others.
Ehrlichman suggested a fourth point to cover with Petersen was that, if,
Ehrlichman was before the grand jury and was asked about Dean's
information within the grand jury, he would have to say that Dean
told him it came from Petersen. Ehrlichman continued that there
was no point in the President's getting way out by saying to the
press he was relying on Petersen as his good right hand and then
have'Petersen compromised at a later time. (pp. 65-66)
Haldeman told the President that until this was totally
done, and maybe never, should the President express confidence
in anybody, including Haldeman and Ehrlichman. Haldeman said it
just didn't serve the cause properly. And, said Haldeman, the
President should not say it about Petersen, Dean or anybody else,
and Ron must not say it either. Cpp. 66-67)
Ehrlichman mentioned a lawyer, 'Herbert Miller, who might be
a possible substitute for Petersen, but the President said, "I don't
know. This case is moving too fast. You call in a substitute and he's
got to learn the damned case." Ehrlichman said that in his opinion
Petersen was "feeding a bunch of baloney." Haldeman said that he
understood Petersen told the President Strachan got very good treat-
ment over there, and the Pres.ident said, "No, no, no. He told me the
opposite. He said that Strachan just got the hell beat out of
him." Haldeman said that was right and that Strachan was astonished,
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that he had said it was just beyond belief, they had threatened his
life practically. Ehrlichman said what they were trying to do was
put him in the hands of an attorney who would deal for immunty.
Haldeman said they were trying to get him to make the same play
Magruder made; Ehrlichman said no doubt they"salvaged" Dean the
same way , and they had scored on him. (pp. 67~68)
The discussion of a possible replacement for Petersen
resumed. The President asked whether he should make that decision
today, and Ehrlichman said everyday that went by was making it that
much tougher on somebody new coming in. The President said, "This guy
gets relieved, and says well I told the President that he ought to fi~e
Haldeman and Ehrlichman and he fired Dean." Ehrlichman said he didn't
think he (apparently Petersen) ~lould say that; he was a pro; he'd been
around this town a long time and he knew , if he said that, the PresL»
dent wou Ld come right back and say the reason he fired him was that he
had reason to believe he was responsible for leaks out of the grand
jury, and that would destroy him. (p. 69)
Ehrlichman said the President should call Dean and tell'
him that the President was going to make a statement that was not
going to refer to Dean or anybody and that the President would deal
with people on an individual bas;is. The President agreed. Haldeman
said, ''Maybeyou ought to get Petersen in first to talk immunity."
The President agreed. (pp. 69-70)
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71. On April 17, 1973 frOTll2:39 to 2:40 p.m" the President had a
telephone conversation with John Ehrlichman. There was a discussion
of what the President would say to Petersen about immunity for top
White Rouse staff members.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence' of that conversation, the President has produced an
edited transcript of the recording. A summary of that transcript has
been prepared.
71.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 17, 1973,
Exhibit 48, In re Grand Jury.
71.2 Summary of White Rouse edited transcript of a tele-
phone conversation be~een the President and John
Ehr1ichman from 2:39 to 2:40 p.m., April 17, 1973,
prepared by House Judiciary Committee staff.
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_ 71.1 President Nixon daily diary
9:18 'TIle Pr eside nt \ie;1l: to the Oval 0 f fice.
9:19
9:30
9:47
.'
9:59
10:05
10:05
10:29
10:29
10:34
10:34
9:25
9:59
10:00
10:28
12:19
TilePr esLden t t al.ked w i t h his CounseL, John E. Dean III.
T:1ePresicl2nt met with his Special Consultant, LeoClard
Carmen t.
_-- Toe President ITl'2twith his Assistant, H. R. Haldeman.
The President met w i.th the First Lady.
The President and the First Lady wen t t.o the South Grounds of
the Hhite House.
The President and the First Lady participated in an arrival
ceremony honoring Giulio And reo t t i, , President of the
Council of Ministers of the Italian Republic. For a list
of members of the v1elcoming comnittee and of the official
Italian party participating in the ceremony, see APPENDIX
"A. "
The President and the First Lady escorted Prip.e~linister and
Mts. Andreotti to the Blue Room.
The Presidential party received members of the official
Italian and U.S. parties. Assisting in the receiving
line were:
Hilliam P. Rogers, Secretary of State
Mrs. WilliamP. Rogers
Adm. Elmo R. Zu~{alt, jr., Chief of Naval Operations
Mrs. Elmo R. Zu~valt, Jr.
The President returned to the Oval Office. -He Has
accompanied by:
Prime Hinister Andreotti
Neil·A. Seidenman, State Department interpreter
~~s. Anna Saxon, State D2partment interpreter
The Pr e s i.d en t; raet w i, th:
Prime ;[inis t cr Andreotti
Andrea Cagiati, Diplomatic Advisor to Prime ~~nister
Andreotti
Her-~ry /\. t~i.~;singe!:", ..\ssi!..~t.:1et
~·rr. S2 ~ J.'::~:~~1~.-:.~
tIcs. S:l:-:O~I.
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The Presidential party wcn t to the South Grounds of the
hrhite House. 1-
The President ana ;'[r,Kiss inger returned to the Oval Office.
The President met with Mr. Kissinger.
~ The President met with:.
Hr. Halderaan
John D. Ehrlichman, Assistant
Ronald L. Ziegler, Press Secretary
v The President met with Hr. Ziegler.- . - - - .. -.~-- _ .
The President met with Assis tant Attorney General Henry .~':-_-'_Petersen. C I. ~-,-··--I,Th~ Pr'~siclentmet 't-7ith: -r
Hr. Haldeman
Hr.. Ehr1ichman ,
-'
The President went to the Press Room.
_v The President addressed members of the press on the
developments in the Watergate case.
Vhite House photographer, in/out
The President returned to the Oval Office.
The President met Hith Hr. Ziegler.
-- .•.The President wen t to his 0 Efice in the EOB.
The President met w i th his .Sp ecLaL Assistant, Stapben B. Eull.
• The President met with:
Secretary "Rogers
Hr. Haldeman
Nr. Ehrlichw.:tn
Toe Pres ident talked Hi th He. Z'i.egl.er .
Tile Pr esi dan t \I;]_~; telephoned by Hr. t.:i.~'~ing~:r. The Celli \;:lS
not c0[;1:!1_cteJ.
,
The Pres id cu t r c.t u r ncd to the SCCl)OJ f Lope Res i.JL'IlCC.[4215]
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TIIC President went to the North Portico.
The President grceted Prime Hinister and Hrs. Andreotti.
.Iernber s of t he press, in/out
Hhite Hous e p ho togr apher , in/out:
The Presidential party w(!nt to the YeLl ow Oval Room.
The Pr es i.d ea t met w i.t h :
Th e First Lady
Vice President and Mrs. Spiro T. Agnew
Prime Hinister and ::-!rs. Andreotti
Secretary and Mrs. Rogers
John A. Volpe, Amb as s ado r f r om the U.S. to Italy
Mrs. John A. Volpe
Giuseppe ~ledici, ItaLian Hinis ter of Foreign AfIZt-:t.r:-s--
Egidio Or tona , Ambassador from Italy to the U.S. . '--
Mrs. Egidio Ortono
The President and the First Lady, accompanied by Prime
Minister and Nt's. Andreotti, wen t to the Blue Roan.
Enroute, they participated in a photo opportunity at the
foot of the Grand Staircase.
Hhite House photographer. in/out
The Presidential party received dinner guests.
The President and the First Lady hosted a State Dinner Ln
ho nor of Prime Hinister and Hr s . Andreotti. For a I i.s t
of dinner guests, see APPENDIX "B."
The President and the First Lady w ent; to the Grand Hall.
The President and the First Lady received guests attendi~~
the entertain~2nt portion of the evening. For a list ~:
at t eud c es , see APPE~~QIX lie."
Toe Pres i.den t an.d· the First La dy , a cc ornpan Le d by Pr iuc
l-l in is t c r and l-lr s , Andreotti, Hent to the Eas t R,',':-l.
The Prc:--;ident: :m:1 the First Lady c1ttencied.'l pc'rtl'rC.:;;::,-<'
sin f., l ~r I' C1 nk S i,n a t ra . For a Li. s t 0 f ~:II L S t s . s " ,'
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tile first Lady e s co r t cd P'r i rie Ninister arid
to the i r rno t o r c.adc at the North Portico.:-!r~ _ :\nd reo t t: i
The I'r c s idc n t arid the Fj r s t Lady returned to the s econd floor
Residence.
The President t a L'ced Hith ~lr. Ki s sLrige r ,
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_ 71.2 Summary of edited Hhite EOL\s.........,..
transcript, April 17, 1973
SUMMARY OF ~mITE HOUSE EDITED TRANSCRIPT
APRIL 17, 1973, 2:39 P.M. to 2:40 P.M.
On April 17, 1973 the President placed a telephone call to John
'Ehrlichman. Their conversation lasted from 2:39 p.m. to 2:[.0 p.m. The
President told Ehrlichman that he wanted to check the points EhrUchman
wanted the President to make to Petersen, who would be there in ten minutes.
The first point, the President said, was no immunity "for any of the top
three," but that it would be o.k. to give it to Strachan. The President asked
Ehrlichman if he thought that was a good line, and Ehrlichman replied that he
thoughtit Has good. (p, 1)
Ehrlichman then listed three of the four points as he had wrLtt.en
them down: to inform Petersen that the President was making a statement, the
President's policy with regard to suspension and firing, and to inform Petersen
privately about the President's policy with regard to immunity for top people.
The President added leaks from the grand jury. (pp. 1-2)
The President's policy with regard to suspension and firing, Ehrlichman
said, should be suspension for indictment and firing for conviction, and this
would be in the statement he was drafting. Ehrlichman said that Petersen would--_ .. - (_
,tell the press this, and the President agreed. (p. 1) Later in the conversation,
this subject was raised again. The President asked Ehrlichman if the policy was
that he would accept resignations on charges or indictment. Ehrlichman replied
in the negative, that it was suspensi.on on indictment and resignation on conviction.
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The President agreed, and said, "Everybody would know that. Suspension on
indictment and resignation on refusing to cooperate." Ehrlichman added, "Or
conviction," and the President agreed. (pp. 2-3)
The President then asked Ehrli.chman about the "gray area" of charges.
Ehrlichman sai.dthat the President would have to reserve the right, depending
on the seriousness of the charge; that if there were a serious,corroborated
charge, the President should tell Petersen he wanted Petersen to bring it to
him and would reserve judgment on the individual case. (p. 3)
Earlier in the conversation, the President and Erhlichman discussed
immunity. Ehrlichman said that the President's policy with regard to inmunity
should not be limited to three, that he would say "any top person, like Dean or .
up." Ehrlichman said that "It will sell." The President told EhrLf.chmanhe
would then say to Petersen that he could do what he wan t.ed v7ith a fellow like
Strachan, and ~(That strengthens the position." Ehrlichman said, "Colson,
Dean, anybody of that kind, no dice." The President replied, "He has mentioned
these four to me. I will just say that.II (p. 2)
Ehrlichman mentioned the possibility of leaks out of the grand jury.
Ehrlichman said that the President should put it to Petersen,"whether he
doesn't think that later exposure would prejudice the whole investigation and
whether he shouldn't withdraw at an appropriate time so that a replacement can
be obtained." (p, 2)
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72. On April 17, 1973 from 2:46 to 3:49 p.m. the President met with'
Henry Petersen. There was a discussion about whether Petersen had
passed grand jury information to Dean and about whether Dean would be
granted immunity. The President read to Petersen a proposed press
statement and Petersen stated the difficulties which would be posed
by a statement that the President opposed granting immunity to high
White House officials. Petersen told the President that Gray had
admitted receiving from Ehrlichman and Dean documents unrelated to
Watergate taken from Hunt's safe. Petersen said that Gray said he had
burned these documents without reading them.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of that conversation, the President has produced an
edited transcript of the recording. A summary of that transcript has
been prepared.
72.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 17, 1973,
Exhibit 48, In re Grand Jury.
72.2 Summary of White House edited transcript of a con-
versation between the President and Henry Petersen
from 2:46 to 3:49 p.m., April 17, 1973, prepared by
House Judiciary Committee staff.
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The r res Ldent wen t to t he Oval 0 f fice.
9:19
9:30
9;47
9:59
10:05
10:05
10:29
10:29
10;34
10:34
9:25
9:59
10;00
10:28
10:34
12:19
PI The Presiden t t alked w i.t h his Courisel , John H. Dean III.
The President rnct with his Speci aL Consultan t , Leonard
Carmen t.
-~ Tne President mc;twith his Assis tant;, H. R. Hald2wan.
The President met wLt.h the First Lady.
The President and the First Lady wen t tIl the South Grounds of
the \.Jhite House.
The President and the First Lady participated in an arrival
ceremony honoring Ciu1io Andreotti, President of the
Council of Hinisters of the Italian Republic. For a list
of members of the welcom~ng co~ittee and of the official
It-alianparty participating in the ceremony, see APPENDIX
The President and the First Lady escorted Prip.eHinister and
Mts. Andreotti to the Blue Room.
The Presidential party received members of the official
Italian and U.S. parties. Assisting in the receiving
line were:
William P. Rogers, Secretary of State
Mrs. William·P. Rogers
Adm. Elmo R. ZU@lalt, )r., Chief of Naval Operations
Mrs. Elmo R. ZU~.Jalt, Jr.
The President returned to the Oval Office. He was
accomp2.nied by:
Prime Hinister Andreotti
Neil,A. Seidenmzn, State Department interpreter
Hrs. Anna Saxon, State Depaetment interpreter
'ThePresident rnet w i th :
Prime lhnister Andeeotti
Andrea Cagiati, Diplomatic Advisor to Prime ~~nister
Andreotti
Henry ,\,Kiss Lngcr, Assis tant
He. S['~cl'''"<1·.:'.l\
Hr s . S:l~: o ;:L
~!en~crs 0 [ the prcss , in/out
Hhitc H()~\~;~ rl\otugcl.pher.in/ouc
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12:19 The Pr e sid e n t i a L Darty Hcnt to the South Grounds of the
lIh ite House.
12:23 1112 President 2nd :·!r.Kissinger returned to the OV21 Office.
12:23 12:24 The President met l.-lith Hr. Kissinger.
, The President met w i.th :
12 :-35 2:20 Mr , Halde17l2n
12:35 2:20 John D. Ehr Li.chman , Assistant
2:10 2:17 Ronald L. Ziegler, Press Secretary
2:30 2:40 v The President met wi th Hr. Ziegler.
2:39 2:40 P The President talked ,.]ithHr. Ehrlichman.
~I 2:46 3:49 ~ The President met with Assis tant Attorney General Henry .I.. ____
Petersen. (:::'~.~--.-[I--
""'1 3:50 4:35 ""v Th~ President met with:Hr. Haldeman
NT' • Ehrlichman
TJ~I[
f'H(l:--.JE
P-:-:Pl.lll.:d
R··· H::..t·il,lc\~
'II.\IE DAY
12:19 pln. TUESDAY
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7:36 Tile President talked w i t h ~!r.KissLn ger ,
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8:02
8:03
8 :03
8:22
8:22
8:39
10:11
10:11
10:32
10:33
7:33'
8:21
8:39
10:11
·10:32
11:17
R
TIlc President went to the North Portico.
Toe President greeted Prime Hinister and Hr::::.Andreotti.
~'!em'oersof the press, in/out
\rhite House pho t ographer , in/out
The Presidential par.tywent to the Yellow Oval Roorn,
The President met with:
The First Lady
Vice President and Mrs. Spiro T. Agnew
Prime Minister and Mrs. Andreotti
Secretary and ~lrs. Rogers
John A. Volpe, Amb assador f rorn the U.S. to Italy
Mrs. John A. Volpe-
Giuseppe ~[2dici, Italian Hinister of Foreign Af~s --
Egidio Ortona, ~~bassador from Italy to the U.S.---
Mrs. Egidio Ortono -
The President and the First Lady, accompanied by Prime
Minister and Nrs . Andreotti, ~..ent to the Blue Room.
Enroute, they participated in a photo opportunity at the
foot of the Grand Staircase.
~fuite House photographer, in/out
The Presidential party received dinner guests.
The President and the First Lady hosted a State
honor of Prime Hinister and Hrs. Andreotti.
of dinner guests, see APPENDIX "B.II
Dinner in
For a list
The President and the First Lady wen t; to the Grand Hall.
The President and the First Lady received guests attendi;'!~
the entertainment portion of the evening. For a 1i~c ~:
at t endces , see APPE~I)IX "e. "
The Pres i.dentand:the First Lady, accornpaa i ed by rrir.k'
H inis t crand Nrs , Andreo t t i, \lent to the East 1',','::1.
The Pn:s ident and the First Lady a t t ended a pert\'!T:.;;:','
si ngc r Fr('1nk. Sinatra. For a list of gtlcst~. ::...."'.
/\['!T,<llj;'; "c" c'.nd i\l)l'~~;Dr\ "C."
---·~-1-;----- r ;-- ---.-----:-- -,-
; 1.'(:1:)vr:··; or l(l-2·f't"('.-::_:, L~1!I...)l!t
\~ilitl' l!e)U~;C pliO:L1gC'.?i!cr. tll/e'llt'
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12:04 P
Tn e Pr e s i.dcnt arid t(le! F 1. r s t Lad y es co r t cd P'r Lr.e i-!inister and
:·lr::5. .vnd r eo t t i to t h e i r mo t o r c ad c at the No r t h Portico.
The rresi.cient and the Fi.rst Lady returned to the seco:1d floo:-
Residence.
The President talked with Mr. Kissinger.
S:t/ co I.r I)
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72.2 Sumrnary of White House editedtranscript, April 17, 1973 "-,-
SlJMM.P..RYOF WHITE HOUSE--EUITED'TRANSCRIPT
April 17, 1973, 2:46 p.m. to 3:49 p.m.
On April 17, 1973, the President met in the Oval Office with
Henry Petersen between 2:46 and 3:49 p.m. The meeting opened with the
President asking, "anything new I need to know?!' He said that he didn t t
want to be told "anything out of,the Grend .J~ry" unless Petersen thought
the President needed to know it. He said he needed to know it if it "cor-
roborates something or anybody here," but othenlise he didn't want to know
about it. The President 'remarked that whilehe-- had no-s.cb.een in touch with
John Mitchell, "he might call me sometime and I don't want to be a position
[sic] of ever saying anything, see?" He asked, "I guess it would be
legal for me to know?" and Petersen said he'though t it was, but the Presi-
dent replied, "ls it? Hell, but don't do it, right." The President said
he had talked with Rogers the night before,and that they were both concerned
about the leaks from the Grand Jury proceedings, during the current session
and during the preceding summer. (pp. 1-5)
The President said that John Dean, who was basically in charge of
it for the White House during that period, "will probably have told people
that he has information from the Grand jury." (p. 3) He expressed his
\
concern over the Department of Justice, and Petersen particularly getting
. ---- ....-. :;-_L
embarrassed by this disclosure. Petersen said, "I have no concern about
that. II (po 3) Petersen said that he had talked with John Dean about three
things: (1) leaks, which Petersen said he frankly didn't take very
seriously, "that's part and parcel of the ~.Jashingtonbusiness; (2) Dean's
[4229]
"personal involvement" in "securing ... equipment and records in Hunt's
offica"; and (3) "status reports, II in which Petersen "spoke to him in terms
of ultimates," the results of Magruder's grand jury testimony, "but not
the testimony itself." Petersen said that because Dean was "obviously an
attorney for the Government" in addition to being counsel to the President,
there was nothing improper in disclosing the Grand Jury proceedings to him.
The President said, "Right well good, I am relieved to hear that."
(pp. 6-7)
Earlier, the President had noted Rogers' suggestion that a special
counsel be appointed because of the leaks, and presumably because of Dean's
being privy to Grand Jury information. Petersen s.aid," .. politically
if someone wants to say --.-as they said to Pat Gr_:ay you shouldn't have been
talking to·John Dean. Well, there is no way out of that." The President
said, "That was perfectly proper for Pat Gray to talk to Dean you knmv --
as a matter of fact, it would be improper for him not to. . . • Dean was
running the investigation of the damn thing and I certainly expected him
to get all the FBI information he could." The President asked, "~,lhathe hell
is the FBI for?" and commented that Gray "got a bad rap 011 that." (p. 7)
The discussion then turned to a White House statement being
drafted for release that afternoon, which would deal with the Ervin Com-
mittee, executive privilege, immunity for White House aides, and other
matters. The President reported that ."weworked out a deal" with the Ervin
Committee in which the "right 'of executive privilege will be reserved and
all witnesses will appear in ptiblicsession" and "all of our people in
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executive sessions." Petersen wondered if "Senator Ervin will be willing
to hold off public sessions that might interfere with the right of fair
trial for the others." They both said they favored a delay in the commit-
tee hearings. The President said, "[I]f I were Mitchell I would be praying
that the Committee" went forward, which "gives him delay if nothing else" and
"a change of venue." Petersen said that the President's accommodation \vith
the Ervin Committee "makes my job much easier"because Senator Ervin "would
have been very suspicious if I had gone up there and there was still the
possibility of some confrontation between you and he." (pp. 8-10)
The President said Dean naturally would have to go,because he has
"admitted very deep complicity." He said he had let Rogers read what
Petersen had given him and had elaborated on everything he knew and that
Rogers' judgment was that on Ehrlichman it was "very rhln;" Petersen
agreed. The President said, "They better have a damn lot more than that
or they are not going to get Ehrlichman . . • on that -- they may get him
on something else." He reminded Petersen that he said Dean said Liddy had told him
everything on June 19th. The President asked, "Do you know when [Dean] told EhrLi.chman?
The President said, "In California after Ehrlichman had been there in March
_- February? -- in March . • . • The point is that Dean conducted his in-
vestigation and dLd not come to Ehrlichman and say 'look we have to go on
Mitchell' because that's what that was really about." Petersen then told the
President that what Liddy admitted was that he was present at the Hatergate,
that Dean "knew from prior dealings that Liddy was involved," and referred
to the February, 1972 meeting in John Mitchell's office to show that "Dean
knew what Liddy was up to." And Petersen said that Dean told Haldeman that
-3--
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"we should . . . not be involved with tn"£iC-_;':_"" (pp. 10-13)
The President described his proposal for what to do with White
House people. He proposed that "anyone who refused to cooperate will, of
course, be sacked immediately. Anyone who is indicted at this time will be
put on leave -- indefinite leave -- until he is tried." And "if any charge
1s made publicly . in open court . . . which corroborate in any way
against anybody on the White House staff then he will be asked to take leave
also." Aridthe President predicted that those who were asked to take leave
will resign. Petersen explained that the proposed Magruder indictment would
name unindicted co-conspirators, against whom sufficient evidence was avail-
able so that they could be charged. The President said that unindicted co-
conspirators would also be put on leave from the White House. (pp. 13-18)
The conversation then shifted to the question of immunity for
the President's aides. The President said, "I say this strongly I have
thought about it a lot I don't care what you do on immunity to Strachan
or any other second people but 'you can't give iuununity to any top people -
not Dean _. needless to say you don't want to to Haldeman or Ehrlichman."
Petersen ma1ntained that although he didn't want to have to give immunity,
the prosecutor had to have the right to make that decision. The President
said, ".•. because your close relationship with Dean [sic)... it would
look like a straight deal. . . ." He continu-ea;"'f'Theprosecutor has got
to know -- I can say as far as the PresLdent is concerned if John Dean gets
(inaudible) then I don't care -- but Ehrlichman, Haldeman and all the rest
(inaudible) -- why the hell did we give him immunization and not the poor
damn Cubans? It ju:::tdoesn't sound right. . . . It doesn't sound right --
.-4-
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it isn't going to sound good for you -- because of your relationship -- it
isn't going to sound good for the President." (pp. 18-20)
Petersen agreed "it's going to look awful," but said, "the thing
that scares the hell out of me is . . . suppose Dean is the only key to
Haldeman and Ehrlichman and the refusal to immunize Dean means that Haldeman
and Ehrlichman go free." Petersen said that was the decision "we are going
to ultimately come down to." The President replied, "Well you will have to
come .in to me with what you've got (inaudible) then there ... and let me
handle Haldeman and Ehrlichman." The President said, "[Y]ou can't in good
conscience say that you are going to send Haldeman and Ehrlichman -- or
anybody for that matter -- or Colson -- down the tube on the uncorroborated
evidence of John Dean"; and Petersen said, "Precisely right." The President
said that if Petersen came in with Dean plus corroboration, "then we have a
difficult decision on whether or not we want to immunize him." Petersen said,
"That is the importance of Strachan." As an example, the President said,
suppose Dean gave uncorroborated testimony that he told Ehrlichman about
the Liddy plan in March." . You wouldn't sack Ehrlichman for that?",
the President asked. Petersen said he would not prosecute Ehrlichman for
that, but if Petersen were the President he would sack Ehrlichman. Petersen
explained that if Ehrlichman were a junior partner in the Petersen-Nixon law
firm in Oshkosh, he would not fire him, but Ehrlichman is a senior advisor
to the President of the United States. "That is the difference," said Petersen.
(pp. 20-23)
The President continued to maintain that immunity should not be
given to Dean if he offered only uncorroborated evidence, noting that it would
-5-
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look particularly bad since "he's the guy that sunk Pat Gray." Petersen
had interjected his concern that as "one of the public I see it perhaps
more clearly -- at least from a different point of view ..• that it's just
the things that they have done impairs you." He also said that he has
been arguing with his own prosecutors on inununity for Dean. The President
said that he felt strongly about immunity, but "just understand I am not
trying to protect anybody -- I want the damn facts if you can get the facts
from Dean and I don't care whether -- ". Petersen replied, "Mr. President,
if I thought you were trying to protect somebody, I would have walked out."
(pp , 23-27)
The President said that based on Petersen's information and "just
a little feel of the whole thing," he wou Ld make his decisions. The President
said he had to get a handle on it to determine what he was going to do when
charges are made, even if people are not indicted but named as co-conspira-
tors. Petersen then suggested that in the t1agruder indictment, "everybody
but Haldeman and Ehrlichman" might be named as unindicted co-conspirators.
Mitchell, LaRue, Mardian and Dean were mentioned. The President suggested
Colson .. "Colson was a big fish in my opinion," he said. Petersen said
that leaving Haldeman and Ehrlichman out of the indictment "was to give you
time and room to 'maneuver with respect to the two of them," and that ,they
should be asked to leave nevertheless. "Well you really ought to include
them (inaudible) if you include the'others," the President responded.
Petersen reiterated his belief that "they have made you . . . very very
vulnerable to rather severe criticism because of their actions. At least
in public forums they eroded confidence in the office of the Presidency by
their actions." (pp. 27-30)
--6-
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The President said, "Hell, let's begin with this proposition.
Letts not get in the wicket where we've got Dean in an immunity position.
He'll talk. He'll talk." Petersen asked if the President had decided to
accept Dean's resignation and the President said, no, he had decided he had
to treat them all the same. Petersen said that if the President accepted
Dean's resignation, Dean would talk to the press in~ediately. The President
said he had told Dean he would handle them ,all the same; he would not
"condemn" Dean until he has a chance to present himself; he was going to
"put all three in the same bag." They discussed Strachan, and Petersen
said Strachan at that point was debating whethe"i·"he ·wanted to be a potential
defendant or a witness. Petersen said that there was probably not enough
evidence to implicate Strachan as a principal~ that in their judgment he
was a fringe character, but that he might be used as a witness and given
"immunity by estoppel." (pp. 30-33)
They returned to the question of offering immunity to Dean. The
President said, ". . I am no~ trying to do Dean in -- I would like to see
him save himself but I think find a way to do it without -- if you go the
immunity route I think we are going to catch holy hell for it." Petersen
said it scared hell out of hiln and was the toughest decision facing him.
They agreed that !~ean probably would not talk wLt.hou t immunity. Petersen
said that they were trying to persuade Dean t_9__.p:1.Eadguilty to a one count
felony indictment, just as Magruder agreed to do. "Dean's lawyers,"
Petersen said, "say we will try this whole damn Administration." The
President said,"Yeah, I know, I heard that. So that puts you in a hard
spot." (pp. 33-35)
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Petersen mentioned his shock over Mitchell's involvement. The
President said that what happened was that "Hunt and that whole bunch con-
ducted this (inaudibl~) Mitchell wasn't minding the store and Magruder is a
weak fellow -_.and the damn thing -- and afterwards they compounded it
They were caught in it and they said -- Oh we can't and basically they
were trying to protect Mitchell -- let's face it. You know that."
Petersen said that when LaRue testified about Mitchell, he "j ust broke down
and started to cry. It is a terrible thing. "The President said
"(in~udible) as we all do, but we are going·todo the right thing. Don't
you worry about that. I am trying to do the right thing in the way that
is ••• " Petersen replied, "Mr. President, if I didn't have confidence in
you -- I wouldn't be here." (pp. 35-37)
.
Petersen said that Liddy had met with his attorney, and they
again returned to the question of immunity for Dean. Petersen reported on
the differing versions 'ofwhat instructions were given to L. Patrick Gray
when Dean and Ehrlichman gave Gray "two manilla envelopes" from Hunt's
office, and on Gray's story of burning them without looking at the contents.
(pp , 37-40)
At this point, someone apparently delivered to the President drafts
of White House statements on (1) agreeing with the Senate Select Committee on
ground rules regarding executive privilege and testimony of White House aides
in the forthcoming hearings; and (2) the President's policy towards White
House aides implicated in the Watergate investigation. The President repeated
his position that no White House aides should be granted immunity, but Peter-
sen argued that to make that statement publicly would take away a prosecutorial
-8-
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tool. (pp. 40-45) After talking about the draft, the President said,
"I want to be very clear on the Haldeman/Ehrlichman thing. That if they
were left out of the non-indictable list it gives'me a little running room."
Petersen agreed, but said that they would probably be implicated by Magruder
in a court statement, so "it makes your practical difficulties just as severe
as if we had named him in the first place." (pp. 46-47)
Petersen said, "I guarantee you at least twelve hours notice"
before Magruder's court appearance. The President noted, "I don't want the
Washington Post to break this case," but rather the Department of Justice
or the White House. (pp. 47-48)
The President asked about Colson. Petersen related Colson's plea
to Ehrlichman for leniency for the Hatergate defendants, and the involve-
ment ~f Bittman, Hrs. Hunt, LaRue and Kalmbach in requesting~ receiving,
and raising money for the defendants. Petersen told the President that dur-
ing the first Watergate ,investigation he had instructed Earl Silbert not to
question Donald Segretti about the President's lawyer before the Grand Jury.
They discussed Kalmbach's being named as a fund-raiser for the Watergate de-
fendants. "If you are trying to help them out with their defense -- that is
one thing but," the President said, " if you are helping them out to keep
them quiet •.• that is an obstruction job." Petersen said that was right
if you were acting out of Christian charity that was fine. The President
said that would be Hitchell's defense on that, and Petersen replied,';...all the
inferences run the other way and that is a hell of a defense to have to put
to the Jury." (pp. 49-52)
-9-
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They then discussed the proposed statement, and Petersen en-
couraged the President to II ••• get out front. to: The conversation closes
with a discussion of Mitchell, who the President said would fight the
charges. Pete~sen said it was terrible for a former Attorney General of
the United States to be subject to a criminal trial. The President said it
was for obstruction of justice and not the bugging. (pp, 53-54)
-10-
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73. On April 17, 1973 from 3:50 to 4:35 p.m. the President met with
H. R. Haldeman, Ronald Ziegler and John Ehrlichman. The President
described his conversation with Petersen. There was a discussion of
whether Haldeman and Ehrlichman should take leaves of absence. The
President went over the text of the statement be was about to give.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of that conversation, the President haa produced an
edited transcript of the recording. A summary of that transcript has
been prepared.
73.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 17, 1973,
Exhibit 48, In re Grand Jury.
73.2 Summary of White House edited transcript of a con-
versation among the President, H. R. Haldeman,
Ronald Ziegler and John Ehrlichman from 3:50 to
4:35 p.m., April 17, 1973, prepared by House
Judiciary Committee staff.
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73.1 President Nixon daily diary J\rr~IL 17, 1973
TI~,{S 0,\ '(
9:!8 n.s. TCESDA~
PI I( >,'<E
,. r '" F. po " P: II c\J
R Pt.'"cr·. ('\\
In O~t I .. 1.0
9:18
9:19 9:25 f' J1
9:30 9:46
ACTI\'! rv
The President \le;"ttto the Oval Office.
9:59~:47
9:59 10:00
10:0.5
10:05 10:28
10:29
10:29 10:34
/
10:34
10 :3L: 12:19
1;1e President t alked w i t h his Counsel, John H. Dean III.
TilePres ideo t me t wi th his Special Consultant, Leonard
Garment.
Th e President me t w i th his Assistant, H._R. Haldeman.
The President met widl the First Lady.
The' President and the First Lady wen t t» the South Grounds. of I.
the Hhite House.
The President and the First Lady participated in an arrival
ceremony honoring Giulio And reo t t i , President of the
Council of Hinis ters of the Italian Republic. 'For a lis t -I
of members of the we lcorni.ngcorr.mitteeand of the official
I talian par ty p arti.cLp atLng in the ceremon.y, see P. PPENDIX
"A. II
The President and t.heFirst Lady escorted Pri~e Hinister and
M~s. Andreotti to the Blue Room.
The Presidential party received members of the official
Ita.lian and U.S. parties. Assisting in the receiving
line were:
William P. Rogers, Secretary of State
Mrs. William'p. Rogers
Adm. Elmo R. 'Zurnwa Lt , Jr., Chief of Naval Op er-atLons
Mrs. Elmo R. Zumwa lt , Jr.
The President returned to the.Oval Office. He was
accompanied by:
Prime Hinister Andreotti
Neil A. Seidenman, State Department interprete~
Hrs. Anna S8xon, State. Department interpreter
The Presi<:ientmet Hith:
Prime Hinister Andreot.ti
Andrea Cagi8ti, Diolom3tic Advisor to Prime Minister
And ceo t t i
Henry ,\.Ki.s sLnger , As si.st ant;
i'ir. 5::: id ~nn:(J.r.
;i.::~~ S;~:<0:'1
Nom!:>to r s o f the press, i.n! o a t;
Hhitc H')CJ,;Q ph o t ographer, in/out
{/- ;)j'
----,----------_---_--- _--- ,-_ ..-----_,
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12:35 2:20
2:10 2:17
5:20 6:19
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5:50 7:14
6:17 6:21 P
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12:19
2:30 2:40
2:39 2:40
2:46
~
3:50 4:35
---4:41
4:41 4:46
4:46
4 :48 5:03
5:09
5:15 5:16
7:15
P
Th e Presidential party '..f«ntto the South Grounds of the
hrhite House.
TIle Pr~~ident and ~r. Kissinger returned to the Oval Office.
The President met with Mr. Kissinger.
The President met with:
Hr. Halder.tan
John D. Eh rli chman , Assis tant
Ronald L. Ziegler, Press Secretary
---The President met with Hr. Ziegler.
.' The President talked ,.;rith}lr. Ehrlichman.
~ The President met with Assistant Attorney General
Petersen.
Hen ryE... _
( '~~--.-J_
'-"v Th~ Pr'es Lden t met with:
Hr. Haldeman
Nr. Ehrlichman
The President wen t to the Press Room.
-~ The President addressed members of the press on the
developments in the Watergate case.
\fuite House photographer, in/out
The President returned to the Oval Office.
The President met with Hr. Ziegler.
The President Hent to his office in the EOB.
The President Bet w i.th his Special Assistant, Stephen B. Bull..!
The President met with:
Secretary ~ogers
Mr. Haldeman
Hr. Ehrlichman
The Pres ident t al.ked w Lth' Hr. Z'i egl.er .
Tile Pr esi dan t 1.;2,~ t cLephoncd by 1-lr. Ki~;~;in:;er.Tile call. \.:,:1:-;
not COr:l:->l2t~J.
.
The Pr cs iden t rL!t;UC1CU to t11~: sccor~J f Loor Rcs idc-ncc ,[4243]
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7:36 The President talked w i t.h~lr.Kissinger.
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8:02
3:03
8:03
8:22
8:22
8:39
10:11
10:11
10:32
10:33
1
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7: 33'
8:21
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10:11
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TIle President went to the North Portico.
The President greeted Prime Hinister and Hcs. Andrco tti.
~'[em'uersof the press, in/out
Hhite EOLlse pbotogra)her, in/out
The Presidential party went to the YeLlow Oval Room.
The President met Hith:
The First Lady
Vice President aridMrs. Spiro T. Agnew
Prime Ninister and ~lrs. Andreotti
Secretary and Mrs. Roger-s
John A. Volpe, Ambassador from the U.S. to Italy
Mrs. John A. Volpe
.Giuseppe ~ledici, Italian Hinister of Foreign Affti-fi:~.
Egidio Ortona, Ambassador from Italy to the U.S.
Mrs. Egidio Ortono .
The President and the First Lady, accompanied by Prime
Minister and Brs. Andreotti, wen t to the Blue Room.
Enroute, they participated in a photo opportunity at the.
foot of the Grand Staircas~.
White House photographer, in/out
The Presid~ntial party received dinner guests.
.The President and the First Lady hosted a State Dinner in
honor of Prime Minister and Mrs. Andreotti. For a list
of dinner guests, see APPENDIX "B."
The President and the First Lady went to the Grand Hall.
--. -*' The President and the First Lady received guests attend i:1~
the entertainment portion of the evening. For a li~t ~.
attendees, see APPENDIX -·"C. II
The Pres iden t arid the First Lady, accompanied by Prir.k'
Hi.nistcr and t+r s . Andreotti, uent to the East 1'.'.'::1,
The President and the First Lady attended a Pt'~t""':;;":'\
singcr lrank Sinatra. For a list of PILStS. S~', ...
!~~~~~2_I;': It C '~ :1 rid !\.p t' E~rD C( "C. II •
~J.::l1h('rs of the p r e s s , Ll!l)llt '. ,
({i,ilL' l lou sc pho t ogr apb c r , il1/l'Ut '.
'..
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The ['r2~ id ent and tile Fj rst Lady e s co r t cd Pr Lrne ~·linister. 2.:l.d
.Ir s . :\nd reo t ; i to the i r rnot or c.rd c a t; the Nor t h Portico.
T1e I'r e s idan ; <J.:1dthe Fi.rst Lady returned to the s ecorid floor
Residence.
TIle President talked w i.t h ~1r. Ki s si nge r ,
S:I!CiJ/JO
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73.2 Summary of Hhitc House cditc~_
transcript, April 17, 1973
SUMMARY OF ~mITE HOUSE EDITED ~RAl.~SCRIPT
APRIL 17, 1973, 3:50 P.M. to 4:35 P.M.
On April 17, 1973, the President met in the Oval Office with
John Ehrlichman, and H. R. Haldeman from 3:50 to 4:35 p.m.. Ronald Ziegler
entered late in the meeting. The principal topic of discussion was the
statement then being drafted in wh i.chthe President would announce his policy
of cooperating with the Senate Select Committee, initiating his new investiga-
tion, and his policy on immunity for administration officials. The meeting
opened with the President reporting on his meeting with Pete.rsen,which had
just ended. The President said, "I completed the round with Petersen and he
said he completely agreed with me, that he's been arguing that with the U.S.
Attorneys He said the problem is (unintelligible). .r said, 'Hell you're
going to corroborate it, aren't you",' 'Yes, of course.' But I put it bluntly.
No individual __"
The President briefly described the discussion about leaks from the
Grand Jury, Gray's destruction of the material from Hunt's files, Strachan's
guilty plea, the probable statement on unindicted co-conspirators, and the
fact that Dean, ~ut not Haldeman and Ehrlichman, would probably be named as an
unindicted co-conspirator. The President reported that Petersen said that un-
less Ehrlichman and Haldeman took leaves of absence from the Hhite House staff,·
they would be named as unindicted co-conspirators. Otherwise, Sirica's
questioning of Magruder in open court would make it "appear that the Justice
Department again is covering up." (pp. 1-3)
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The President said Petersen repor~wdthat "Dean's lawyers say Dean
is going to make a case against this Administration. They're going to try
this Administration •••• So, I guess that's where we stand with Dean."
They all agreed that for Ehrlichman and Haldeman to take leave if they were
not impli.catedwould be a confession and would look like a cover-up. Haldeman
criticized the prosecutors' handli.ng of Strachan, and reported that they had
indicated they will prosecute Strachan for perjury even though he had volun-
teered to correct at least one mistake in his testimony. (pp. 4-6)
They then turned to the statement whf.ch the President was considering
. - ~.___,.
making that afternoon. After discussing the section thatTdea.l t with White
House staff appearing before the Senate Select Committee, they turned to the
part about the President's inquiry into Hatergate. The President said, "'I
began new inquiries into this matter as a result of serious charges which Here
reported pubLf.cLy and privately.' Should we say that?" Ehrlichman said,
"Publicly, comma, 'which.in some cases were reported publicly. ,II The Presi-
dent said, ''''Fourweeks ago we,' Why don't we say, shall we set a date? That
sounds a hell of a lot stronger if we set a date." Ehrlichman replied, "All
right.'~ The President continued, '"On March 21, I began new inquiries,' Strike
that. 'I ordered an investig~tion, new inquiries throughout the government --'"
The President also suggested, "In other words, 'on March 21 we started an investi-
gation because of the public hearings. '" Then they decided to make reference to
---"_",.- . .-_ (_
.con Eerences with Kleindienst and Petersen, the President's own investigation,
major developments in the case, and treatment of and cooperation by Executive
Branch personnel involved in the investigation. (pp. 7-11) Aiter an apparent
reference to Strachan, the President said, "That's right Bob, he should just take
the:i,roffer. Believe me, He don't have to have (unintelligible). He i.sn't
-2-:-
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trying to hide anything." Haldeman said he would feel fine ~.,ithhis doing
that. "ISJo he says some things that are damaging. They are only slightly
damaging, and we've had plenty of damaging things already." The President
said, "That's right Bob, just tell him to take it•.•. Tell him to take
it but tell them the mere truth. You see, they think it is worse than it is.
They think he is covering up and they are wrong , That's what it really gets
down to." Haldeman connnented that Strachan had confided in Dean and was afraid
that Dean would "take something that is partly right and twist it, which is
what Dean is doing, and hang him on it." (pp, 11-12)
Haldeman reported that he and Ehrlichman were meeting with their
attorney that afternoon. The President said, "I guess (unintelligible) may
resign." Haldeman answered, "That would be a very foolish thing for him to
do." Haldeman said that he and Ehrlichman would "hang together playing this
game," but would request a leave of absence if they were named in the Magruder
LndLctrnen t, (pp , 13-15)
Again they discussed the prospect of Dean's lawyers trying the
Administration, and Ehr1ichman mentioned the upcoming Senate Select Com-
mittee hearings. Ehrlichman also suggested that Dean's testimony may not
be admissable on the grounds that "his communication to us was a connnunica-
tion to you, and vice versa. As an alter ego to the President." The
President responded, "I don't have any separate existence." (pp, 15-17)
Towards the end of the meeting Ziegler, entered the room, and
mentioned that Leonard Garment needed to know ground rules before he
talked ,to Senator Ervin, and they discussed answers Ziegler should make
to possible questions from the press on Watergate. (pp. 17-20)
-3- [4249]
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74. On April 17, 1973 from 4:42 to 4:45 p.m. the President issued a
public statement containing two announcements. The President first
announced that White House personnel would appear before the Senate
Select Committee, but would reserve the right to assert executive
privilege during the course of questioning. He then reported that on
March 21 he had begun intensive new inquiries into the whole Watergate
matter and that there had been major developments in the case. The
President stated he had expressed to the appropriate authorities his
view that there should be no immunity from prosecution for present
or former high Administration officials. The President said that
those still in government would be suspended if indicted and discharged
if convicted.
74.1 President Nixon statement, April 17, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 387.
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71~.1 President Nixon statement
April 17, 1973
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P.)~jI0:Nri:'L DOCt,;:A<N,S: R.CH;'W /;I:<ON, 1nJ
\~_'''';. Jl~:'rTr ~1'l..ll· .s r, (.; \\·:~~:~I;n~tc.ll. 1).(:., LII,):l~'.;}l (tllJ n.\iC
l",I ..>r. 1.\·~_)h~~I';l:Jf"', I).C.
.I,',L: 'r r:t·:-.; .......ll:C t~i \~I'!"ri,~l'·, v n, 1\.,1., l'lr',:di;nt an d I:hi.,·f cxr-cu-
t:\'C !):r:(t~r, .\ll~~\l C~~r'I:I;(,J,1Corp., ~\:2"" ,'r,:-~, .\','1"'.; ~l!~:lf\J~rn~r
:... ( f,·~.Hy {If Co:!~nt:·~·l·('.
r,:r~: t cr r: c:.\}ir:'T!g Oci.d->: ']6,1,)7-1-
~d: !'l.;~~:!.t.I. r"':',\F \I{-)i-.:I, (·f B!U():llf:;:-ld H:;!s, .\tit:n., chairrnan (If t~!!::'
h ,,:;'.j, p:e:-i~, ..n t , ~lItd trl.',~s~n;r) :\J.('tr'-':l~ Inc., ~L~di:i\..':~ I!r:i:.;L~··.
:\fi.:h. . ,
\\·".L'~ r.. Lr.FTwlr:rr, of \V:1;hingt.~::. D.C .. att'lC!l~l', H"d,or. :lrcc!
Lr.:ft\ ...·ich, \'\·ajh~n3LI.):I, .D.C.
The l'rc5id~nt ::150 J.nrlOunced the uesi.s,'1);ttio[1of :\Ir.
Ql!<.:-::,J:l to 5er\'t~ as C},;:cirm;m and \[r. ]~n!eknL!i1!l to
~C[\c: ;lS Vice Ch:;irmcl11 of the Bo;ncl l)l Directors of the
Pcnn'y!v:miZl. :\n:nuc: Dnelop;r;ent CO!'poiation.
b addition to the cigh~ n:er::bero; J.?pointed by the
Pre.,jcknt the Bo::.:rd of Directo,...~ ;:']:;0 COI1;ists of thefol-
Io""ing: Secret:;;.r)' of th~ Interior, Secretary of the Treas-
ury, Secretary of Housing a:1d Urban DC:\'c!opment, Secre-
tir}' of Transportation, Administrator of Genera! Services,
Commissioner of the District of Columbia, and the Chair-
man of the District of Columbia Council. The eigh( mem-
bers appointed by the President will serve terms of 6 years
once the initial staggered terms have expired.
The Pennsyl ....ania Avenue De\'t~lopment Corporation
was e:>tablished by the Pennsylvania ,-\venue Development
Act of 1972 ( Public Law 92-578) to proviele for the prep-
aration and carrying out of a clt::\"(:lopment plan for the
area between the \\,hite House and the C~pitol.
The \'Vatergate Investigation
The President's Remarks Announcing Developments and
Procedures To Be Followed in Connection with the
Investigation. April J 7,1973 .
Ladies and gentlemen:
I have two ::lnnouncements to make. Because of their
~echni('al nature, I shall read both of the announcements
to the memilers of the press corps. .
The first annOL!ncement rdates to the appearance of
White House people before the Senate Sekct Committee
bettcr known as the Ervin cO~I~~ittee. '
F0f s,=n:r:ll "cek~, Senator Ervin and Sen.Hor Baker
;tn,! th;:ir ((,,,n~cl h,l\'e been!r1 contact with.\\·hi(c Hou~e
rcp;'('~c:nLLtive~ John Ehrlichm~n ;illr.l Leonard Garment.
'rll~'::h.t\'C b\:cn t:,!~i;::.; :lhi)\\t gro!!:1d rtlk~ '.,hi(h \\'oL:lc!
prr'-;(T\'e th;:: ~c:p;,rati'Ji1 of p(l\~'ers ·."itnout suppressing the
Llct~.
f Lr·;;'.~\·:'" I.tr:'. .... ai1 ~t,C(r~~n1ent h:-~:, b~'en re~h.'h('d \I;hich
!; .. ,);,:',:,:'1.' I:'y L! ~\,)t:1 ~!dl'S. "{,11,; C(,nH'lir.rr~ ground rl1~t_'~
)
~'-) ;";f,\"t:(.1, ~':/~I~~::;I ..·.c ..<!\:~·tr:.o:.· d:·It..~~6£l-::r.#f :-:(:~,,··~.;-~t":~"':'i1r.:
jl'c'\'t"r..;. They rr ..wi:.k that the appC:::::l.ilCe OJ' a \~it'l'>">
r!!:I~:, i:l the first instincc, iJ:: in executive 5;'::::':0:1, i~
:t [~;;_r<2r~j:'.tc,
S"CO'lri ;.. ,·",·uti, privilege is cxpre«l v reserved a"rI.. - • ) , • ~ \ . .. ~ • I ......, _, '- _.. " ~ __.. .. ." (. • __
m:·.\· DC asscrt.d du!'ing the course of the c.ll:.:s~;o!li:1g as
to anvqncstion.
0:ow, r.illCh h:l.5 bee!l n!z:cie of the j:).)ue ;L, to 'sheth,:;r
the j1rc/,:c<::ding<; cuuld be te1::\i~t:J, To me, rh:.->b.-s !1c':er
hCl~n a (cn'rJ.i is:;'..!:::. eS(lecialiy if the 5'epar.uion of p'w.:trs
p~',')i:.::rn is ol:hersj~e so!ved, a,; I now think ills.
,\ll members of the \\-hi,e H,;u-;e Staff win anoca, \'01-
un~J.rji:; \\ hen req'lc~tcd br the committec. Th~'.~hill cac
tih' unda oath, ;",d they will ans",'er fully ;E rrO;X'f
q'.ie~tior.s.
I shoulel point OL!t that this arrangement i5 one th::tt
co ..ers, this hearing 0:1!>, in which wrongdclng hJ.s b:e_'1
charged. This kind of arrangement, of course, ".:QuId not
apply to other hearings. Each of them will be co~idered
on its merits.
:-'fy second announcement concerns the \Yatergate case
directly.
On :Kfaich 21, as-aresult of serious charges which came
to my attention, some of which were publicly reported,
I began intensive new inquiries into this whole matteT.
Last Sunday afternoon, the Attorney General, ,\ssist.:mt
Attorney General Peterson, and I met at length in the
EOB to review the facts which had come to me in my
investigation and also to review the progress of the Dep:1rt-
ment of Justice investigation.
I can report today that there have been major develop-
ments in the case concerning which it would be improper
to be more specific now, except to say that reci progress
ha..~been made in finding the truth.
If any person in the executive branch or in the Govern-
ment is indicted by the grand jury, my policy will be to im-
mediately suspend him. If he 15 convicted, he will, of
course, be automatically discharged.
I have expressed to the appropriate authorities my view
that no individual hoiding, in the past or at present, a
position of major importance in the Admintstntion should
be given immun:ty irom prosecution.
The judiciJ.l proce~ is moving ahead as it should, a~
I s!1;:t!l aiel it in all appropriate ways and ha\'e ~o infonncd
the appropri:J.te authorities.
As I have said bdore and I have said througho~l( this.
cn ti ,-e matter, 2.11 Gon:mment employees and cs?c~ci2.[ry
White Hou~c StJ.ff cmployet'S arc expected. fuJi:-' tv (0-
-o;,cratC" in thi;; nntter. I condemn any attc:11[lCS to (o';a
lIO in thi~ CbC, no ma~[cr \·,ho is im oh cd.
h,\[~\ ) ou.
: rt.,'" p~~,,;,,!,,:~":' ::[1v1:\,;" at 4: 1:? r ~n. in. th,,~ R_~i~i"r~_: !" '0:'1 ..'!.~
hi:t." t fl" ~~l.:.-
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75. On April 17, 1973 the President met in his EOB office with
William Rogers from 5:20 to 6:19 p.m. and with H. R. Haldeman and John
Ehr1ichman from 5:50 to 7:14 p.m. The President briefed Rogers on his
investigation and his discussion with Petersen. There was a discussion
of whether Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Dean should resign and of Dean's
testimony against Haldeman and Ehrlichman. Haldeman and Ehrlichman
reported on their conversation with John Wilson, a criminal attorney
who had been recommended by Rogers. There was a discussion of what
Dean had told Kalmbach about the purpose of the money he was asked to
raise.
In response to the Committee's subpoena for the tape recording
and other evidence of the President's conversations of April 17, 1973
from 5:50 to 7:14 p.m., the President has produced an edited transcript
of the recording of his conversations from 5:20 to 7:14 p.m. A summary
of that transcript has been prepared.
75.1 President Nixon daily diary, April 17, 1973,
Exhibit 48, In re Grand JU!!.
75.2 Summary of White House edited transcript of a con-
versation among the President, William Rogers, H. R.
Haldeman and John Ehr1ichman from 5:20 to 7:14 p.m.,
April 17, 1973, prepared by House Judiciary Committee
staff.
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President Ni.xon daily diary -'r\I~:~TL l7 ;H~973
g:18 ~.~. TCESDAY ---
M.TI\'I ry
den t \.]e~t tot IIe 0val 0 [f ice .
dent talked with his Counsel, John W. Dean III.
dent met with his Special Consultaat, Leonard
t.
dent ID'2twith his Assistant, H•. R. Haldeman.
dent met t.,riththe First Lady.
dent and the First Lady went to the South Grounds of
ite House.
dent and the First Lady participated in an arrival
ny honoring Giulio And reo t t L, President of the
1 of Hinisters of the Italian Republic. For a list
bers of the welcoming corrrni.t tee and of the official
n party participat-ing in the ceremony, see APPENDI:S_
dent and the First Lady escorted Pri~e Minister and
ndreotti to the Blue Room.
dential party received members of the official
n and U.S. parties. Assisting in the receiving
ere:
il1iam P. Rogers, Secretary of State
rs. William·P. Rogers
dm. Elmo R. "ZumwaLt., Jr., Chief of Naval Operatior..s
rs. Elmo R. Zu~valt~ Jr.
dent re t.urned to the Oval Office. He was
anied by:
rime· ~Unister Andreotti
eil A. Seidenman, State Department interpreter
rs. Anna Saxon, State Department interpreter
dent wet ~.Jith:
rime Minister Andreotti
ndrea Cagiati, Diplow3tic Advisor to Prime Hinister
. Andreotti
enry A. Kissinger, Assistant
r. Sei.d"'nm::\n
lemb e r s 0 f the press, in/out
'h i t c rIOL!~C f'llOtU?l:tp~ler, in/out
---_ ..._--_
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5:15 5:16
6:19
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7:14
6:21
6:55
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TIle President and :·!r. Kissinger returned to the Oval Offi.ce.
M:TIVITY
Tll~ Presidential D2.rty Hent to the South Grounds of the
\-_'hiteHouse.
The President met Hi th Hr. Kissinger.
The President met wltn:
Hr. Haldernarl
Johrl D. Ehrlichw3n, Assistant
Ronald L. Ziegler, Press Secretary
The President met with Hr. Ziegler.
The President talked \vith !-ir. Ehrlichman.
The President met with Assistant Attorney General
Petersen.
Henry .E..~_
C~--··-t
Th~ Pi~sident met with:
Hr. Haldeman
Mr.. Ehrlichman
The President Hent to the Press Room.
The President addressed mewbers of the press on the
developments in the Watergate case.
White House photographer, in/out
The President returned to the Oval Office.
The President met \-lithHr. Ziegler.
The President wen t to his 0 ffice in the EOB.
The President met \"ith his Special Assis tant, Stephen B. Bull.
The President met with:
Secretary ~ogers
Hr. Haldeman
Hr. Ehrlichman
The Pres ident talked Hi thOHr. Ziegler.
The President \.,'2S telephoned by rtr. Kiss ingel'.
no t con; Le ted .
-
Th c Pres i d e n t retur-ned to t lie s cc orul f l o o r ReS id o n c c ,
-------------------
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10
TIle President went to the North Portico.
The President greeted Prime Ninister and l·1n:. Andreotti.
;'[embersof the press, in/out
~'[hite House pbo t ograph er , in/out
The Presidential party wen t to the YeIlow Oval Room.
The President met with:
Th e First Lady
Vice President and Hrs. Spiro T. Agneu
Prime Uinister and ~·lrs.Andreotti
Secretary and Nrs~ Roge rs
John A. Volpe, Ambassador from the U.S. to Italy
Mrs. John A. Volpe
Giuseppe Medici, Italian
Egidio Ortona, Ambassador
Mrs. Egidio Ortono _
8:02
3:03
8 :03
8:22
8:22
8:39
10:11
10:11
10:32
lO:33
8:21
8:39
10:11
-10:32
11:17
Hinis ter of Foreign .f\ff2:i:-:::s'·
from Italy to the U.S.
Th~ President and the First Lady, accompanied by Prime
Minister and Nrs. Andreotti, wen t to the Blue Roon.
Enroute, they participated in a photo opportunity at the
foot of the Grand Staircase.
Imite House photographer, in/out
The Presid€ntia1 party received dinner guests.
The President and the First Lady hosted a State
honor of Prime Minister and ~lrs. Andreotti.
of dinner guests, see APPENDIX "B.II
Dinner in
For a list.
The President and the First Lady '-lentto the Grand Hall.
The President and the First Lady received guests attendin~
the entertainment portion of the evening. For a li5t ~:
attendees, see APPE~DIx"nc."
Toe Pres i.dent and .the First lady, ac.c ompan i ed by rrir.k'
Hi.nistcr and Hr s . Andreotti, vzen r; to the East 1\\.'_':'.1.
The Pres i dcnt; :.lOU the First Lady a r randed a pt'rf,'r7,::':·.,·~'C- v
s i nr.cr Frn.nk Sinatr:J.. For a list of ).:tlcsts.:'~'<'
!,rJ:£:\!.!2.I;·~'l)_",arid ~I~PE~!D!"_:s._"C. '~
~lt.':;l~"'1~ r:-~ 0 E t h e ~)-cS:.;, i~l/ \"U t
\{\l i tl' lidllSc pho t o g r.ipb c r , ill/_'llt'
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The Presi.dent a~d the Fi.rst Lady returned to the second floor
Residence.
The President ta1~ed with Mr. Kissinger~
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75.2 Summary of White House edited
transcript, April 17, 1973
SUHMARY OF v;rHITRHOUSE EDITED TRANSCRIPT
April 17, 1973 5:20~m. to 7:14 p.m.
On April 17,1973 the President met with Secretary of State
William P. Rogers at 5:20 p.m. in his EOB office. Haldeman and
Ehrlichman entered the me€:ting after it began, and Rogers left before
the meeting ended at 7:14 p.m.
Rogers asked the President if he had made his announcement. The
President said he had, that it wouldn't hurt anything and was the right
move. Rogers agreed. (p. 1)
The President said he had talked to Petersen again that day, and
Petersen said they had to resign, "fjJust figures you can't keep them."
The President aske.dif Rogers had any different vfews today. Rogers said
he.dLdn l t , that he thought it was the right step to go. The President said
lIit'sgoing to be bloody." Rogers said that the top people in government
deserve the same consLderat.Lonas anybody else, and the President said,
"Damn right." The President said that the Ne,vYork Times would have.an
editorial the next day that the President should fire the whole WlliteHouse
staff, anybody who did it. But, said the President, "I think they [the
people] like a man who stands up to them -- not to condenm people before
.they're proven." (pp, 2-3)
Rogers asked what Petersen said on Ehrlichman, IIDoeshe have any
other evidence except what's in that pi_eceof paper because if he doesn't
there wasn't anything in there." The President said "hardly anything,"
except that Gray now recollected that he got tl1ematerial and destroyed it
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because he was told it was political material, had nothing to do with
Watergate. This had destroyed Gray, the President said, it was "an
unbelievable story." Rogers asked, "Well, now Ehrlichman didn It tell him
to destroy :f..t.?"The President replied, "Hell no. Gray went back ._-Dean
did give it to him. It was in Ehrlichman's office." The President said
he "put it hard to Petersen" and even used Rogers' name. He said he told
Petersen that Rogers looked it over and said they didn't have much of a
case on Ehrlichman. (pp. 3-4)
The President said the prosecutors were "trying like.hell to just
frighten people to death. They're going to send 'em to j ail and so forth. I'
The President told Rogers they were "trying to break" Strachan. The
President said he didn't understand, Strachan could be either a witness
or a defendant, and he told Haldeman to tell him to be a witness. (p. 4)
Rogers asked what had happened to Dean, and the President said, "They
made a deal wi.thhim. And that's why I put in that statement, I hope
that's the point." The President said he told Petersen he had talked to
Rogers and they had a grave problem in giving the President's counsel im-
munf.ty, He said Petersen had replied, suppose it's Dean's testimony that
we need to get Haldeman and Ehrlichman, shouldn't we give him innnunity?
The President said he had told Petersen, "No not unless you have cor-
roboration." Rogers said that what was done on things like that was to
_.-- •• - .•_.,,~ I,.~
say to a fellow, you've violated the law, you've got to be indicted, we'll
consider the help you've given us when it comes to the.question of your
sentence. "In other words;" said Rogers, "you . . .JhJold out the prospect
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to him." The President asked how John Dean, the President's counsel, could
be given total iunnunity "when he's involved? He admits involvement through-
out." The President told Rogers, "1 said no. I said, by no means. I'd
get the rack."
The President told Rogers that Petersen said he agreed with that
and was trying to convinc~ the U. S. Attorneys, "but they are hot on trying
to give him immunity and they're going to. And they want to (unintelligible)
Haldeman and Ehrlichman. Frankly, that's it." (p. 6)
The President told Rogers "what this statement was on." He said
they were going to have Magruder in open court eventually and were going to
put out this statement in which they would name other unindicted co-
conspirators. Petersen said otherwise Sirica would ask Magruder questions,
and he would testify in open court about other people, the President said.
"I think that is a hell of a prejudicial thing to do -- the rights of an
individual--." The President continued that they told him that Haldeman
and Ehrlichman \olOuldnot be on the list if the President fired them. He
said Petersen told him they were giving him an option so that he "could
move ahead of the herd basically by just le~ting them go." The President
told Rogers that he thought if he let them go they would be on the list
anyway. It would appear that he heard they were going to be on the list
and fired them and they were on it. The President said, "That's my problem.
We're not prosecuting my two top people and I let them go. I don't think
that makes sense at all or do you agree?" Rogers agreed that it would look
bad from the President's standpoint. The President said that if he let
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Haldeman and Ehrlicrunan go and they weren't-on the list, they would call
them before the Grand Jury and then indict them if they could get infor-
mation. Rogers said that it was a perversion of the Grand Jury process
if Sirica questioned a defendant on a guilty plea to find out who else
was involved. (pp. 6-9)
The President said that he thought Ehrliclunan was "going to beat
it. I don't think it's going to help him, if by letting him go, I know
that he's gone to the prosecution." The President said, "IY]ou know I
am concerned about my people. I know that Haldeman and Ehrlichman are
not guilty of a damn,thing. 11 The President said to Rogers, "It \S only
tangential on that, Bill -- tangential. Sure they knew we were raising
money for these damn defendants, but they were (unintelligible) in the
campaign. I mean, I mean (unintelligible) Dean at the me~ting, wasn't
he?" The President continued, "EhrLf.chmanwas handling the whole domestic
thing and Haldeman was working with me at the time. They didn't work in
the campaign. It was allover with Mitchell. Mitchell was -,-in this
whole thing -- and frankly, Dean was handling it for the White House.
(Urtintelligible). OlIrpeople were aware that he was. He were aware
about that." (pp. 9·-10)
Rogers asked how the President had left it \\TithPetersen and,
said, "I think from now on you better let him go into the braw1." The
President said, "I have."He said Petersen was going to report to him
and that he had told Petersen that he would like to know if Petersen
got any corroborating testinlony. The President said he had told Petersen
he would like to be 'warned if there was corroborative testimony so he
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could call his people in and ask for resignations. The President said,
"That's all I told him. Well I'm not going to talk to him any more
about that. After all, I'm the President of the country -- and I'm going
to get on ~vithit. . I've been living with this for (unintelligible)
that's all I've been doing for half the time now." The President mentioned
the people that he had trust in, said he had trust in Ehrlichman, had
Ehrlichman working. Ehrlichman had completed the job and got to the bottom
of the thing. (pp. 10-11)
The President said that Ehrlichman sa-ici,-"There-d.s. a possible,
possible situation of the act of -- What do you call it?" Rogers' reply
was "(Unintelligible)," and the PrasLdent said, "If the individuals knew
that the purpose was to keep people from talking :fncourt. In court, not
openly. Apparently, it's -- You might keep 'em from it _._but he said,
'Anyway, that's the problem.' So, I don't know. I still don't know if
it is a problem." The President said that he 'was thinking of Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, Dean and their kids; of the possibility of their mocking a
great career. Their service, the President said, had been efficient.
"I'll tell you, if they aren't convicted, Bill, they'll come out.
This'll be in better perspective in a year, I think." Rogers said he
thought the f Lrs't :b'Lush would be and the President interjected, "Terrible."
The President said, "I'll be here, all along ,B-il1~ The Jury indicts,
moves. We're going to get on with this_country. A lot of people in the
country, we may find, they feel the President is doing the best he can in
the damn thing. If I had wanted to cover-up -- they probably think the,
President can cover-up. If I wanted to, I sure haven't done it very well,
have U" (pp. 11-13)
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Rogers asked if the President had any indication of what Dean was
going to do. The President said, "IH]e's going to try this whole Administra-
tion I would expect. And my view on that is let him try the whole Admini-
stration." The President said Ziegler pointed out that Dean had conducted
an investigation for nine months and nOl.,came forward and charged inaction.
The President said, "Dammit,.why didn't he come in earlier, and tell me
these things, Bill? Why didn't he.do it? If he knew, I would think that--"
The President asked why, once it had happened, it wasn't cut off right then,
by someone (apparently Mitchell) stepping fon.,ard. "Well, I think I know,"
the President said, "They just thought that might hurt the election."
(pp. 13-15)
The President said that he would rather have it in the courts than
in the Coramittee, and Rogers agreed and said that was the way it was sup-
posed to be, that was the system. The President said, "It sure shows the
system works, though, doesn't.it?" Roge.rsasked the President what Petersen
thought of the President's statement, and the President said he had thought
it was fine. Rogers said Sirica had been suspicious there was a cover-up
and had tried to put pressure on the ones who knew. Hagruder, Rogers said,
was a willing witness, not a reluctant defendant, who would testify, had
been working with the prosecutor, and would be called before the grand jury.
Rogers said, "Why the hell he's -- that (unintelligible) open court. That's
the -- that's what the Grand Jury's for." (pp. 15-16)
The President said he thought llthepartial reaction" to his state-
ment would be, "Thank God, the President's finally said something about
Hatergate," and Rogers agreed. The President said he wasn't taking any
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comfort out of it because "for a period of time it's going to be painful,"
when Mitchell gets indicted, and possibly Haldeman and Ehrlichman. (pp, 15-17)
Rogers said that he thought Haldeman and Ehrlichman ought to resign
but talk to their lawyer first. Rogers saLd he didn't understand wha t
Magruder was going to do, but it seemed to him "if Dean has mentioned them
that way that they ought to then take a leave of absence." The President
asked if Rogers wou ld wait until their names were mentioned, and Rogers said,
"Yeah." The President said he had told Petersen that Rogers and the President
found the charges uncorroborated, and Petersen agreed but wanted the
President to "sack 'em." The President said, "live got to live with myself.
I don't want to do it in that (unintelligible). That isn't fair." The
President said that if they were not named in the statement, they would be
called. "They'll be indicted and (unintelligible):' Rogers said that undicted
co-conspirator was "just as bad as being indicted, especially when you know
somebody was (unintelligible) lying. So you're named, but you can't clear
your name." Rogers said, "If you're named as a co-conspirator and forced to
resign, then you're convicted wi thou t a trial." (pp, 18-21)
The President said that he was afraid Ha Ldeman. was probably in
trouble, though he wasn't sure he'd be indicted. Rogers said he wasn't sure
he would be indicted. 111e President said, "Well, staying too close to the
money. He never can explain that. In terms of legal involvement though but
he could never explain to the people and you (unintelligible) some of that damn
money back there for 'em. Testified by Hitchell, by, by Dean. Was it a
(unintelligible) of the defense?" Rogers said the President would have
twelve hours, and the President asked Rogers to put his mind to the problem
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"because I really think we've got to start helping 'em. Help advise them.
They're in the eye of the hurricane." Rogers said they had a little time
to see how- the President's statement played .. (pp. 22-23)
The President said that he thought "that he probably didn't know
about My feeling was that Mitchell -- basically aIways thought
Magruder knew the damn thing. Hitchell just wa sn l t tending the shop. That's
what I understand." Rogers said he thought Mitchell might we II have given
the go ahead and said, "Oh yeah, to hell with this.1I The President said,
"Yeah , 'Don't tell me about it. 'II Rogers said he was surprised about
Dean, and the President said Dean claimed he didn't have anything to do ,vith
having them go ahead, but after that IIDean came in in terms of the obstruction
of justice. There's where he's vulnerable. That's all. He's not vulnerable
on the first part in my opinion." Rogers asked if t4ey had gotten
written statements from Dean and Hag rude r , and the President said they had
debriefed him. He said, "\.JhereDean is concerned, nothing they can do to
shake him. On that one he stands firm.1I Rogers said he thought "the one
fellow that had to know about this and should just take a leave of absence
is Dean." The President replied, "(unintelligible) what about this -- who
the hell wants to (unintelligible)? It looks like this might (unintelligible)
of course, set him off •..• Worse than he is." Rogers said, "Well, I
think your point is true enough. He appeats beyond the thing, although he
The president said, "He was the one ...• He handled the whole thing."
The President told Rogers that, when he-had started his investigation on
Harch 21st, he saw Dean at least "(unintelligible) times"; that at Camp David
Dean was "to write the (expletive deleted) up so we could put out a statement";
"
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and that he said he really couldn't write a -statement the President could
put out. "So I must say, I've done everything I can to get to the bottom,
Bill, as you can see.1I The President said he had told John to "let it all
hang out • you got to tell me what the hell the score is so we'll
know how to deal with this. We're not going to be nibbled to death by a
thousand hurts.1I And that,said the President, was "exactly what we've
done." The President said HcCord's allegations had "enough there Lto/. put
anybody on notice that wi thou t a doubt there's something wrong ," and that
was why he had to move. (pp. 23-25)
Rogers said that it was basically up to John and Bob and that it was
difficult for anybody else, who really didn't know ~hat the facts we re , Rogers
said that Ehrlichman must be shaken, and the Presi-dent said that he was,
that he was saying, "Going to fight, discredit Dean ---discredit the
prosecutor." The President said, "That'll be one hell of a big fight." (pp. 26-27)
The President told Rogers they were thinking of Judge Byrne for
Director of the FBI, a~d described his qualifications. (p. 28)
At this point, Haldeman and Ehrlichman entered the meeting. They
reported that they ha.d met with their lawyer, John J. Wilson. Ehrlichman said
Wilson knew Petersen and Glanzer, "and he despises them." The President said
he 'neve r talked to Petersen any more, that was done ---"except for all the
information I want." The President told Haldeman and Ehrlichman that Petersen
said he would give the President 12 hours notice with regard to the Hagruder
thing, "and I think I wan t that." Ehrlichman gave Wilson's explanation of
the_ procedure involving unindict~d co-conspirators and interrogation on a
guilty plea. Rogers said that being named as an unindicted co-conspirator
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and being forced to leave was equivalent to -indictment; "You both wouId he
indicted and convicted by the public beforehand." .(pp. 29-36)
Ehrlichman suggested that he had privilege in his conversations
with Dean, and parti.cuLar Ly the conversation where Dean said he came and told
Ehrlichman that Liddy had confessed. Ehrlichman said, "/i/he only reason
to tell me was not for me as me but because I was one of the two conduits
that he had to the Boss. He didn't have, I mean, the organizational set-up
was that way." Haldeman said that the President's log showed that from the
Watergate break-in until the end of August, the President never saw John
Dean, during July and August the President had no conmumications with Dean
at all. EhrlLchman said that Dean gave a lot of legal advice about this
case. "A lot of traffic and all that, but there's also developed a poor
relationship and sooner or later the President is going tq have to decide
wherhcr he wan ts to consider privilege--if Dean becomes." Ehrlichman said it
involved both his comrrumicationswi.thDean and Haldeman's, that it was a
tough problem, and the President would probably want to reserve it. Rogers
said that it was "really ticklish," and "it is hard to understand he was
Counsel-to you as well as to the President." Rogers asked how Dean contacted
the President, and Haldeman said, "He dealt with one of us." Ehrlichman
said that Dean was "really an advisor" to them in their capacity to make
decisions. Rogers asked, "Problem is, what do other people say about him?"
Ehrlichman replied, "He's a'jerk. Sure, that's right." The President said,
"And I deferred to him in this damned investigation. Remember you said, 'I
think you ought to talk to John Dean.' Remember, And I called him in
there. And, -- , I listened ad infinitum and carted him off to Camp David."
Haldeman said, "(unintelligible) I deferred to him on most occasions."
Rogers suggested they think it over. (pp. 36-39)
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The President said that on Sunday Kleindienst and Petersen had
come in and said, '''Because of Haldeman and Ehrlichman -- just the fact
that both of these clowns had implicated them and they ought to resign.
They haven't served you well, Hr. President' and all that sort of thing."
The President said, he told them he couldn't do it on un-corroborated
.testimony and that a moment of truth for them wou l.dbe when they said they
have corroborative testimony. The President'sa.id, "Do I have to examine
the damned testimony" or could he just ask them voluntarily to leave? The
President said his theory, and Rogers',was that "a person in public office
should have no more and no less rights than a.person out of public office,"
Haldeman said there was a good counter argument that a person in pub1i.c
office ha~ a higher obligation than a person not in public office. Rogers
said he thought it was for the individual to decide. Eh rldch man said that
he thought if they "turned up in this crazy information -- junk even
though we are not charged with a crime, in the ultimate sense," he could
write the President a letter saying obviously he didn't want to impair
the President.'s situation and was going to take leave. The President said
he thought that was the course of action they should take "and let them put
it out if they want to that \vay. And if they do and if you are named you can
immediately say, 'I am confident that these charges will not stand up and
tha t I . and so forth' -- and 'My usefulness, of course, will be seriously--.••. ,.-.~.. \,.:
impaired and I therefore request a leave until the matter is cleared up. '"
The President continued, "I think we can: all agree on that without an indictment.
I might put a P.S. on there and say, 'I am shocked with the procedure followed
and when I am reinstated I am going to see to it that the Justice Department
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changes its procedures.'" Rogers said tha t,.in effec t, Dean would be
doing them a greater disservice than a bonafide Grand Jury indictment,
and the President agreed. Rogers said that based on what Petersen gave
the President, he didn't think there was sufficient evidence. (pp. 39-42)
Rogers said, "Now how in hell can you say, 'That is obstruction
of justice to turn over all the evidence to the FBI? r n Rogers suggested
that Pat Gray said he was told to "de ep six" the documents, and the President
said', "he was not told to do that. If .L_Emphasis in transcrip_!:!Ehrlichman said that on
the business, of telling Hunt to leave the country, nobody in the meeting
rememb er.ed anything like that. Dean had called Li.ddy and told him to have
Hunt leave the country, and Colson recalled Dean's ~aving mentioned it to
him, not in Ehrlichman's office, Ehrlichman said. It was countermanded,
and he didn't leave the country, Ehrlichman continued, "so I suspect Dean
may have acted unilaterally on that." The President said, "Here he is
trying to pass this up to Ehrlichman, too." Ehrlichman suggested that
Dean had to have an explanation for why he did it. Ehrlichman said Liddy
told Hunt that his principals said for Hunt to leave, and that Hunt said
Liddy named Dean as h i s principal. The President said, "John Dean said, 'Oh
no, it's Ehr li chman"?" Ehrlichman said, "Yeah. Get into one of these 'he
said', 'I said' sort of thing, it's going to be miserable. But the
probabilities against the surrounding circumstances at least as of now look good."(~.43-44
The President said, ,If The .•. three-fifty thing is the toughest
thing, Bob, about this whole thing. Ha LnLy , to me there's no question about it,
just basically that they had knowledge that it was going to those defendants
and so forth. They wanted it for that purpose. And the question is what you
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thought it was. And then again they'll say -they don't believe you. It'll
get down to thaL" The President said that again.they had a route to it,
LaRue, who. broke down and cried. (p. 45)
Rogers left the meeting. After a discussion of Hilson, the President
said, "Dean's credibility is totally destroyed, you know Sure,
Dean was in charge of the investigation." The P'resLden t said he made that
point to Ron, '''You know Dean somehow has sold out the White House, the
Administration, etc. If' Haldeman said that was a good statement and a good
idea; "Lilt puts you exactly in the position that you should be in now."
The President said, "\-1e'11get kicked by the press on it." The President
said he was always ready to give in on Ervin. As to why the President acted
so late on this case, the President said the answer was that the charges were
"just floating," just newspaper charges and so forth. EhrLi.chma n said, "They
wcr e all relying on Dean, f rank ly ;!' Haldeman said that time was not of the
essence in this case. 1IIt wa sn l t a matter of where by moving quickly
we would stop something. It was done. It was a matter now of doing it properly.
Not quickly." (pp. 46-50)
- The President said, concerning a leaked story in the L.A. Times that
said the White House was going to move, "That probably came directly from
Dean. I think Dean did that." Haldeman quoted from the story and pointed
out that it didn't say White House officials bore responsibility for Hatergate.
"Your action now saying som~thing substantial will develop, and then when
the Mitchell bomb breaks, that's all goi.ng to fit together., .." The Pr esfden t said,
"Yeah. Yeah (unintelligible) about that -- Te.11 us about that ransacking and
(unintelligible). It's been about two years ag~. It's about not letting
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(unintelligible) ." Haldeman replied, "He said- ft was 22,000. Was the
difference in money material? Can a case be-made out of that? Did he
keep the money or was there something about that?" The President said, "He
called the same day, too, didn't he?" Haldeman said that he called the
next day, within twenty-four hours. (pp. 51-52)
They discussed an ABC news story, and Haldeman said that the Pos t
would hold up the next day and watch for something, they "Jere playing the
long game. The President then said, "I get your point, John. On the
(unintelligible), I think we, I think we have sped the process up. This
kind of stuff, this kind of stuff here would have- had t strrri.e s for three or
four months." Haldeman agreed and sC\id it was the best way compared to the
Ervin process, "Lilt is essential to go this way." Haldeman said they had
to face the possibility of indictments and th~se w~uld have come anyway.
"They wouldn't have let you get away w i rh it." The President said, "Well, I
think that would happen for instancewi th Ervin's prob Lem , They would be
saying, 'We refer this to the Grand Jury. '" lr'aldemanreplied, "They would have
murdered us. Something would be- out every minute. Dernanding that you fire
everybody. Demanding that you do this and that." Ehrlichman said, "Well
as a matter of fact, you might have turned the set up some day and
watched your White House counsel crap -- for the glorious television. It
wou ld be at leas-t--surprising." (pp. 52-54)
---.~.----" .. (.The President said, "Let's face it, up to this thing, Dean handled
a 10 t of stuff well." Haldeman agreed. _ The President said he thought they
had played the Dean thing fairly well; "I think what r,ve ought to do -- make
our deal or not with Dean within a week." He said he didn't see how Dean-
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could possibly miss being involved in whatever they put out on Magruder,
and that the way the guy talked he thought "all of you, all of you, everybody
may get it." (p. 55)
Ehrlichman said that he thought the President's statement that
immunity should not be granted to any major officials wou l.d be read "as
re la:ting to Hi tchell and three or four of that ilk as we Ll., II The President
said, "Oh , sure." Haldeman said, "They may decide not to do this;' and the
PresTdent said, "That's the point." The President said, "But I have told the
big five, I told the Assistant Attorney General, specifically, that nobody
should be granted immunity in any case." He said Rogers agreed with this. (pp. 55··56)
The President said, "Dean is the only one wl;tocan sink Haldeman or
Ehrlichman." Haldeman asked, "How am I going to explain that, after putting
out a statement?" Ehrlichman said, "hThat do you say, 'Dean is some little
clerk?' He's my Counsel." The President said he was involved in the Gray
thing. "They are not going to throw the whole thing in there." The President
said he was thinkinij whether to see Dean again and added "I don't think you can
control him, he's fanatic." He told Haldeman and Ehrlichman to let him know
if they felt it was useful. (pp. 57-58)
Ehrlichman said that, based on the chain of circumstances, he thought
Dean might be provoked to make a public statement "wh i.ch is. slanderious
and hostile." The President suggested that both Ehrlichman and Haldeman, and
Haldeman particularly, ought to get themselves a libel lawyer, "the most vicious
libel lawyer there is." He sugges ted they "Ls/ue righ t down the line .
You may as well get a t the libel thing and have yourself a little fun." (pp. 58· 59)
Haldeman recOlmnended "Lo/peration procedure-wise" that they "maintain
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a facade of normal operations." The PresideI).tagreed, "Lu/nless and until
something happens. Nm-J the only exception here is Dean." The President
said, "I want you to go f orwar d and if this thf.ng comes out which I can't believe,
I want you to go f'orwar d at all costs to beat the danmed rap. They'll have
one hell of a time proving it. Yours is a little tougher I think Bob, and it
shouldn't be -- the 300." Haldeman told the President their Lawyer said the
law on obstruction of justice was "damn tough, loose." Ehrlichman said that he
cited Glanzer as "the leading authority on it. He uses it like a bludgeon."
(pp. 60-61)
Ehrlichman said, "Well, as I said before: We beat the rap but we're
damaged goods." The President responded, "Right, you can't go back in the
government, but I will tell you one thing, you are not damaged goods as far
as I am concerned. It's one hell of a thing. The point is that let's wait
and see what happens before we see where we are." The President said that they
ought to expect the worst, but tha~ he would like both of them to consider
50% of their time for editing and so on with the Foundation, wh i ch "is
going to be a hell of a big thing." "If you are indicted and tried and found
innocent," the President said, Hit washes away." (pp.63-64.)
The President said that he thought it was "terribly important
that poor Kalmbach get through this thing." Haldeman said he though~ he was
alright. The President asked if Dean had called him about the money, and
Haldeman said, "Yes, Sir." Ehrlichman said Dean told him that he told Kalmbach
wha tit wa s for, bu t he didn't be lieve it. Ehrlichman said Kalmbach said he
just foLl owe.d instructions, that he just went ahead and did it and sent
the money back. The. President said, "You can cDrroborate then Herb on that
one"; EhrLi.chman replied, "1 can if Dean' is the accuser. I can." The President
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said, "If Dean is the accuser, you can say that he told you on such and
such a date that he did not tell Herb Kalmbach wh a t the money was for."
Ehrlichman said, "That he has told me -- that he has told me " and the
President said, "That's right - that's right." (pp. 65-66)
At the end of the meeting, Haldeman said the Foundation funding was
one thing, but "there is a lot of intrigue too." He said, "I hope to get
.
funding for the ability to clear my name and spend the rest of my life
destroying what some people like Dean and Magruder have done to the President."
(p , 66)
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